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Introduction

This final report summarizes the work performed by SAIC's Applied Physics

Operation on the modeling and support of Tethered Satellite System

missions (TSS-1 and TSS-1R) for NASA under Contract No. NAS8-36811. The

SAIC team, known to be Theory and Modeling in Support of Tether (TMST)

investigation, was one of the original twelve teams selected in July, 1985 for

the first TSS mission. The accomplishments described in this report cover

the period December 19, 1985 to September 31, 1999 and are the result of a

continuous effort aimed at supporting the TSS missions in the following

major areas. During the contract period, the SAIC's TMST investigation

acted to:

• Participate in the planning and the execution on both of the TSS

missions;

• Provide scientific understanding on the issues involved in the

electrodynamic tether system operation prior to the TSS missions;

* Predict ionospheric conditions encountered during the re-flight mission

(TSS-1R) based on realtime global ionosounde data;

• Perform post mission analyses to enhance our understanding on the TSS

results. Specifically, we have 1) constructed and improved current

collection models and enhance our understanding on the current-voltage

data; 2) investigated the effects of neutral gas in the current collection

processes; 3) conducted laboratory experiments to study the discharge

phenomena during and after tether-break; and 4) perform numerical

simulations to understand data collected by plasma instruments SPES

onboard TSS satellite.

• Design and produce multi-media CD that highlights TSS mission

achievements and convey the knowledge of the tether technology to the

general public.



Overview on the SAIC's TMST investigation is presented in next section. It

consists a brief description of the TMST roles in the TSS missions since the

beginning. This is followed by the major investigation results on TSS

engineering, which contains a critical evaluation of the TSS performance in

terms of efficiency in power generation and comparison with the known

analytic models. One of the surprises in the TSS missions, namely high

current collection after tether break in TSS-1R, is also addressed. Next is

the summarized description on major scientific results by the TMST team

(Appendices 6, 11, 13). Science research is focused on another major

surprise in the TSS mission high current collection during nominal

operation. A number of physical processes that may contribute to the

elevated level of current flow have been investigated, which include motional

effects of the satellite (Appendices 17, 19), the presence of thermal ambient

electrons, neutral gas surrounding (Appendices 8, 12), and ion reflection

(Appendix 16). Finally, lessons learned from the TSS-1R mission is

discussed. In particular, the need for free flyers in the vicinity of the

satellite for the future tether investigations is emphasized.

Part of the overall effort to support TSS mission went into providing reattime

forecast of the ionospheric conditions along the TSS orbit during the reflight

mission. The purpose of this effort was to enhance scientific productivity

during interactive on-orbit experimentation. Prediction of F-region heights

and densities were made around-the-clock based on realtime reports from a

global network of ionosonde stations. Detailed report of such effort is

described in a published paper (Appendices 5, 15).

Post mission laboratory experiments were conducted to investigate the

possible cause of tether breakdown (Appendix 22). The laboratory

investigation was focus on the discharge properties of a section of tether

under low pressure and high voltage conditions. Experimental results



indicated that breakdown could occur at low pressure (m Torr) and high

voltage (10 kV), presumably due to therelease of the trapped gas in tether.

However, the expreimental results cannot offer definitive proof that the root

cause of the tether break was plasma breakdown.

Post mission analyses also include the effort on numerical simulation of

onboard instruments (SPES) measuring ambient electron energy. These

tasks were performed to resolve the unexplained origin of "hot" electrons ( ~

200 eV) around the TSS satellite as shown in SPES data. Using simulation

as a tool, a number of plausible mechanisms that may contribute to "hot"

electrons inside the SPES instrument were examined. No evidence were

found to be the cause of "hot" electron readings. Detailed report of such

simulation effort is given in Appendix 18.

In this final report, a list of publications and presentations derived from the

TMST investigation span over the performance period is compiled. Copy of

these publications and presentations is included in the Appendices section

of this final report. Citations to some of these publications have been made

at various places in this final report.

Copies of the multi-media tether CD (500 copies plus original sound track)

were delivered to NASA/MSFC via FEDEX on September 28, 1999.



Overview on the TMST Investigation

1. The TMST Investigation:

The TMST investigation had two major roles in the TSS-1R mission.

* The formulation, within the limits of the payload configuration,

instrumentation, and mission orbital constraints, the experimental

functional objectives (FO's) required to collect the data set required

for completion of the major scientific and technological objectives of

the TSS- 1R investigation.

• The usage of the data set with the pre-mission models to furnish

answers to the critical issues of the investigation and guidance as to

future mission planning.

To accomplish its mission role the TMST investigation developed a large

number of theoretical and computational models (Appendices 2, 3, 4, 7, 10),

used them to analyze particular investigations and functional objectives

(Appendices 11, 13, 14), actively participated in the mission planning IWG's

and the mission conduct, and provided a ground set of ionosonde

measurements and models required to predict and model the ambient

ionospheric conditions during the mission (Appendix 5, 15).

2. Major Engineering Results:

Despite the shortened mission, caused by the faulty engineering design of

the tether by the mission's prime contractor, the anticipatory staging of the

functional objectives allowed the team to accomplish major objectives and

demonstrate breakthrough-engineering performance by the TSS.
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The most significant result was the surprisingly high collection efficiency of

the TSS system, which exceeded by far all pre-mission models and upper

limits (Appendix 6, 13). This was demonstrated by our analysis of the

mission data illustrated in Figure 1. The figure shows the maximum

available power, P= I-(E-_s-_o) , computed using the values of the current I,

the electromotive force (emI_ E, the satellite potential _s, and the orbiter

potential _o measured during the flight vs. the current collected by the TSS

satellite. The value of P is the difference between the maximum available

power I-E and the power I-(_-_o) lost in collecting the current. It represents

a figure of merit of the system in the ideal case that resistive losses in the

tether itself are small. The experimental results are compared to the leading

pre-mission models, the Parker-Murphy (PM) and the Beard-Johnson (BJ)

models. The latter (BJ) model ignores limitations in the current collection

imposed by the effect of the geomagnetic field on the electron orbits and it

has been considered as a theoretical upper limit for current collection. The

former (PM) model was the consensus pre-mission model, validated by rocket

and laboratory experiments. Figure 2 is complementary to Figure 1 and

shows the relative efficiency as a function of input power. It is clear that the

efficiency stays above 80% even at powers exceeding 1.5 kW contrary to the

pre-mission expectations. The voltage-current characteristic implied by the

TSS measurements is shown in Figure 3, along with ones expected by the PM

and BJ models. From the results of Figs. 1, 2 and 3 we conclude that

• Contrary to the expectations of the PM theory, which predicted a

maximum effective power of 600 W, the TSS-1R produced effective power

approaching 2 kW.

• The 2 kW effective power was larger than the upper limit imposed by the

isotropic space charged limited collection imposed by the BJ model,

implying an additional free energy source.



• There was no saturation in the effective power scaling with current up to

the maximum current allowed in the system.

The second major mission surprise came following the tether break. When

the failure point of the tether entered into the ambient plasma, the current

conducted through the tether reached 1.1 Amperes and was maintained for

approximately 75 seconds after the break. According to the PM model,

collection of such a current would have required potentials in excess of 15

kV. It should be noted that this was achieved with a downward tether

configuration. The TMST analysis attributes the new and efficient current

collection on a process similar to the vacuum arc, with "vacuum" implying

that the arc starts in vacuum, but is burning in the cathode vapor. In

addition to this surprise we should add another mission finding related to

the presence of neutral gas in the vicinity of the collector (Appendices 8, 12,

21). Gas was released from the yaw thrusters of the satellite during a

current collection cycle. It reduced the voltage required for collection of 500

mA of current from in excess of 1 kV to less than 100 V - an order of

magnitude increase in the collection efficiency. Figure 4 compares the

collection efficiency during the two events described above with one found

during regular operation. These discoveries open up new avenues in the

design and utilization of compact but efficient tether systems.

Both findings have profound implications on the utility and design of electro-

dynamic tethers for space power or propulsion.

3. Major Scientific Results:

While key objectives of the mission were accomplished despite its

abbreviated nature, the limited data set obtained did not allow for definitive

understanding of the details of the physical processes responsible for the

high current collection efficiency. It was clear from the results that the
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various models developed over the last 50 years did not include the physics

required to describe current collection in space by probes moving at

supersonic speeds (Appendices 17, 19). It was found that:

0 The Voltage-Current characteristics recorded differed significantly,

both quantitatively and qualitatively, from the laminar, space charge

limited, magnetically insulated models that described collection in the

laboratory and by subsonically moving space probes (Appendix 11).

A large number of physical effects associated with collective

interactions, such as plasma waves, suprathermal particles, and

anomalous magnetic perturbations seemed to affect significantly the

collection process.

An unexpected abrupt transition in the collection physics appeared for

potentials exceeding +5 Volts - which corresponds to the ram energy of

the ambient oxygen ions.

Several of these issues were addressed theoretically by the TMST team,

although often the answers were not conclusive due to the lack of a

comprehensive as well as systematic data set. Our team identified ion

reflection from the charged satellite when the potential exceeded the ram

energy of the oxygen ions as supplying a new free energy source in addition

to the electrostatic energy surrounding a stationary charged sphere

(Appendix 16). This new free energy source drove a number of collective

interactions ahead of the satellite, which were responsible for the

unexpectedly large current collection efficiency. The same concept could

account for many of the wave and particle spectra measured in the vicinity of

the satellite. The high efficiency of current collection observed during the

tether break and during the neutral gas release were also analyzed by the



TMST team (Appendices 21, 22). The severely limited data base related to

these events did not permit us to develop a comprehensive quantitative

understanding of the underlying physics and the scaling laws controlling it.

Nevertheless our analysis of the tether break event appears consistent with

a "vacuum arc" discharge process fueled by vapor from the burning tether

wire tip. On the other hand the physics of the neutral gas event seems

discharge dominated, although with unexpectedly high efficiency.

4. Lessons Learned:

Besides the engineering and science lessons, the TSS-1R mission clearly

demonstrated the need for flyers in the vicinity of the satellite for future

investigations. It is clear that ram as well as side effects extending 100's of

meters from the satellite control the collection process. In situ

measurements at these locations are necessary to resolve the controversies

on the collection physics and its scaling. Furthermore the presence of

booms in the vicinity of the satellite and instruments near the sheaths

aliased the data and resulted in measurements of questionable validity. It is

imperative that future tether investigations minimize instrumentation in

satellite booms and rely, if possible, completely on free flying instruments.
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The Flight of the
Satellite System
PAGES 321,323

Tethered

Dennis Papadopoulos, Adam T. Drobot, and Noble Stone

The first Tethered Satellite System (TSS-I)

Electrodynamics Mission is scheduled for
launch aboard the space shuttle ST-46 on
July 31, 1992, as a joint mission between the
Umted States and Italy. A 500-kg, 1.6-m-di-
ameter satellite, attached to the shuttle by a
thin (24 cm), conducting, insulated wire
(tether), will be reeled upwards from the
orbiter payload to a distance of 20 km when
the shuttle ts at a proiected altitude of 300
km.

TSS-I is an extremely ambitious mission
with high-risk payoff potential. This is the
type of pioneering mission NASA and the
United States should be encouraging, with
the risk in the achievement of the mission
obiectwes rather than in safety. The miss=on
has been likened to the maiden flight of a
new airplane. We expect surprises and hope
to set the stage for the next mission, the
TSS-reflight.

The TSS-I mission will score many
"firsts" lor space experiments in general and
shuttle experiments m particular.

• It is the first flight in which the shuttle
will be used not only as a launching or ob-
serving platform, but actually as part of the
experiment. The shuttle is the pivot of the
inverted mechanical pendulum and one of
the poles of the electrodynamic circuit.

• It is the first mission with an integrated
approach to science, with the instrumenta-
tion, particular experiments, and mode of
operation selected to characterize the dy-
namic and electric properties of TSS.

• It is the first attempt to resolve the
problem postulated in the 1920s by Lang-
muir that led to the beginnings of plasma
physics as a discipline: the determination of
the dynamic, current-voltage characteristics
for a body charged to high potential, located
in a magnetized plasma in the absence of

physical boundaries.

Dennis Papadopoulos, Science Applications Inter-
national Corporation and the Unwersity of Mary,-

land. Dept. of Physics. College Park. MD 20742;

Adam Drobot, Science Applications Interr_ttonal

Comoratton, 1710 _rtdge Dm, e. McLean, VA:

Noble Stone. NASA Marshall Space Flight Center.

Hunts_ile, AL

• It is unique in combining the potential
for resolving a fundamental physics problem
(the Langmuir problem), with the exploita-
tion of a technological capability of critical
_mportance to space power and propulsion.

• Finally, it is the first time such a com-
plex, large, gravity.gradient stabilized, elec-
trodynamic tether-system has been flown.
The mission has all the uncertainties and

excitement of a first experiment that stresses
the limits of the system and the interplay of
dynamics and electromagnetics.

During TSS-I, when the satellite is in the
shuttle cargo bay, the force of gravity will be
balanced by the centrifugal force at the or-
bital velocity of -8 km/sec. At an outward
distance A from the orbiter, the centrifugal
force will exceed that of gravity and the sat-
ellite will feet an effective gravitational accel-
eration _e=g',5/RE, where g is the gravita-
tional constant and RE is the Earth's radius
(-6000 km). The tension on the tether due
to this force would be too small to acceler-
ate the satellite away from the tether for sep-
aratlon distances less than I km, and the
satellite in-line thrusters will be used to
achieve the initial separation. Subsequently,
the excess centrifugal force, acting as in-
verse gravity, will induce sul_cient tension
on the tether to lift the satellite to its pro-
iected orbit 20 km away from the shuttle.
This configuration is referred to as gravity-
gradient-balanced tether equilibrium.

Moving through the ionosphere, the satel-
lite-tether-shuttle system will intersect the
Earth's magnetic field, creating an electro-
motive force (em0 between the satellite and
the shuttle, whose value is given by
Ad_=uxB.L, where u is the shuttle velocity
(8 knVsec), B the Earth's magnetic field
(-1/3 Gauss), and L the tether length. The
maximum emf produced by the TSS is about
.25 volts per tether meter, or about 5 kV at
the 20-krn deployment distance. For the east-
ward-moving shuttle, the satellite will charge
positive, while the shuttle will be negative
with respect to the ambient ionosphenc
plasma. The induced emf will lead to collec-
tion of electrons at the satellite and electron
emission at the orbiter, using one of the two
sets of electron guns in the shuttle bay. in-

The Tethered Satellite System (TSS.I) Elec-

trodynamics Mission, attached to the space
shuttle. Scheduled for launch on Ju_ 31,

1992, TSS-I ta_ets a fundamental problem
in plasma physics, wtth a major impact on
space engineering as well

vestigating how TSS can draw current from
the ionosphere, and thus generate power, is

a primary obiectwe of the mission.
The dominant objective of the electrody-

namic mission is the development of a
cause-and-effect understanding of the cap_
bilities and limitations of electrodyrmmic
tethers to draw current from the ionospheric
plasma, in engineering terms, this translates
to the determination of the current-voltage
(W) characteristics of the circuit composed
of the TSS and the ionosphere. The tether
voltage will be varied by controlling the cur-
rent, using the etectron guns located in the
orbiter bay, and monitored by the scientific
instruments. One set of electron guns can

eiect up to 0.75 amp of current. The guns
are powered by the tether to which they are
connected via a master switch. A voltmeter

measures the tether potential with respect to
the shuttle structure. A second set of elec-

tron guns has its own independent power
supply and provides the means for investi-
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p[|._ggo_naUn8control of the tether current elec-

by

emission at the shuffle end of the TSS
_ circuit. The emitted electron beam has an
_ energy of 1 keV and its current can be set at

.OSor .1 amp. This gun can be pulsed with

t_ on/oil times of about I00 nanoseconds andused to deterrmne transient characteristics of
the circuit.

The properties power-generat-circuit and

il, .- J_gcapabilities of the _ critically depend
- on the nature and structure of the sheaths

-_surrounding the satellite and the orbiter. Inthe pioneenng experiments that provided the
_- foundations of plasma physics in the ]920s,

Langmuir developed the steady state I/V
chMactenstics of a sphere charged to high

• voltage inside an unmagnetized plasma. This
led to the concept of space-charge limited
flow and the famous Langmuir-Blodget
I-V _ relationship. For TSS the situation is

significantly more complex. First, the iono-
spheric plasma is magnetized, thus breaking
the isotrow of the configuration and prevent-
ing effectwe electron collection across the
magnetic field (the physics of magnetic insu-
lation). The steady state L/V characteristics in

. a magnetized plasma were studied theoreti-
cally by Parker and Murphy. Corresponding
laboratory expenments have been inconclu-
sive because of the presence of walls. Sec-

, ond, the supersonic motion of the satellite
perturbs its environment by developing wake
and front structures with significant local
plasma density and kinetic gradients. Third,

i vanations in the ambient plasma conditions
' and the angle of attack to the magnetic field

as the TSS travels through the ionosphere
make the situation a dynamic one, to which
applicability of steady-state theories is in
doubt. Fourth, the presence of neutral gas in
the vicinity of the satellite and the orbiter
(outgassing, thruster operation, and water
damps) can lead to localized discharges sig-
nificantly altering the current-collectthg prop-
enzes o[ the T'-._.

While several rigorous and speculative
models, both anaiylic and numerical, have
been developed to address the basic physms
ol current collection, the TSS measurements
will be the first to address these issues ex-
perimentally. The satellite and the shuttle are
equipped with many diagnostic instruments
that will characterize the sheaths in engi-
neering terms and elucidate the dominant
physical processes.

An important science issue that could
potentially be resolved by the _ is the clo-
sure path of the induced current through the
ionospheric plasma. Current closure across

magnetic-field lines and the development of
field-aligned anomalous resistivity is a prob-
lem of critical importance to space physics
in general and to auroral physics in particu-
lar. Early models of TSS-like configurations

speculated that the currents will flow along
magnetic field lines to the lower ionosphere
in the form of Alfven waves, where they will
close across the magnetic field due to the
high electron-neutral-collision frequency. If
tMs is the case, a series of phantom current
loops, each with a circumference over $00
km in extent, will follow the motion of TSS,

forming a long solenoid. More recent think-

Eos, Vol. 73, No. 30, July 28, 1992

ing stimulated by Stenzel's laboratory experi-
ments at UCLA indicate that the current clo-

sure will be local for "r_s-l. through
intersecting, current-caning whistler waves
rather than Alfven waves. Although the ab-
sence of a free flyer with diagnostic insti'u-
mentation makes direct observations of the

current path impossible, combining mea-
surements of low-frequency magnetic fields,
observations of emissions using the orbiter
camera, and radar diagnostics during the
overflight above Arecibo will improve under-
standing of this important topic.

The global current closure mechanism
already discussed indicates that TSS can act
as a large antenna for ULF (-IHz) waves
through modulation of the tether current at a
low frequency. This concept will be tested
during the "lWoS-Imission by low-frequency-
wave ground measurements from stations in
Puerto Rico, Australia, the Canary Islands,
and Kenya. It should be stressed that if the
current closure is local, by intersecting whis-
tlers, there will be two antiphased current
loops produced in the tether vicinity and the
radiation efficiency at ULF may be undetect-
able. On the other hand, whistler waves in
the kHz range will be produced and should
be observed on the field-line footprints.

The TSS-I is the first step toward utilizing
tethers for space power propulsion and as a
unique space laboratory. The maximum
power that can be demonstrated by TSS-I is
approximately 2.5 kW and is limited by the
tether resistance and the maximum current
from the electron guns. Whether the iono-
sphere can stably support such a high cur-
rent is to be determined. Preliminary esti-
mates indicate that gas from thruster
operation can sustain currents in excess of l
amp. The projection is that long tethers will
generate tens of kW of space power, It
should be noted that the tether operation is
reversible. If the current direction is reversed
using on-board power, thrust can be gener-
ated for spacecraft maneuvering without the
use of propellant. This reversible tether oper-
ation, which is a form of energy storage, is
an attractive engineering feature for future
space applications.

A primary engineering objective of TSS-I
is to demonstrate deployment of the satellite
to a distance of 20 km, and subsequent re-
_eval. Since this is the first such experi-
ment. there are several unknowns. Viewed
superficially, the TSS system resembles an
inverted pendulum; it is actually a regular
pendulum, since the direction of the effec-
tive gravity force is upwards. Similar to a
pendulum, it is subject to various oscillation
modes. The oscillations can be longitudinal,
transverse, and pendulous. The oscillation
frequencies vary with tether length and ten-
sion. The periodof the oscillationsistypi-
callyon theorder ofa few minutes. Mode
couplingsand resonances can cause circu-
larizabonof the transverseoscillations,lead-

ing toan oscillationresembling"skip-rope"
motion, Oscillationscan be drivenor

damped by movements of the satellite and
shutUe. Furthermore, the JxB force on the
tether can drive or damp oscillations. When
the satellite is remeved, the excited modes

can be amplified and coupled. A series of
dynamic expenmenls planned by the dynam-
ics group will study the oscillations of the
TSS system and aim to learn how to control
them.

Scientific and other advisory committees
realized the importance of the quick reflight
of a first mission, and incorporated it as part
of the original selection plan. For this rea-
son. satellite recovery has been raised from
a secondary to primary mission obp_.ctive.
We look forward to this shuttle mission as a

major scientific and engineering milestone in
the space sciences and in spacecraft perfor.
mance.

Scientific Investigations and

Diagnostic Instrumentation

Mission Scientists: Noble Stone, Mike Chan-
dler (Asst.), NASA/MSFC; M. Candidi, J.
Sabbagh (Asst.), AS1, Rome, Italy

DCORE: Core electron gun, vacuum gauge,
accelerometer (shuttle bay) satellite am-
meter---C. Bonifazi, ASI, Rome, Italy

SETS: Fast pulse electron gun, retarding po-
tential analyzer, Langmulr probe, fiuxgate
magnetometer (shuttle bay)--P. Banks and
B. Gilchrist (Untv. of Michigan), J. Raitt
(Utah State)

SPREE: Electrostatic analyzers, measure sor-
biter potential and particle distributions
above l0 ev (shuttle bay)_M. Oberhardt
(Phillips I_b/GL Hanscom Field, MA), D.
Hardy (Phillips I_b/GL, Hanscom Field,
MA)

TOP: Imaging system, crew operated camera
(shuttle)---5. Mende (Lockheed, Palo Alto, CA)

RETE: Electric and magnetic field probes,
Langmuir probe (on extendable satellite
booms)---M. Dobrowolny (IF_I, Frascati,
Italy), C. Harvey (Meudon Observatory,
France)

ROPE: Diilerential ion and flux probe, soft
particle electron spectrometer (on satellite
and fixed boom)--N. Stone. K. Wright
(NASA/MSFC), D. Winnlngham (SWRI, San
Antonio, "IX)

TMAG: Triaxiai fluxgate magnetometers,
measure magnetic field in satellite region
(tip and middle of rectractable boom)---F.
Mammni (Second University of Rome,
italy)

EMET: Generation and ground observation of
low frequency waves--R. Estes (SAO,
Cambridge, MA)

OF.SEE:Generation and ground observation
of low frequency waves_G. Taconi (Uni-
versity of Genoa, italy)

IMDN: Investigation of TS5 dynamics using
satellite acceterometers and gyros-.-G.
Gullahom (SAO, Cambridge, MA)

TEID: Investigation of TSS dynamics using
satellite accelerometers and gyros---S. Ber-
gamaschi (Institute of Applied Mech.,
Padua, Italy)

TMST: Develop overall mission models in-
cluding I/V characteristics, current closure,
sheath structure, current collection capa-
bility, and wave e_ciency generation---A.
Drobot (SAlC. McLean, VA), IC Papado-
poulos (Univ. of Maryland, College Park)

This paKema_ be lre_lv c4)picd.
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TSS Management
Program Manm3ers: T. Stuart, NASA HQ,

Code M; J. F. Manarini, ASI, Rome, italy
7X$-I Science Program Monoger R. Howard,

NASA HQ, Code SE
Mission Manager, TSS.I Project Manager:. W.

Nuniey, NASA/IVLSFC
Fli#ht Director: C. Shaw, NASA/JSFC

System Components for TSS
Shuttle." Mission Platform---Orbiter Crew: L. J.

Shriver (USAF), A. M..Mien (USMC), M. S.
Ivins (NASA): Science Crew: J. A. Hoffman

(NASA), F. R. Chang-Diaz (NASA), C.
Nicollier (ESA), F. Malerba (ASI), U. Gui-
doni (ASI)

Deployer. Equipment for release, deployment
control, and retrieval of the tethered satel-
lite--R. Schwindt, Mgr. (Martin Marietta
Astronautics Group, Denver, CO)

Sotellite: Satellite structure and instrumenta-

tion---B. Stnm, Mgr. (.Menia Space Group,

Turin, Italy)

Hill Takes
Action on

NOAA Funding
PAGES 321-322

Action was taken recently in both the
House and Senate on fiscal year 1993 appro-
priation bills that fund the National Oceanic
and Atmospheric Administration.

The House Commerce, Justice, and State,
the Judiciary and Related Agencies Subcom-
mittee voted on its funding bill on June 30.
The Senate, the Commerce, Justice, and
State, the Judiciary and Related Agencies
Appropriations Subcommittee marked up its
bill on July 22.

The House bill proposed that Climate
and Global Change receive $43.9 million, a
decrease from this year's level of $46.9 mil-
lion. The president requested $78.2 million
for this program. For the Coastal Ocean pro-
gram, spending is set at $12 million, a de-
crease from the president's request of $17
million, but up from the fiscal 1992 level of
$11.5 million. Weather research, which in-
cludes PROF'S/Advanced Forecasting Applica-
tions, the wind profiler, and federal and state
weather modernization grants, would recewe
$37.6 million, a decrease from the 1992
$38.9 million level The president requested
$35.1 million for weather research. The
House would fund Solar-Terrestrial Services
and Research at $5 million, a slight increase
from 1992, but down from the president's
proposed level of $5.6 million.

Funding was restored to both VENTS,
NOAA's ocean vent exploration program, and
NURP, NOAA's Undersea Research Program.
VENTS would recewe $2.4 million, a slight
decrease from the 1992 level of $2.6 million,
while NURP would recewe $15.9 million, an

increase from the 1992 level of $15.2 million.

The president eliminated both programs in
his budget request.

Spending for operations and research in
the National Weather Service, which is un-

dergoing a modernization, would increase
from the 1992 level of $311.5 million to
$341.6 million. The president requested $371
million for the moclemization. NEXRAD (next

generation radar) would receive $79.3 mil-
lion in the House bill. Spending for 1992
was $83.4 million, and the president re-
quested $84.5 million.

Funding for National Environmental and
Satellite, Data, and Information Service (NES-

DIS), which manages NOAA's environmental
data and the weather satellites, was set at
$349.2 million, a drop of $88.7 million from
the president's request. Spending for 1992
was $338.4 million.

NOAA's fleet modernization of its re-
search vessels would receive the requested
$2 million, which was a sharp drop from the
1992 level of $33 million.

While Senate action does not usually pro-
ceed until House action is complete, sub-
committee chairman Ernest Hollings (D-S.C.)
felt it necessary to get the Senate process
moving quickly this year. "l intend to move
this bill forward, and with any luck, bring
back a conference report before the Republi-
can convention [in August]," he said. The
House action was delayed for over a month
because of necessary reductions under this
year's low budget allocations, he explained.
During the Senate mark up. Hollings noted
that "This has been a tough year .... A lot of
domestic agencies will be provided funding
below the fiscal 1992 enacted level."

Hollings said that he rejected the "fair
share" approach and instead assigned priori-
ties to five areas under this broad Senate

appropriations bill. Maintaining and modern-
izing the National Weather Service in support
of its mission to protect the life and safety of
Americans ranked third among justice, trade,
and economic issues.

The Senate bill proposes $401.8 million
for the operation and stafEng of the NWS, an
increase of $54.6 million from fiscal 1992.

More funding will enable the NWS to main-
lain stations across the country at current
operations and sta_ng, said Hollings. The
bill also proposes $177 million for acquisi-
tion of NEXRAD "tornado detecting" Doppler
radar, facilities, and other technologies
needed to upgrade the NWS's capabilities of
issuing warnings and to protect Americans
from severe weather.

The spending bill would cut $62.6 mil-
lion from what Hollings called the "ill-con.
ceived polar next-satellite program." The five
geostationary satellites of GOF..=S-NEXTwere
to replace the GOES (Geostationary Opera-
tionai Environment Satellites) series, the last
of which is due to expire soon.

The NOAA fleet modernization program
would recewe $37 million, an increase of
$35 million from fiscal 1992. This includes
$22 nulllon to convert a Navy oceanographic
ship for use by NOAA.--,_uson Bush

This page may be freely copied.

Watldns Offers View of

Future DOE Mission
PAGE 322

The fifth plenary meeting of the Secretary
of Energy Advisory Board (SEAB) was held in
Washington on July 10. Opening comments
by Admiral James Watkins, Secretary of the
Department of Energy, provided insights into
his vision of the agency's future direction.

These are exciting times, Watkins said,
declaring that the "evil empire has disap-
peared." He hailed Boris Yeltsin's recent
declaration to Congress that communism is
dead. Watkins spoke of the opportunities of
the "new world order," but also said that

DOE is facing a management challenge of
great proportions.

Among these challenges will be cleaning
up 40 years of environmental problems at
weapons production facilities, turning
"swords into plowshares," and defining a
role for DOE in a new strategy for national
economic competitiveness. Watktns dis-
cussed at some length the role DOE could
play in America's economic future.

After an extensive task force presentat,on
calling for a new DOE unit to perform eco-
nomic analysis and modeling relating to en-
ergy, Watkins spoke somewhat emotionally
about the difficulties he will encounter in

attempting to carry this out. DOE will be crib
icized, he said, for excessive headquarters
growth and will be told that this is not any
of DOE's business. This will, Watkins said,
require "a lot of push," both in Congress
and within the executrve branch.

Watkins is frustrated with Congress. He
cited problems in getting a final version of
the massive energy bill, HR776, passed by
the House and Senate. Even more frustrating
to him are the deiays in opening up the New
Mexico nuclear waste facility. Watkins
charged critics of this facility with distorting
science, misleading the public, and retarding
national economic progress. He conceded,
though, that DOE has had a credibility prob-
lem, saying that the agency has to make up
for 10 lost years of eroded public confi-
dence.

"The jewels in our crown" are the na-
tional labs, Watkins said, praising them for
having the "finest technology in the world."
On-going efforts to provide industry with
some of the technical knowledge of the labs
are paying dividends, he declared, callin_ for
increased efforts in this area. Comparing
these efforts to the Manhattan Project, he
spoke of this being DOE's challenge for the
next 10 years. Yet these efforts have been
frustrated, he said. by a Congress that has
not yet given its approval for the reprogram-

ruing of $160 million for domestic purposes.
it is somewhat telling that during the en-

tire day-long presentation, only one mention
was made of the recent House vote to termi-

nate the superconducting super collider.
Watldns, toward the end of the meeting,
wondered what facility or instrument might
be eliminated next.---Richard M. Jones,
American Institute of Physics
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Hybrid simulations of whistler waves generation and current

closure by a pulsed tether in the ionosphere

C.L. Chang, A.S. Lipatov. A.T. Drobot. K. Papadopoulos. and P. Satya-Narayana

Science Applications International Corporation. McLean. Virginia

Abstract. The dynamic response of a magnetized collisionless

plasma to an externally driven, finite size. sudden switch-on
current source across the magnetic field has been studied using a

two dimensional hybrid code. it was found that the predominant
plasma response was the excitation of whisder waves and the

formation of current closure by induced currents in the plasma.
The results show that the current closure path consists of: a) two
antiparallel field-aligned current channels at the end of the

imposed current sheet: and b) a cross-field current region

connecting these channels. The formation of the current closure
path occured in the whistler tlmescale much shorter than that of

MHD and the closure region expanded continuously in time. The

current tit)sure process was accompanied by significant energy
I_)ss due to whistler radiation.

Introduction

Dete, mi|_ation of the dynamic response of a magnetized

coltisionless plasma to an "externally imposed" cross-field
current or current source driven by an electromotive force (emf'),
is of paramount importance in space plasma physics. Of
particular interest is the formation of the closure path of the

induced current flow through the magnetoplasma. A quantitative

description of the current closure is required to address a diverse

range of space plasma physics problems, such as. the operational
characteristics of emf inducing tethered systems IColombo et. al..

19741, the efficiency of generation of ELF waves by ionospheric

heating [Papadopoulos et. al.. 199i}], the structure of tangential

discontinuities in the magnetosphere [Chapman and Ferraro,

1931]. and the effect of whistler waves in the magnetotail

equilibrium t Kokubun et. al.. 1992].
})l-eVlOUS theoretical studies ()n the sublect ot current closure

assumed steady state conditions and used the MHD equations
[L)rett et. al.. 1965 Dobrowotny and Veltri. 19861. When the

_teadv state MHD theory ts applied to the closure problem ot a

tethered satellite system (TSS] canymg a mottunaUy induced emf

current, it predict,,, a global closure path through the conducting

h,wer t_mosphere mediated by the propagation of low frequency

Mlven waves I Banks et. al. 1981 I. hnplicit in such li)rmutations

ts the as_,umpuon that the ion polarization current is the dominant
cross-tield current. For this to happen the timescale must be

l_mger than the ton cyclotron period It > t/tcu, so that the ions

are magnetized and the electnm Hall current is balanced by an

_ppostte tim Hall current. However. processes w_th time._ales
,,honer than itm cyclotron penod can also contribute sigmficandy
t_ the _:urrent cl_sure around TSS. F_>r Instance. there are

,._histler wa_,c_, supported by the electron tlall current IStenzel
and Urrutta. 19901. Distinction _n tlmescaies between the

_htstler and the Allven processes can be made analytically by

,_OOSldelqng the ma,.znetlc equation

Copyright 1994 by the American Gcophvstcal [Jnion

'?aper n-tmber 94G[.0()70(1

, ,)94.8534/94/94GL-(J(17(_O$03 O0

e2 B/bt 2 + 7 x [ 17 x to)BlOt) x (cBe/4_ end) l

- Va2 Vx [ b ox(b o x (V x B)) ] =0: (1)

where v a is the Alfven velocity, no is the plasma density, and bo

is the unit direction along B o. From this equation, we can see

that the second term corresponds to whistler waves and the third

term corresponds to Alfven waves. If we were to normalize Eq.

(1) in such a way that T = fci t and X = x fci/Va, then the equation

depends only on dimensionless variables X and T and has no
numerical coefficients. The characteristic distinction between the

Alfven and the whistler terms is determined by the timescale T.

Consequently. for T > 1 (or t > I/fci). the Alfven wave

dominates. For T < I (or t < l/fci), the whistler wave dominates.

In situations when the tether current is pulsed with timescale

shorter than l/fci • or the transit time of the tether is of the order

of resets in the Low Earth Orbit (LEO), one would expect that

"local" current closure by whisder waves around TSS prcce, des

Alfven closure. Recont laboratory experiments in_

is the case. Briefly. the experiments of Stenzei and Urrutia
[ 1990. see also Urrutia and Stenzel. 19901 studied the generation
and the propagation of electromagnetic disturbances induced by a

pulsed current wire in a plasma chamber with adc magnetic field.

The timescale of the current pulse favored whistler excitation.
Probe measurements showed that current carrying disturbances

were emitted from the current wire at approximately the group

speed of a "whistler" wave packet. The dispersion characteristics

and the polarization of the generated waves were those of

whistlers. The propagation front carried a cross-field
"polarization ' current which is opposite to the imposed current tn

the tether wire. And most notably, the current closure was I(_:al

rather than glt_bal.
The_ resulLs indicate that a proper theoretical analysis ot the

current closure prt_blem requires the solution of an initial value.

rather than a steady state, problem, and a plasma model that

includes the electron dynamic response. It is the objecuve ot this
letter to present the results of a study of the dynamic response ot
a two dimensional (2D) magnetoplasma to an externally imposed
current source t)l the torm

Js (x.t) = [o_(zlll'q(Ixl'Ls/2)I q(t)6 x (2)

where z _s the directitm uf the magnetic field, x is the direction of
the current flow. 1ots the current strength. Ls is the length of

current source along x. 6 is the Kronecker-delta function, and rl is

the step tunctlt)n.

Two Dimensional Hybrid Simulations

The study has been conducted using a 2D hybrid simulation

code IMankotsky et. al.. I987]. Particular emphasis is placed

upon the determination ot the dynamics, the asymptotic state, and
the estabdishment umescale or the resultant current path. It is

worthwhile to discuss the validity ot two commonly adopted

assumptions in the hybrid simulauon technique. The assumption
of ma.sstess electrons implies ttmescales longer than the electron

gyroume I/tce. and is valid for wavelengths longer than c/fpe.
where tee and ive are electron gyrofrequency and plasma
frequency m Hz. respecuveiy. F_r parallel whisder propagation.
the dltference r_etween a massless electron dispersion kz =

1015
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Figure 1. Contour of By at times: (a) O. 1 reset. (hi 0.25 msec. and (c) 0.4 msec after tether current switch-on.

27t(fpe/C )(f/fee) 112. where k z is the parallel wavenum her and f is

the wave frequency in Hz. an,d, A1dispersion with finite electron

mass k z = 2rt(fpelc)(f/(fce.t) ) i/z becomes significant only when

the wave frequency approaches the electron gyrofrequency

[Helliwell. 19651. Another assumption is the neglect of the

displacement current in Amperes law. This too. can be justified

by the fact that the displacement current term does not contribute

significantly to the whistler dispersion a.s long as f << fee.

The simulation was conducted for parameters relevant to TSS

experiments in the F-region of the magnetosphere. The ambient

magnetic field B o and the plax_ma density n o were uniform, with

values equal 0.3 gauss and 10-' #c.c.. respectively, corresponding

to an electron gyrofrequency fee = 0.84 MHz and a plasma

frequency fpe = 2.g4 MHz. The ambient plasma consisted of

cold oxygen tons (with realistic mass) and warm electrons at a

temperature of T e = 0.1 eV. The simulation box was in the x-z

plane and covered a region of L x = g km by L z = 20 km in size.

The grid resolution was 80 (in xl by 200 fin z) cells, which

corresponds to spatial resolution ot 0.1 Km in both the x and z

directions. Periodic boundary conditions were imposed in both

the x and z directions. The simulations run at a fixed time step ot

,,z

.s

Fit_ure 2. C_oss section plots ot field amplitude for (al Bx(zl.

:nO Ibl gvizt aion.,2' the midptane cuttmg across tile cemer t,! :he

current st;urce at x = il and at times t = tl.l. 0.25. and IJ.4 reset.

At = 5 x 10 -7 sec. and were terminated before the disturbances

reach the simulation boundary. The grid resolution was selectext

to filter out the effect of whistler waves of frequencies above lO0

kHz. consistent with the neglect of the electron mass and the

displacement current.

In the simulations, a source current Js with the form given by

Eq. 12) was introduced into a spatial region tilled with stationary.

plasma and uniform magnetic field Bo = Bo ez. This current

source was located at the center of the simulation region, had a

finite extent (L s = I Km)in x. and I o = I mAmp/m. An

equivalent three dimensional view of the source current is a thir,

current slab extending infinitely in the y direction. In'the

following, the current source will be simply referred to as the

tether. Before presenting the results we make the following

comments. First. the tether is introduced into the plasma region

initially. This is equivalent to a current switch-on at time zero.

with a rise time of one time step. Therefore. the timescale

involved in the hybrid simulation favors the whistler excitation.

Second. the assumption of qua.st-neutrality in the hybrid code

requires that there is no net charge accumulation in the simulation

region. Theretore, the sheath phenomena around plasma

contactors at the tether ends are not included. This is in

consistent with the aim of this study which focuses on the current

closure through magnetoplasma away from the sheath regions.

Current Closure

Figure t shows the isomagnettc contours of the B v field in the

x-z plane at times ().1. 11.25. and 04 reset. T_:o dominant

features can be distinguished. First. an oscillatory radiative

structure propagates away from the tether in a characteristic

whistler wavepacket with group velocity ,_t v,, = IO9 cm/sec. Its

wavetront spreads in a 15 - 25 ° cone w_th respect to B o. This is

followed by a region containing the bulk t,t magnetic field on

either side of the tether. The bulk regmn is a localized magnetic

field protile ot the form : Bvlz_+vtl qllxI-L.j2L It expands

spatially ahmg B o at a speed {)t ,, = _,,i2 at early time. but the

expansion slows down to v << v,, at late times. Dynamics of the

hulk region is ,_,tlvemed by the whistler ptlrtlon t_l Eq. I I ). which

has the form t)t a diffusion equation

<*BlOt + V "t (V . BI _, fcBo/4r_ en,,, I =(I _31

Thus. we can ',my. _ lhe ex0ansmn as an analouous diffusion

process which has a decreasmg speed that asymptotes ttl zero as t

-.+ oo The significance t_t the bulk ot magnetic t]eld around

tether is that it embraces a region ot substantial closure current.

Since V × B = t4rt/c) J. there is a cross-field current component

Jx associated v,'ith the bulk region. ,As will be shown later. Jx is

an essenti',.d component in the current closure path.

Figure 2 disotays plots _t B,_ and 13v a.,, tunctlons t)t Z alon,2

the line x =tL at times ILl. tl.25, and (I.4 reset. Notice that the

early pulses t_t B,_ and By exhibit typical characteristics of

whistler waves. They are right-hand circularly polanzed (B,_.Bv
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u(V (rot tit the phase) and are highly dispersive, v, ith sht)rter
wavelenL, ths running ahead of the I()n_er tines. The wave-
amplitude approaches 7 :<Ill -6 G at the peak ol the bulk.

corresponding to a current strength of [o = I mAmp/m in tether.
Size ot the bulk region, as is measured by the fir,_t node ut B v,
increases incrementally from I kin. 1.7 kin, to 2.2 km at ames
_ I• (I."5. and 04 msec. respectively. Therefore. the exr_allMt)n _ll
;he bulk region is continuing duiin_ the simuiatiOll run and rlti

qead v _tate I_ vet reached.

lo visualize the results tw{) probes were intrt)duced to m_llilliU"

the temporal behavior o! the current and oi the fields. Probe [

*aa_, located at l().5 km. 2 kin). _m the magnetic field line Dax,,in_

'hrough the end of the current source. Probe 2 _a,, iuca/ed at ill.

__kmi. t_n the mtdplane b_,ecting the current .,ourc¢. [ime ,,cries

Jata collected by probe I are shown m Figure 3. The,,e data

_nclude the field components E x. E v. B x. L_. and tt)tal current

density components Jx andJz. All "the quantlties are platted a_,

,unctions ot ume. from t = () up to t = 05 reset. Vhe elecmc field

plot';, in Figure 3(al show an amplitude u_,clllation in time hm_

,Itc_ the pub, e llont cau_,cd by xwitch-_Hi pa._,_,es throu_2h the

prt)oe h}t.'atlon. ]his indicates a ,,.'ontlnul)u_, ex_Itatlon and

_mlSSltin ot whistler waves durln_ the exDan_;lOrl {)t the current

<losure fOOD. even though the tether current _'_ maintained at a

-ieadv value. The _)scillation period is approximately I)l)45

+ " :!ll#l_'J_#jl_r)l)rali"H.I,7,_,rl ltlll riltu_,:'i;il_:__
")"" .,,l ill ,,l

× 0 ,1

-4

10 rl + lO

2

Figure 4. Streamline plot or the Jx versus Jz flow in the x-z

plane at a time t = 0.4 reset.

msec. which corresponds to a wave frequency of 22 kHz. The
oscillation phases of E x and Ey are offset by one qtuir_ of a
time cycle ( i.e. 90 degrees out of phase), again indicating thlt tile

emitted wave is indeed a right hand circularly polarized whistler
wave. The magnetic field plots in Figure 3(b) show similar

oscillations superimposed on a steadily growing amplitude in
time after the pul_ front passes through. Since the magnetic

field is related to the plasma current through Ampere's law, the

growing amplitude in B implies an increase in the plasma current

around probe I. The current components Jx and Jz are given in
Figure 3(cl. The Jz plot at the lower panel shows an initi:,l jump

as the pulse front arrives. This is followed by a monotonic
amplitude increase that approaches a steady value at later time.

Physically. this means that a field-aligned current starts to flow

trt_m the tip t)l the current suurt.'e after switch-tin. The current

,,trength increases m ume a_ the cl_sure io_p expands and
a_,vmptotes h) a ,,,ready value. \_.comDanled '._lth the t(irmation

,)t a field-aligned current Jz l_ me emergence ut a c'ross-fietd

current Jx. Fhe left panei,_I FiL'ure 3,c) sll,_ws an t)scdlatorv

hehavior ot Jx at early ume and. b_ taking a time average over

the uscfltation period, the emerL'em.e _t a net Jx ct)inpiment alter

;]

'.3

3

,] ....

[ ._ _ .4

Figure 5 P_l'wct I_,'_._ duc tll _tll_tlCr IddI.Jtlt, lfl tlll.lll_ lild._lletlC

r_eld hne in the UrllI tit m 9raiL'>Ira. --, a function ot time.
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().3 inset. The amplitude ot the net Jx current lies below the

initial zero level, indicating that it tlows in the - x direction.

Time series ,law collected by probe 2 show similar whistler

emission charactenstlcs as those in probe 1. However. probe 2

registers a net cross-field Jx current at late time as shown by

Figure 3(d). The field-aligned current Jz behaves quite

differently at late times also. Figure 3(d) shows that the Jz

amplitude reaches a high levet at the pulse front and falls toward

zero at terward. This suggests that. as the closure loop expands

way beyond probe 2. the only significant current component

observed at mid-plane is the cross-field current Jx- The

magnitude of the steady Jx is approximately the same as that at

probe I. Thus. the time-averaged Jx component constitutes the

essemial part of the current closure path through which the source

current closes upon itself.

To complete the picture of current closure a 2D streamline plot

of Jx versus Jz is provided in Figure 4. Thisis a snapshot taken at

time t = 0.4 msec, which shows that there is a region around the

tether where streamlines connect to both ends of the current

source. This region coincides with the bulk of the B v region

described in Figures 1-2 and can be viewed as the region for

current closure since the tether current and the plasma currents

t(_rm a ck)sed loop. To be more exact, the complete current

oh)sure path consists of: ( I ) The outgoing portmn ot the closure

current, a.', represented by the streamlines ongmatmg trom the top

.,t the tether ah)ng magnetic field lines connecting the It)p: 12)

The cross-field portmn of the closure current, as represented by

the streamlines cutting across the magnetic field and the

midplane on both sides of tether: and (3) The return portion of the

closure current, as represented by the streamlines terminated at

the bottom of the tether extending along magnetic field lines

connecting the bottom. The transver_ size of the closure region

is estimated to be 2.2 km on either side of the tether at time t=()4

m_c. Taking the expansion Into account, the eventual closure

circuit formed by the whistler pulses would be very localized.

Radiation Loss

As noted above, continuous emission ot whistler waves trom

the tether is observed while the current closure path lorms and

expands. This is most evident in Figure 3(a) and Figure 41a).

which show persistent oscillations in electric field amplitudes

atter the pulse front passes throu eh the (,b,,ervatton nolnts.
P_,wer toss due to whistler radiation ahme a maL'neuc lieJd line _s

"-.tlmated b., mteeratme the t)tlVlltln,.2 , flux a,,.'It)s., a ,..t)nstant Z iule

passme through the diagnostic probes. Fi,'ure 5 _hows tile

;nteerated Poynting flux. m untt.s ()) mWatts/m, a>, a lunctu)n _)l

t_me. I,_(al power loss due to whistler radiation asymptotes to a

_alu¢ ,>t P = :,2 mWatts/m at late time. Note that this _alue _s

_wtce that .!zp,en tn the figure because whistler waves pn)pagate m

h_th dwectlons tl| z. A set t)t simulations was conducted to lind

the scaling ot radiation power us a (unction _)t the current

,treneth 1_. It was round that electric tield, maenettc field.

:iectron th:a. _peed, and density perturbation '_caie Itneariv with

t,,..antle the (reid energy densnzes and radlatmn p(,wer tx

:_roportlonal h) the square t)t I_,. Theretore. a ,,,,urce current at

:on times the present strength radiates at one hundred ames the

!_1e,_ent D¢lwer.

lhe radlatlt)n resistance R t,I the v, hlstler vlrcuIt Call De

",aluated uxm,2' the relattt)n t" = R 1., 2 P,.,seu _,n the _:l(ues t,I P

.Hld [,, in unit ienem, the radiation resistance is estimated to he R

: _ 2 x tt) 4 ()hm/m Vhis numencai radmtton tes_stanc¢ _s t_.o

iders ,,t ma,,nltude lalgcr than t[lC allaD,'tlC rad;atu)n rc,,l'-.tallt.'c

t,_r the :\liven waves [l)obrt)wolnv and Vehn. ,')S6[ ha_d on a

:ether v.)re o! I cm thick. Thereh)re. power los,, due to v, mstler

:Adlatlon is expected to be an important (actor m determining the

.,,.erail et)ictenc,, ,>) the rss :t,, a,_'rees v. lth an cartier

.J1alVtlCal ¢,.,tlmate D; Barnett alld _)lbert I!oN61 v_ih,, taslnt2 d

_.lilslanl-_/tiIlerlt InOvln_-tettler ITI*)dC[. ,..l_ncludcd tIldt tile

.idlatlt)n reslMance tn)m the h)_el rlvhrld band l> much lareer

:nan mat t)t me l.w treuuency band.

Discussion

The issues of the plasma response to all impo_d crn._s-field

current and its application to the TSS current closure have been

addressed in this letter. Previous MHD studies {Drell et. at..

1965; Dobrowolny and Veltri. 1986] indicate that current closure

is established by the Alfvenic pulse reaching the highly

conducting lower ionosphere. In this scenario, a global current

closure loop is envisioned and the timescale in forming such loop

is expected to be longer than the ion cyclotron period [Goertz and

Boswell. 1979]. Our simulation results augment previous

understanding by focusing on closure processes of timescales

shorter than the ion cyclotron period. Specifically. we consider

the current closure being conducted by whistler-like processes in

the magnetopiasma. In contrast to the Alfvenic picture, the

whistler closure is highly localized around TSS and can be the

dominant feature at early time. The Alfvenic processes can

contribute to the current closure of the TSS only after the

formation of the whistler loop. The details of the transition from

the whistler closure to the Alfvenic one will be reported later.
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Abstract

Physical processes of current closure for a moving tethered satellite system (TSS) subject to a
sudden switch-on electric current have been studied analytically based on a three dimensional linear
model that included both the electron and the ion responses. It was found that the current closure
loops were formed at early time as the whistler pulse excited by the surge of the tether current

propagated away. The formation of the current closure path occured in the whistler timescale,
which is much shorter than that of the Alfvenic time. The closure loops expanded rapidly along the
magnetic field lines at the whistler speed. However, these loops could be highly localized around
the TSS if the magnetic field is not perpendicular to the tether orientation.

Introduction

A fundamental problem associated with the operation of electrodynamic tethers in space is the
current closure through the magnetoplasma. Owing to the motion of the tethered satellite system
(TSS) relative to the stationary geomagnetic field, an emf is induced across the conducting tether.
If electrical contact is established with the ionospheric plasma at both ends of the tether, current can
be drawn through the tether with a variety of interesting applications 1-2 How
moves through the ambient lasma at a snee u ,_i_,--._ ...... _-,,L[ ]. _ , ever, as the TSS

P r--d • o, -._tu_t,,,,_cb wm oe generatea in Uae ionosphere
at a typical time scale of l/V,,, which is the transit time of the plasma contactors having a
characteristic size l. in the direction of the motion. As a result, the current collection and emission

processes associated with the TSS are strongly influenced by this transit time effect. Moreover,
the description of TSS as an electric circuit will not be completed unless the dynamic and transient
nature of the current closure processes occured in the surrounding plasma is included. The
feasibility for the ionospheric plasma to react and to form a closure path within the transit time is
the main focus of this study.

In the past, theories describing waves generated by the motion of a conducting body through
a magnetized plasma have assumed steady state conditions under MHD approximation [3-5].
When the steady state MHD theory is applied to the closure aspect of TSS, it predicts a global
current closure path through the conducting lower ionosphere mediated by the propagation of
Alfven waves. The implicit assumption in this approach is that the time scale involved in the
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closureprocessesis longerthantheion cyclotronperiod. However,by consideringtherealistic
TSSparameters,Vo ---8 km/sec and the satellite size l = few meters, the transit time is of the order

of ~ msec, which is more than an order of magnitude below the ion cyclotron period ( l/fci ---30
msec). Thus the viable waves involved in the closure process are likely to have higher frequency
than those of the Alfven waves. This suggests that the whistler waves in the frequency range of
kHz and above are more likely to contribute to the current closure processes around the TSS.
Recent laboratory experiments [6-13] and hybrid simulations [14] have yielded similar conclusion,
namely, whistler dynamics may be the most prominant physical effect at Low Earth Orbit (LEO)
during the TSS mission.

In view of the deficiency in the understanding of current closure processes in the

magnetoplasma, we performed a comprehesive study of the current closure problem in space that
includes low frequency Alfven and ion acoustic waves, as well as high frequency whistler waves.
Our analytic approach is to solve a three dimensional, initial value problem of a moving tether with
a sudden switch-on of its current. Specifically, we have formulated and solved the linearized
Maxwell's equations in Fourier space. Contributions from individual plasma waves were summed

over to yield a combined spectral amplitude. Subsequently, we have performed inverse Fast
Fourier Transformobtained (FFT) to obtain numerical solutions in real space and time. The plasma
currents involved in the formation of current closure path were derived from the field solutions.

This approach provides detailed dynamic description of the closure processes as well as the
topological information of the current closure path in space. Moreover, relative weighting of the
contributing waves in the closure processes can be assessed. Numerical examples shown in the
following sections are based on realistic ionospheric parameters relevent to the TSS mission.

Theory

A schematic view of the three dimensional model used in the ensuing analysis is shown in
Figure 1. Specifically, a tether of length L is oriented in the z direction and is located at the center

of the computation domain as prescribed by the box. The tether moves in the x direction at a speed
Vo. The ambient magnetic field, as represented by Bo, is uniform in space and can have arbitrary
orientation. In Figure 1, it is drawn to point in the y direction for illustrative purpose. The tether
current density, in its analytic form, can be expressed as

(1)

where 1o is the current strength, rl(t ) is a switch-on function at time t = 0, H(z) is a top-hat function

representing finite length of the tether in the z direction, Lz, Ly, and Lz are the sizes of the
computation region (the box) in the x,y, and z directions, respectively. There are two important
time scales introduced by the current expression in (1). For instance, tether motion is represented
by the first delta function on the RHS of (1), which indicates that the tether location in x changes
with time t, at a speed Vo. As was discussed in the Introduction section, the motion of tether will
induce transient plasma responses due to the transit time effects of the tethered satellite. In the case

of TSS, this time scale falls in the whistler regime. Therefore, this is the fast important time scale

in the closure problem. The second time scale is embedded in the switch-on function r/(t). In the

current analytic model it is taken as a step function in time. Thus it contains predominantly very
short time scales. In reality, the switch-on time is determined by various factors, such as the
switches in the electric circuit of the TSS, and the charge collection and emission processes at the
satellite and the orbiter end, respectively. A more practical switch-on factor should be constructed
based on systemic consideration of the TSS. Such factors will be introduced in the future studies
of the current closure problem.
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Figure I. Coordinate system of analytic model of a tethered satellite system (TSS) moving in the
ionosphere in three dimensions.

A linearization procedure is used to derive the governing wave equations. The field
disturbances E, B in the magnetoplasma surrounding the tether current J_ are taken as the first
order quantities. From Maxwell's equations, we have

IBB
VxE-

colt (2)

4_ r,+ oeI - ]c[s (3)

where the displacement current term is neglected. This approximation is justified at frequencies
about or below the whistler regime. The plasma currents Vi and Ve are derived from warm fluid
equations given by

ot._n.

t'----Y-e+nV.V. =0
o_t o I, e (4)

n ____L = E+ t o

o at i. c m.
l

(5)

av n e I V x B
_ o E+- e o

no c_t m c
e m

e

(6)
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Both V, and V, are first order quantities. Note that the electron and the ion temperatures are
included in the fluid formulation so that the ion acoustic waves can be retained in this

representation. In order to simplify the above equations, we envoke the quasi-neutrality condition

/1 _/l.
e l (7)

This condition implies that there is no net charge accumulation in the current closure region.
Therefore. the sheath regions around plasma contactors at both ends of the TSS are not included in

this analysis. This is consistent with the fact that the current closure path under this study locates
away from the sheath regions.

To carry out the analysis further, we replace the first order quantities such as the perturbed
electric and magnetic fields by their Fourier representations

E, B _ exp(ik, x- wt) . (8)

This corresponds to switching the spatial and the temporal operators by their Fourier equivalents

8

V --+ i k ; _t ---> - w (9)

After some lengthy algebra, equations (2) to (7) can be combined to yield the following simplifiedequation for the B field

where

+ w2(a- O[t×(k×m]

-

Aw 2 +]_k 2 x

-, w2t -,/(k×js)

+,w(2-

2w 2 +,Ok J

0

In deriving (10), the following normalizations are adopted:

(10)

k _ kC/mpi ;
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w c:* w / f2 i , Js ¢=* 4_z/ (ll)

Although complicated in form, equation (10) is arranged in a physical way so that each term
represents a physical process occured in the plasma. For instance, the second term on the LHS is
due to finite electron mass effect. The third term on the LHS is from the Alfven responses. The
fourth term on the LHS is from the whistler reaction of electrons, and the fifth term represents the
ion acoustic responses. Corresponding terms on the RHS of Eq. (10) represent excitations of

similar nature by the switch-on of tether current. It is important to remark that the only
approximations used in deriving F_,q.(10) are the exclusion of displacement current term in (3) and
the utilization of quasi-neutrality condition. Both approximations are valid in dealing with the
whistler, the Alfven, and the ion acoustic waves. In addition, Eq. (10) includes the effect of finite

electron mass, which is a more advanced treatment than that of the hybrid simulation [ 14].
Based on the analytic tether current given in (1), magnetic perturbation B as a function of

Fourier components k and w can be solved by inverting Eq. (10). The inversion process involves
the evaluation of the 'poles' of the plasma dispersion as the representative contribution from
various wave components. The first order B field can then be estimated by summing over the
contributions from all these poles. Since the tether motion introduces a relation w = k • Iio in the
Fourier space, perturbed magnetic field B is a function of k only. Knowing B, the plasma current
J can be obtained by

J = ic--_-kxB
4ff (12)

Both J and B in the above equation are under Fourier representations. Inverse Fast Fourier
Transform (FFT) can be applied numerically to transform these components back into the realspace and time.

Numerical Results

Numerical examples to be shown in the following correspond to a source current Js of unit
strength. Since equation (10) is linear, the results can be scaled proportionately with the source
current strength. The computation is conducted for parameters relevent to the TSS in the F-region
of the ionosphere. The ambient environment consists a stationary plasma (with O ÷ ions) and an
uniform magnetic field Bo. The background magnetic field strength Bo and the plasma density no
are 0.35 gausses and 10"'6/c.c., respectively. The tether length L = 1 kin, which is located at the
center of the box, and travels at a speed of Vo = 8 km/sec in x. The computation box contains 64
X 128 X 64 rectangular grids with a spatial resolution of 0.1 km in each direction. Thus the box

covers a geospace of the size 6.4 km X 12.8 km X 6.4 km. In the first set of examples the
magnetic field is in the y direction. In the second example the magnetic field is in the y-z plane and
has an angle of 30 degrees with respect to the y axis.

There are a number of important issues to be addressed after the initial switch-on of the tether
current. Specifically, the key questions to ask are:

(a) What are the dominant mechanisms in the ionospheric plasma for current closure
(b) What is the timescale for current loops to form ?

(c) What is the size and shape of these current loops ?

Figure 2 shows the contour plot of field-aligned current density perturbation Jv at a fixed time
of t = 0.3 msec after the inital switch-on. The computation domain is encircled by the box of white
border lines. Horizontal lines are in the y direction and vertical lines are in the z direction. The

contours ofJ v in a y-z plane passing through the tether are plotted in gray scales from minus (light)
to plus (dark) in normalized unit. The ambient magnetic field is directed in the y direction. As we

can see from this plot, the amplitude of field-aligned current density is peaked along the magnetic
field lines passing through both ends of the tether. Thus two field-aligned current channels linking
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to the top and the bottom of the tether are identified. Along these channels, Jv amplitude changes
sign as one passes through the end point of the tether, signifying that the field-aligned current
flows either toward the end point (the upper channel) or away from the end point (the lower
channel). This picture is in consistent with that of the 2D hybrid simulation results [14], which
show similar field-aligned current channels as part of the current closure loops.

Figure 3 shows the contour plot of the corresponding cross-field current density Jz in the
same settings as those in Figure 2. The tether current can be seen as the bright line at the center of
the y-z plane and is directed toward the negative z direction. The gray shaded areas in between the

upper and the lower field-aligned current channels contain the closure currents flowing in the
positive z direction. Since these closure currents are distributed over a large volume in space, their
amplitudes are more than an order of magnitude lower than that of the tether current. Therefore,

their presence are not as noticeable as the tether current in gray scales. However, by completing
the return paths between two field-aligned current channels they are an integral part of the closure
loop. As will be evident later, these closure currents are in fact the cross-field electron Hall
currents associated with the whistler waves.

Figure 4 shows the contours of the field-aligned current density Jv at three different times
0.1, 0.3, and 1.0 msec after the switch-on. As we can see from this plot, the current channels
expand rapidly in time. The expansion along the field lines has a speed of roughly 10"'4 km/sec,
which corresponds to the group velocity of whistler propagation at a frequency of 10 kHz. It is
important to realize that this speed is two order of magnitude faster than the typical Alfven velocity
in the region (V,_ - 200 km/sec). Therefore, this observation implies that (a) the dominant physical
process for current closure is the whistler waves, and (b) the current loop is formed in whistler
timescale. Further confirmation of the whistler loop is given by Figure 5. In this Figure, the B
vectors at various y points along one of the current channel are plotted. The time for this plot is at t
= 1 msec. As we can see, orientation of the B field rotates continuously along the current channel
(or equivalently along the field line), thus agree with the characteristics polarization of a right-hand
circularly polarized whistler waves rather than to the Alfven waves of linear polarization.

Our numerical computation can provide quantitative estimates of the relative contributions
from various wave modes. Assuming that the whistler contribution at t = 1 msec is of the order 1,

relative weighting from other wave modes are arranged in descending order: magnetosonic waves
(compressional Alfven waves perpendicular to Bo) - 10"*-1; compressionai Alfven waves
parallel to Bo - 10"*-2; shear Aifven waves and ion acoustic modes are below the level of ~ 10"*-
4. Thus at early time ( < 1 msec) the predominant plasma response is the whistler waves.
However, the compressional Alfven waves may have significant contributions at later time. To
estimate its effects, the computational domain has to be extended to provide proper resolution for
the long wavelength Alfven modes at low frequency. Such work is currently in progress.

In order to address (c), we now show in Figure 6 the streamline plots of the current density J
vector in three dimensions at times 0.1, 0.3, and 1.0 rnsec. The J streamlines are constructed in a

sub-region within the computation box, which consists a stack of half y-z planes extending from
near the tether (on the right at y -- Lr/2) to the open space (on the left at y - 0). The half y-z planes
to be included in the sub-region are the left half of the mid y-z plane that contains the tether, and
two additional half y-z planes on either side. As can be seen from these plots, the current loops are
represented by tangled streamlines in space. Initially, they are concentrated near the tether at 0.1
msec, and later expanded into a more familiar form of current channels plus cross-field currents at
1 msec. In response to the sudden switch-on, the current loops are formed by and expand with the
whistler pulse. Main portion of the cross-field currents can be seen located near the pulse front.
These currents are part of the electron Hall currents associated with the whistler waves. From the

side view of the sub-regions (not shown in this paper), we can see that the current loops are
narrowly confined in x, with a typical width of Ax - 0.2 kin. Since the current loops expand at a
much higher speed than the tether motion, there is no discernable whistler wing pattern.

The above numerical examples has a B, oriented in perpendicular to tether. A more realistic

situation is to have an inclined ambient magnetic field with respect to the tether at angles other than
90 degrees. We have investigated a case of Bo at 60 degrees angle with respect to the tether (or 30
degrees to the y axis). Preliminary results indicate that the topology of current closure loops
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differs substantially from that of the perpendicular case. Figure 7 shows the./streamlines of such

example at t -- 1 msec. The magnetic field is directed from the lower left comer to the upper right
comer of the small box. It is interesting to observe that the current loops are skewed to one side of
the tether. A possible explaination is that the current loops favor the side that has shorter closure
path. These current loops are formed close to tether at early times and remain stable after the
whistler pulse clears the region. The details of this investigation will be reported later.

CONCLUSIONS

We have performed analytic study of the current closure problem for the tethered satellite

system in the Low Earth Orbit (LEO). Our results show that, at early time, the dominant physical
mechanism responsible for the formation of current closure loops is the whistler waves excited by
the switch-on of tether current. Thus the time scale for the formation of closure loops is the

whistler period, which is much shorter than the Alfvenic time. The resulting current closure loops
consist field-aligned current channels as well as cross-field current regions connecting these
channels. These current loops are localized around TSS instead of reaching far into the lower

ionospheric E-region. The localization improves as the angle between the ambient magnetic field
and the tether orientation deviates from 90 degrees.
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Figure 2.
Coontours Of Jy current in the y-z plane that contains a vertical tether at center. Two

field-aligned current channels can be identified as the black/white horizontal strips
passin through both ends of the tether.
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Figure3. Coontoursof Jz current in the y-z plane. Tether current is the white vertical line at the

center of the plane. Closure currents that connect two field-aligned current chaaneis are
contained in the gray areas in between the current channels.
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Figure4. CoontoursofJ r current at time 0.1,0.3, and 1 msec after switch-on. The field-aligned
current channels expand along the field line at the whistler speed. This is a clear
indication that the current closure process at early time is dominated by the whistler
dynamics.
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Figure 5. Vector plot of B field along one of the current channel. Rotation of the B vectors along
the field lines is observed, which is a typical characteristics of the whistler waves.
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Figure 6. Three dimensional streamlines of the current density vector J at times, 0.1, 0.3, and 1
msec. These streamline plots show substantial amount of cross-field currents in the
whistler pulse, especially at the pulse front. Field-aligned current channels are formed
as the pulse front passes through.
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Figure7. Exampleof J streamlines in a Bo field that is at 60 degree angle with respect to the
tether. Direction of the magnetic field is pointed from lower left comer to upper right
comer. Current closure loops are found to be skewed to the left side of the tether.
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BASIC CONCEPT OF CURRENT CLOSURE

AFTRE MAIN SWITCH IS CLOSED, CURRENT STARTS TO FLOW

CIRCUIT COMPONENTS: TSS + IONOSPHERE

Z
Current

e "At" _@

Bo
A

?

THE KEY QUESTION IS:

HOW DOES THE CURRENT FLOW THROUGH IONOSPHERE ??



CURRENT CLOSURE FOR THE TSS

ELECTRONS ARE TIED TO THE MAGNETIC FIELD LINES

SATELLITE IS MOVING ACROSS THE FIELD LINE AT - 8 Km/Sec
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MOTION OF THE CHARGE PARTICLES

ALONG THE MAGNTIC FIELD

RANDOM THERMAL MOTION

G

e

ORDERLY WAVE MOTION

ACROSS THE MAGNETIC FIELD



PARTICLE COLLISIONS

B o

e

WAVE-PARTICLE MOTION O

e
e

e
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E
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CURRENT CLOSURE AND PLASMA WAVES

TRANSPORT OF CHARGES ( & CHARGE DISTURBANCES ) OCCURS IN

THE FORM OF PLASMA WAVES

Z

Current

TWO POSSIBLE PLASMA WAVES THAT CAN CARRY CURRENT AT THE

TSS-1R ORBIT DURING THE MISSION

ALFVEN WAVES

WHISTLER WAVES



CHARACTERISTICS OF ALFVEN WAVES

WAVE MOTION: INVOLVE BOTH O + IONS AND ELECTRONS

DISPERSION: _.f = VA

FREQUENCY(f): BELOW CYCLOTRON FREQUENCY OF O+ ( < 33 HZ)

WAVE SPEED: VA ~ Bo/',JNo, 190 Km/Sec -> 1900Km/Sec

WAVELENGTH: ;L=VA/f, LOONGERTHAN 6Km -> 60 Km

DIRECTION: MAINLY PARALLEL TO THE MAGNETIC FIELD

POLARIZATION: LINEARLY POLARIZED

BO



ALFVENIC CIRCUIT FOR CURRENT CLOSURE

ENVISION LARGE PHANTOM LOOPS EXTENDING FROM TSS ALL THE

WAY INTO LOWER IONOSPHERE

ELECTRONS MOVE ALONG MAGNETIC FIELD LINES AT HIGH ALTITUDE

ELECTRONS MOVE ACROSS MAGNETIC FIELD LINES VIA COLLISIONS

AT THE LOWER IONOSPHERE.

Bo

Bo

IONOSPHERE



CHARACTERISTICS OF WHISTLER WAVES

WAVE MOTION: INVOLVE ELECTRONS ONLY

DISPERSION: Xf = (cf/fpe)(fce/f- 1 )1/2

FREQUENCY(f): ABOVE CYCLOTRON FREQUENCY OF O+ ( > 33 HZ )

BUT BELOW CYCLOTRON FREQUENCY OF THE

ELECTRONS ( < 1 MHZ)

WAVE SPEED: Vw ~ Bo/No, 200 Km/Sec -> 10000 Km/Sec

FOR No -106/c.c.

WAVELENGTH: X=Vw/f, SHORTER THAN 3Km

DIRECTION: MAINLY PARALLEL TO THE MAGNETIC FIELD UP TO AN

ANGLE OF 19 °

POLARIZATION: CIRCULARLY POLARIZED

J1

Bo



WHISTLER CIRCUIT FOR CURRENT CLOSURE

LOCAL CURRENT LOOPS EXPANDING FROM TSS ALONG THE

MAGNETIC FIELD LINES

CURRENT MOVE ALONG MAGNETIC FIELD LINES AT WHISTLER SPEED

ELECTRONS MOVE ACROSS MAGNETIC FIELD LINES VIA E X B MOTION

(HALL CURRENT) TO PROVIDE LOCAL CURRENT CLOSURE

Z

._--G

__o .,__ _-3 _-->--

Bo -I_

G



TRANSIT TIME EFFECT

SINCE THE TSS IS IN MOTION ALL THE TIME, AMBIENT PLASMA

SENSES A TRANSIENT PULSE AT THE TIME INTERVAL

AT ~ L/Vo

L: SIZE OF THE SATELLITE + SHEATH - FEW METERS

Vo: SPEED OFTSS ~ 8 Km/Sec

THIS CORRESPONDS TO A TRANSIT TIME OF AT ~

,OR A TRANSIT FREQUENCY OF 1/AT ~ 10 KHz

WHICH IS IN THE WHISTLER FREQUENCY REGIME

10 .4 Sec

TSS IS MORE LIKELY TO HAVE WHISTLER CLOSURE

O

e

O

Whistler Waves

e
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THERMOSPHERIC DENSITIES,
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OUTLINE

IV characteristics of the TSS satellite is constructed

Electron current is collected by the TSS satellite at a
higher level than that of the Parker-Murphy model

Enhancement of electron collection could be due to

dynamic collection

electron energization

ionization of neutrals

Hot electrons were observed by the particle sensors
(ROPE investigation) onboard satellite

3D fluid model shows that current collection by a
positively charged sphere can be enhanced in the presence
of a hot electron population



IV CHARACTERISTICS OF TSS SATELLITE

Current-Voltage sweeps cover a range of 1100 volts and 0.5

amperes parameter space

Ambient density varies from 10"'5/cc up to 10"'6/cc
based on IRI model along the shuttle orbit

• TSS IV points are plotted against the Parker-Murphy values

• Parker-Murphy model

where

I o = ,..Tca-J o = 7ra'eNovrh e/2

Vo = mef2ea 2/2e

Satellite current is consistently higher than the Parker-

Murphy current, except at very low voltage (<< 10 volts)



SCENARIOS FOR HIGHER ELECTRON CURRENT

TSS satellite moves into undisturbed ionospheric regions

continuously, causing a surge of electron current attracted
by the satellite in these regions

Ambient electrons are heated to a higher temperature,
presumably through some wave-particle processes, that
results in a higher electron flux entering the sheath

• Ionization of neutrals (ambient & outgassed)



OBSERVATIONS OF HOT ELECTRONS

ROPE electron measurements show that energy spectra of
accelerated electrons by the satellite potential can be
followed only up to 30 - 40 eV.

A 100 - 200 eV peak in the electron energy spectra emerges
and intensifies with the increasing satellite potential

Intensity of these "hot" electrons peaks near ram and/or

along the ambient B field



3D FLUID SIMULATION

Starting condition: sphere in uniform ambient plasma

plasma density:
temperature:
stationary plasma
no magnetic field

10"'6/cc

1000 degree K

• Voltage of 100 volts is applied to the sphere in 1 _ts

• Compare 3 cases of hot ( 100 eV ) electrons

(1)

(2)

(3)

No hot electrons

1% hot electron population

5% hot electron population

• Initial current surge after voltage is switched on

• Satellite current approaches a steady level after 150 las

Higher the hot electron population, higher the current
collection
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OUTLINE

Tether resistance R is an essential component in the TSS
circuit. It was not directly measured during the mission.

R is calculated indirectly from the IV24 cycles, using
satellite potentials determined by ROPE, and measured
quantities such as tether current, EMF, and EGA voltage.

R is obtained within a range of uncertainty, and is shown to
be temperature dependent.

IV characteristics of the TSS system is presented based on
the calibrated R, with error bounds due to uncertainty.

Implications



R AND IV DETERMINATION

Satellite potential Vsat is measured by the boom-mounted
sensor package (BMSP) of ROPE

Upper limit BMSP measured is 500 Volts

For analysis, use 1 Volt < Vsat < 100 Volts

Vsat is substituted into the circuit equation to obtain R

Mean-value R (Rm) and standard-deviation dR are
calculated by statistics

Rm is substituted back into the circuit equation to obtain IV
relations for the entire range of Vsat ( > 100 Volts included)

Voltage uncertainty on the IV curves is dV = I dR



ASSUMe _, = I._ K.DZ VSAT

MEASORe



RESISTANCE CALIBRATION TABLE

FO Mean R (Ohms) Std. Dev. (Ohms)

IV24- 1 1837.0 38.9DAY
2 1885.5 74.2
3 1828.0 79.3
4 1859.6 45.3
5 1887.3 41.8
6 1868.6 41.1

2 IV24- 1 1626.8 254.6
2 1673.8 142.2
3 1648.7 169.2
4 1652.9 136.8
5 1651.1 64.0
6 1543.2 108.4

NIGHT

3 IV24- 1 1725.8 59.9
2 1745.4 30.3
3 1763.1 29.1
4 1818.2 84.7
5 1887.2 86.7
6 1821.4 71.2

DAY
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SUMMARY

Tether resistance is calculated from the satellite potential
measured by ROPE.

Tether resistance is temperature dependent, therefore, it is
NOT constant throughout the TSS mission.

Tether resistance is averaged over each IV24 cycle, a mean-
value resistance is used to construct IV characteristics.
Uncertainty on tether resistance is shown as error bounds on
the potential V.

At low voltage ( < 50 Volts ), the error bounds are
comparable to the voltage value, therefore, it is not likely to
derive a reliable scaling law in this regime.
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1

0.1._
0

I-
v

_0.01.

9 :
o_ !

1 E-3_

1E-4

TEST STAND PUMPOUT TIMES

• I " I i I I " I " l

h tether in place
-'o-Q--m_.l-..e

"h_a_'___ Pressure w/o tether in place

1'0 1|5 :20 2w5 310 3|5

Minutes

0.1

0,01

1E-3

1E-4

40

Some pump-out data:

With tether

Time:

Start 5:15pm
5:30

6:37

Another test:

With tether

Time:

Start 6:38 pm
6:40

6:42

6:44

6:46

6:48

6:50

6:52

6:54

6:56

6:58

7:00

7:02

7:04

in place:
Pressure'

Atmospheric
lx10-2

2.4x10-3

removed: (3/28/96)
Pressure:

Atmospheric
5xlO-1

2xlO-a

1.4x10 -a

1.0xlO -3

8.2x10 -4

7.0x104

6.0X 1 0 -4 Note: Here there was some "jumping around" of pressure, to mid -3 scale

5.3x10 -4

5.0xlO -4

4.6xi0 -4

4.4xi0 4

4.1xlO 4

4.0xlO 4



7:06 3.8x10 "4
Left overnight
10:25 am 2. lxl0 -4

Replaced tether in stand (slit piece toward ground)
Start 1l:17am Atmospheric

11:19 5.0x10 -1
11:21 2.1x10 -2
11:23 1.6x10-2
11:25 1.3x10-2
11:27 1.2x10-2
11:29 1.0xl0 -2
11:31 9.6x10 -a
11:33 8.6x10 -3
11:35 8.2x10 -a
11:37 7.7x10 -a
11:39 7.1x10 -3
11:41 6.8x10 -a
11:43 6.5x10 -3
11:45 6.1x10-3
11:47 5.8x10-a
11:49 5.6x10-a
11:51 5.4x10 -a
11:53 5.2x10 -3
11:55 5.0x10 -a
11:57 4.8x10 -3

At this point system was left to pump.
3:4 lpm 9.7xl 0.4



An Expedient Model of Electron Sheath Around Charged Conductor

and Its Applications to the Current Collection by the TSS Satellite

A. T. Drobot and C. L. Chang

Science Applications International Corporation

1710 Goodridge Drive, McLean, Virginia 22102

Abstract

We have developed a simple steady state sheath model for current collection by a charged

conductor in a plasma. Important quantities such as sheath size and particle transit time can be

readily estimated from this model by an easy-to-use graphical method. We have applied this

model to the TSS satellite under typical ambient and operational conditions in the mission. From

the estimated sheath formation time, we conclude that the conventional steady state models are

only applicable when the voltage of the satellite is low (< 50V). For voltages exceeding 500 V,

the motional effect of the TSS system becomes an important factor in the current collection

process because the motional transit time of the satellite is comparable to the sheath formation

time. It remains to be seen that the motional effect can induce the observed high level of current

collection by the TSS system at high voltages.

Introduction

A primary science objective of the TSS mission is to specify the current-voltage (IV)

characteristics of the Tethered Satellite System (TSS) in space. From the dataset obtained by the

IV survey cycles [Bonifazi et al., 1996; Gilchrist et al., 1996], it has been shown that the amount

of current collected is higher than the values predicted by the known steady state models, such as

the isotropic collection model by Beard and Johnson [Beard & Johnson, 1961; Alpert et al.,

1965] or the magnetized model by Parker and Murphy [Parker & Murphy,1967; Linson, 1969].

Several possible physical mechanisms have been proposed to explain the apparently more

efficient collection processes by TSS. These mechanisms include (but not limited to) the

potential contribution from a sub-population of energetic electrons [Chang et al., 1996; Cooke &

Katz, 1996], the enlarged collection area [Laframboise, 1996], and the transient effects on

current collection due to tether motion [Petillo et al., 1996; Zhang et al., 1996]. In particular, the

transient collection scenario state that the electron collection may occur at a higher level because

the conventional steady state can not be attained around the TSS. This is based on the



consideration that the TSS system traveled at 7.8 km/sec, therefore with respect to a fixed point

in space, the satellite of size 1.6 m in diameter has a transit time of 0.2 msec. This transit time

could be shorter than the time required for the sheath formation, which is dictated by the slow

process of ions evacuation (O+) in the sheath. Such scenario is further supported by the time

dependent particle simulation results, which shows an initial surge of electron current after the

voltage of the collector is switched on in the plasma [Calder & Laframboise, 1990]. In order to

validate the transient collection process, it is necessary to provide a good estimate of the sheath

formation time, which can only be roughly estimated by dividing the steady state sheath size

with an averaged ion speed. However, the information of sheath size around a collecting sphere

is very difficult to extract from the conventional steady state models. Moreover, the average

speed of the ion around a charged conductor is a vague concept. In this letter we provide an

expedient steady state model which can be used self-consistendy to determine the sheath size.the

particle transit time across the sheath, and thus a good estimate of the sheath formation time.

In a magnetized plasma, electron collection by a positively charged spherical conductor can be

described by the consideration of two limiting cases. At high voltages, the collection process is

dominated by the electron dynamics along the field line. The resulting electron sheath is highly

elongated in the B field direction and the formation time is determined mainly by the ions

leaving that region. Therefore, the electron sheath problem is essentially unmagnetized and 1D

in nature. At low voltages, the electron gyro-radius is comparable to the sheath size, threrefore

the collection process becomes isotropic and the problem resembles a 3D unmagnetized case.

To address both situations, we have constructed a unified current collection sheath model of

arbitrary spatial dimension. Major assumptions in our model are the existence of a steady state

electron sheath and an unmagnetized collection process. Sheath size is readily available from a

universal graph based only on the applied voltage and the ambient plasma parameters.

Analytic Model for Electron Sheath

Physically, the steady state electron sheath is similar to a diode system, with the electrons

emitting from the cathode (edge of the sheath) at r = rc and collecting by the anode (the satellite

surface) at r=ra. The structure of the sheath can be obtained by solving a multi-dimensional

Poisson's equation of the form

1 0 rn_t c_ e
rn-I 3r -_r 0(r) = -- N(r) , (1)

Co

2



where e is the unit charge, eo is the free space permittivity, N(r) is the electron density profile,

_r) is the potential function, and n = 1,2,3 is the spatial dimension of spherical, cylindrical, and

planar geometries, respectively. The potential function ¢ approaches zero at r = r_ therefore, we

can relate the electron velocity V(r) to the potential by

lmv2 = eq . (2)
2

Substituting (2) into (1), the Poisson's equation can be re-written in the form of V as

V 03 rn'lv (gV e 2_ = N V r n-1 = K = constant . (3)
Or _r meo

It is interesting to note that the factor K in the equation above is constant because at steady state

the integrated electron flux (total current) is a conserved quantity. Since the space and the time

coordinates are interchangeable, the above equation can be simplified further by replacing

ar d d
v = --;v - (4)

3t 3r _t '

to yield the following

c9 rn. 1 o32r e 2..... N IVlrn'l (5)
dt dt 2 me o

To facilitate the solution process, this equation can be casted into a non-dimensionalized form by

normalizing both space and time with the following choice

R= r, T= 1 (K) 1/3-- • -- t . (6)
rc re

Substituiting (6) into (5) we will obtain a generalized sheath equation as

R n'l 82R - - 6 T . (7)
8T 2

3



An integrationconstantcanbe addedto the RHSof this equation. Applying the boundary
conditionsat r = re,R = 1,T = 0, and assumingthatboth the potentialandthe electric field

vanishes

and

= o v (re)= o --, = 0, (8)
r c

I
°3$rc = 0 _ -_r rc = 0 _ c_r2lr *

(9)

we can show that the arbitrary integration constant is zero in equation (7).

In order to find the solution for the sheath size, the boundary condition at the sateUite surface r =

ra (the anode) is needed. A first order equation is obtained by rewriting (6) in the following form

Jr = v _ v (10)
_t Ot

At r = ra, this equation is can be converted into a matching condition at the anode as

1/3

1 1/2 _al/2

Ra 2/3 }tra=

where Ra = r_ / rc. ¢a = _ (ra) is the satellite potential. Jc = e N(rc) V(rc) is the (ambient) thermal

current density at re. and flux conservation N(ra) V(ra) ra°t = N(rc) V(rc) rc °_ is used in deriving

the condition above.

Size of Electron Sheath

We would like to point out that it is not necessary, as in Langmuir's formula, to specify the

sheath thickness a priori in our approach [Langmuir, 1923]. In fact. both the spatial structure

and the thickness of the electron sheath can be self-consistently determined from the sheath

equation (7) and the anode boundary condition (I 1) (henceforth refered to as the matching term)

simultaneously. Since the sheath equation (7) does not depend on the external parameters, it

needs to be integrated numerically only once from T = 0 and onward, starting with the initial

4



conditionsR = 1anddR/dT= 0 (seeEq.(8)). Thenumericalresultsof (7) is presentedin Figure

1 in the form of thematchingtermversusbothR andT, in one, two, andthreedimensions,

seperately.Undersuchconstruction,figure 1will be mostusefulin providing fastgraphical
solution to (7) and (11) for arbitrarycases. For instance,given ambientthermalcurrentJc,
satelliteradiusra,andpotential_ thevalueof thematchingtermcanbecalculatedaccordingto

(11). By locatingthisvalueonthecurvesin figure 1, onecandeterminetheanodelocationRa

andtheelectrontransittimeTa expediently.Once Ra is found, sheath size is given by ra (1/Ra-

1).

A specific example of using this graphical method to solve the sheath problem is demonstrated in

Figure 2. In particular, the current-voltage characteristics of a 3D spherical conductor in an

ambient plasma of density 5(10"'5)/cc and electron temperature 2000 oK is constructed in this

figure. Since the cathode position rc = ra/Ra, the total current collection can be calculated as I =

re" Jc. By stepping through the satellite voltage V, an I-V curve is constructed based on the

graphic approach, which is shown in figure 2 with solid dots (SS). For comparison purpose, we

also plot the I-V curves derived from the unmagnetized Beard-Johnson model (B J, triangles) and

from the magnetized Parker-Murphy model (PM, squares) in the same figure. We can see that

the graphical solution follows closely with the Beard-Johnson results at all voltages, which

indicates that it is an excellent approximation to the unmagnetized Beard-Johnson (B J) solution,

On the other hand, both the SS and the BJ currents exceed the Parker-Murphy current, which is

an expected result. The graphical method can also be used to determine the sheath size. In

Figure 3, we plot the sheath size versus the satellite voltage in ID and 3D geometries. Overall,

the sheath thickness in 3D shows a slower dependence on voltage than that in 1D. The size of a

3D sheath increases from one-tenth of a meter at low voltage (~ 10 Volts) to over 2 meters at

high voltage (- 2 kV), while the size of a ID sheath can increase to more than 6 meters at high

voltage. The difference is due to the fact that the sheath volume around a spherical conductor

increases faster than that of the planar one as the sheath expands. Therefore, a relatively smaller

increase of the sheath size around the sphere can provide same amount of space-charge shielding

to the conductor.

Sheath Formation Time

A potential application of the current model is to provide a first order estimate of the formation

time of electron sheath. By applying the conventional steady state current collection theories

(such as BJ or PM) to the TSS, the implicit assumption is that the sheath formation time is much

shorter than the motional transit time of the TSS satellite. Since the TSS satellite collected more

5



currentthan thoseof thesteadystatetheoriespredict,it hasbeensuggestedthat theopposite
occured.Namely,astheTSSmovedinto anundisturbedplasmaregion, the satellite received a

transient surge of electron current prior to the formation of the sheath, thus enhancing the current

collection. This interesting scenario needs further validation. From physics point of view, an

electron sheath is formed when the ions are completely expelled from the sheath region.

Therefore, the sheath formation time is determined by how fast the ions leave that region. The

sheath model developed in this letter can provide a quick estimate of such timescale.

Specifically, for every anode position Ra in Figure i. there is also a corresponding anode time

Ta. This is the electron transit time across the steady state sheath, i.e. the time it takes for

electron to travel from cathode (T---0) to anode (T=Ta). Likewise, we can estimate the ion transit

time by multiplying the square root of the ion-electron (O+/e) mass ratio to the electron transit

time. Since the ion transit time is the time of flight for ions from anode to cathode, i.e. from the

satellite surface to the edge of the sheath, it can be deem as a good approximation to the sheath

formation time. In Figure 4, we plot both transit times versus satellite potential in 1D and 3D,

based on same plasma parameters as the previous figures. The ion transit time is in solid curves

and the electron transit time is in dashed curves. From this figure, we can see that the transit

time is increased monotonically with the voltage. As the voltage is increased from 10 V to

2000V, the transit time is increased by a factor of 2.5 in the 3D geometry and by a factor of 4 in

the 1D geometry. A longer transit time at lower spatial dimension is in correspondence with the

increase of sheath size as shown in figure 3.

Summary And Discussion

We have presented here an expedient steady state model of electron sheath around a charged

conductor in multi-spatial dimensions. In this model essential information about the sheath, such

as its structure, size, and particle transit time are readily obtainable through an easy-to-use

graphical method. We have applied this model to the plasma conditions and satellite voltage

typical for the TSS mission. The analytical I-V, sheath size, and particle transit time are

provided in figures 2, 3, and 4, respectively based on a demonstrative set of ambient plasma

parameters.

The question of whether the enhanced current collection during the TSS mission above the level

predicted by the steady state models was due to the motional effect of the TSS system shall be

discussed here. The TSS satellite of diameter 1.6 meters and tavelling at an orbital velocity of 7.8

km/sec will pass a fix point in space in - 0.2 msec (the motional transit time). If a sheath is not

formed within this timeframe, the electric field from the positively charged satellite is able to

6



extendto largedistanceandpull in moreelectronsalongthemagneticfield line thanthesteady

statepicturesuggests.From figure 4, we canseethat at low voltages(< 50 V) the sheath

formationtime,whichisroughlytheion transittime,isaboutanorderof magnitudesmallerthan

themotionaltransittime. Therefore,a steadystatesheathis likely to developaroundthesatellite

and thecurrentenhancementby TSSmotion is likely to be unimportantin this regime. At

mediumto high voltages(> 500 V), the electroncollectionprocessresemblesa 1Dproblem

alongthemagneticfield. Fromfigure4, wecanseethatthesheathformationtime approaches

0.1 msecas the voltageexceedslkV. This is comparableto the motional transit time and

thereforethesteadystatepicturedoesnot apply. Currentcollectionis likely to bea transitory

processtied to the tethermotion. However,it remainsto beseen,either by analyticalor by
numericalmeans,that the tethermotion can indeedinduce the observedenhancedlevel of

currentcollectionat highvoltages.
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Figure Captions

Figure 1: Solutions of the electron sheath equation (7) in 1D, 2D, and 3D are plotted versus the

matching condition given in (11). Graphical determination of cathode position Ra

and electron transit time Ta can be made at the matching point.

Figure 2: The solution from equations (7) and (11) is compared with the results from the steady

state models. Solution is found in good agreement with the Beard-Johnson model.

Specific plasma parameters are given at the top of the figure.

Figure 3: The size of electron sheath in 1D and 3D are plotted against the voltage on the

conductor, using the same plasma parameters as in figure 2.

Figure 4: Electron and ion transit time transverse the sheath are estimated based on the plasma

parameters in previous figures. The the ion transit time is a good approximation to

the sheath formation time.
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Abstract

The TSS-1R science mission was conducted on

the space shuttle STS-75 at the end of February 1996.

During the flight, the Tethered Satellite was deployed to

a distance of 19.7kin and current was collected by the
Satellite. Over the course of science operations, a rich

dataset of current-voltage measurements was collected
from instruments onboard both the satellite and the

shuttle. We have constructed I-V curves including the

uncertainties from Mission data. Companng the TSS I-
V charactenstics with known theoretical models, we

find that the level of electron current collected exceeds

those predicted by the steady state models. At high

voltages (> 300 V), the I-V characteristics scale with

potential according to the Parer-Murphy model,

implying a magnetically insulated collection process.
The absolute value of the current collected gready

exceeds predictions of present models. The fact that

TSS collected large currents at relatively low potentials

bring many of the tether applications, such as power
and thrust generation, closer to realization.

Introduction

The reflight mission of the Tethered Satellite

System (TSS-1R) was launched on February 22, 1996

aboard shuttle Columbia (STS-75) from Kennedy Space
Center into a Low Earth Orbit (LEO). On the third day
of the rmssion {056/2045 LIT), the tethered satellite was

deployed from the payload bay of the Orbiter. The

satellite was connected to the Orbiter through a thin

conducting tether, which reached an eventual length of
197 km above the Orbit before it separated. As the

satellite-Orbiter system moved through the Earth's

magneuc field, an induced V x B • L voltage was
generated across the endpoints of the tether. This
voltage reached a peak value of- 6 kV at the maximum

extension of the tether. For an eastward moving TSS,
the satellite was biased positive relative to the ambient

plasma. Thus it was able to collect an electron current

from the surrounding ionosphere. One of the primary
science objectives of the TSS-IR mission was to

deterrmne the I-V characteristics of the TSS-Ionosphere

Copyright :_1997 by the authors. Published by the
American Insutute of Aeronauucs and Astronautics,
Inc. with permission.

system. From a physics viewpoint, the I-V curves

contain important information about the ambient space

conditions, the sheath surrounding the charged satellite,
and the physical processes involved in current

collection. From a technological prospective,
determination of the I-V has practical implications for

the concepts of using TSS to generate electric power for
orbiting space platforms such as space station, or to

provide electric propulsion for spacecrafts desired for
planetary exploration.

Generally speaking, finding the I-V

characteristics ad&v.sses the fundamental question: how

much voltage needs to be applied to a conductor in order
to collect a prescribed amount of current. The

underlying physics of current collection by a

body in the magnetized plasma has been an interesting
and challenging problem in the history of the plasma

physics. In pioneering works Langmuir Z developed

models of current flow between plates or concenmc
spherical electrodes with biased potential in an

unmagnetized plasma. The well known Child-
Langmuir Law 2 sets the maximum amount of current,

the so-called space-charge-limited current, that can be

flown between electrode plates. In the 1960s,
theoretical models were developed specifically for

unbounded plasma, which apply direcdy to current
collection in space. The modet by Beard and Johnson 3

(BI) neglected the effects due to earth's magnetic field

and solved the spherical space-charge-limited flow
problem. The B.I model predicts a current-voltage
relation

d.

In_ ( Nv_ 'i-7

lo = I",2..5 x lO 12)

8 6

--(v_ T
a 7,-2-8- ) ,

{1)

where N is the plasma number density in the unit of

electrons per c.c., a is the radius of the collecting sphere
in meters, V is the potential of the sphere in volts, Ve

is the thermal speed of the electrons defined as
1

vo=( ')'-:
\_me j



and toistheelectronthermalcurrentdefinedas

[0 = eNVe(_a2/2) (3)

Since the effects of magnetic field is to reduce

the amount of current flowing to the conductor, the BJ

current in (1) represents an upper limit of the current

collection by the conductor in space. The I-V model

that includes magnetic field effects was developed by

Parker and Murphy 4 (PM). Linson 5 summarized the

results and listed an upper limit for the current reaching
the conductor in a magnetic field as

1

IP----_M= l+i0 2(V_I_ , (4)

where Vo is a threshold potential defined by the strength

of the magnetic field and the size of the conductor,

me _2 a 2
v o = (5)

.2e

As can be seen in (4), the current collection would not

increase substantially above Io unless the voltage on the

conductor is large compared to Vo.

In the presence of the earth's magnetic field,

current collection by the TSS satellite scales like PM

with respect to potential at large voltages. However,
factors such as satellite motion (- 7.8 km/sec), ram and

wake, and geometric shape of the collection area could

also affect the current collection processes. Therefore.
one would expect deviations from the PM results.

TSS I.V Measurements;

The I-V characteristics of the TSS system was
measured by a pre-programmed science operation ca/led

the IV-24 operating cycle. During the IV-24 cycle, a

current sequence was performed by st.epping the
command current delivered by the Electron Generator

Assemblies (EGAs) in the payload bay of the Orbiter.
thus modifying the satellite potential. A complete I%'-

24 cycle contains six repeating current sequences with

each sequence lasting four minutes. Figure l(b)
illustrates the command current pulses tor each sequence

as delivered by the EGAs and Figure l(b) illustrates me
layout of a complete IV-24 cycle. During the TSS-IR

mission, three IV-24 cycles were completed. The first
IV-24 cycle lasted from 056123:20:30 to 056/23:44:30

LrT in a day orbit. The second IV-24 cycle lasted from

057t00:12:00 to 057100:36:00 Lq" in the subsequent

night orbtt. The last IV-24 cycle lasted from
057/01:06:00 to 057/01:30:00 UT during a day orbit.

During each of the command current pulses,

the actual current I flowing through the tether is

measured directly by the Tether Current and Voltage

Monitor (TCVM) of the Shuttle Electrodynamics Tether
System (SETS) investigation 6 and by the Satellite

Ammeter (SA) of the Satellite Core Equipment
(SCORE) investigation 7. The satellite voltage Vsat,

defined by the potential difference between the satellite

and the ionospheric plasma, is measured by the boom-

mounted sensor package (BMSP) operated by the
Research on Orbital Plasma Electrodynamics (ROPE)

investigation s. We have taken a two-steps approach to

construct the I-V curves for the entire range of the

satellite potential. The first step is to calibrate the
tether resistance R using the BMSP data of 1 volt <

Vsat < 100 volts. The second step is to compute Vsat

based on the calibrated R value and impose error bounds

according to the uncertainties associated with the

statistical measurements. Both steps utilize the

_uivalent TSS circuit as shown in Figure 2. In, this

figure, Vsat and Vorb represent the potendal drops
across the plasma sheaths surrounding the satellite _xl

the Orbiter. Correspondingly, Vorb is the potential
between the cathodes of the electron accelerators and the

Orbiter body; I is the Tether current and R is the
overall dc resistance of the tether wire, which is

approximately 2.1 Kf2 at room temperature. Taking

the motional induced EMF generated by a moving TSS-

Orbiter system to be Vemf, the TSS circuit equation
canbe expressed as

Veto £ = Vsa t + I R + Vega + Vor b (6)

To pertbrm calibration in the first step, the
tether resistance R is determined by substituting Vsat

and other directly measured quantities such as I. Vemf,

Vega, and Vorb into equation (6). In the second step, a
reverse process is taken, namely, using mean values of
R and standard deviation AR into (6) to obtain Vsat as a
function of I.

TSS Resistance Calibration

Direct measurements of various potential terms
in (6) were performed by instruments onboard the

Orbiter and the satellite during the TSS-IR mission.

For instance, the Vega was measured by the voltmeter
of the Deployer Core Equipment IDCORE-DV) 7 and by

the Tether Current and Voltage IvIonitor (TCVM) of the



ShuttleElectrodynamlcsTetherSystem(SETS)6 as

shown in Figure 2. The Vemf was measured by the
TCVM and the DCORE-DV in between the current

pulses when the EGAs were off and the current I=0.

The Shuttle potential Vorb. although not dimcdy

measured, was inferred from the Electrostatic Analyzers
('ESAs) of the Shuttle Potential and Return Electron

Experiment (SPREE) 9 located in the payload bay.

which recorded the energy spectrum of the ions

returning to the Shuttle.

Each currentpulseinthe IV-24cycleprovides

a setofvaluesforI,Vega, Vorb,and Vemf. Using the

Vsat obtainedfrom the ROPE measurements,we can

calculatethe tetherresistanceR directlyfrom (6).

Figure3 shows the R valuesforthe first,the second,

and the thirdIV-24 cyclesas representedby the solid

circle,square,and rhombicdatapoints,correspondingly.

Each datapointisassociatedwith a currentpulsethat

gives rise to a satellite potential in the range of 1 V <

Vsat < 100 V. Adjacent data points am linked by a
straight line. From this figure, we can see that for a

given IV-24 cycle, the tether resistance data points form

a distribution, which can be quantified statistically by a
standard deviation around a mean value. Table 1 shows

the mean and the standard deviation of the tether

resistance (in f2) for each IV-24 cycle:

The mean resistance in table 1 reveals an

interesting fact, namely, the mean tether resistance

varies from cycle to cycle. Its value reaches the highest
level in the first IV-24, then drops to the lowest level in
the second IV-24, finally settles at an intermediate value

in the third IV-24. This variation is obviously

correlated with the diurnal pattern of the three cycles. It
is therefore logical to atmbute the tether resistance

variations to the temperature changes in the tether,
which is directly influenced by exposure to sun light.
Since there is no direct temperature measurement of the

tether, we look for variations in the temperature data

taken by sensors attached to the skin of the satellite as

corroborative evidence. Figure 4 displays temperature

data fin °C) versus time from 16 sensors, which are part
of the satellite thermal control system, located at

various places on the surface of the satellite. The IV-24
periods are high-lighted with heavy lines beneath the

time axis. From this figure, we can see small penodic
oscillations on the temperature curves at a period of

roughly 4 minutes. These oscillations correspond to
satellite spin at a rate of roughly 0.25 rpm. A major
temperature decline occurs at around 057/0000 UT,

which is the time the TSS enters the night orbit. From

the first IV-24 to the second IV-24, the temperature
• -.,.

decrease recorded by these sensors rap-,," from 10 to 50

°C. depending on where the senser is located.
Likewise, from the second IV-24 to the third IV-24. the

temperature increases by similar amounts.

We can independently verify the temperature

change based on the variation of mean resistance. The

analytic temperature-resistance formula for copper is

given in the Handbook of Chemistry and Physics
[1980] j0

R--Ro[ I+O(T-To) ] (7)

where T O = 20 °C, Ro = 2.0 K_, and ®

=0.00393 /°C. This formula relates the change of

resistance to the change of temperature as

.,.MR= Ro ® AT (8)

Using the changes of mean resistance &RI
(from 1st to 2rid IV-24) and AR2 (from 2nd to 3rd IV-

24) in above equation, we can estimate the temperanm:

ckangg to be ATI -- - 32 °C and AT2 -- + 23 °C.2-,._:

numbers are in line with the temperature changes shown

in Figure 4. It is interesting to point out another

feature that indicates temperature dependent resistance

change of the TSS system. In Figure 3, data points of
the last IV-24 cycle shows a slanted distribution, which

implies that the tether resistance increases with time

during the cycle. In Figure 4, the satellite temperature
measurements made at the last IV-24 show a similar

trend of increase in time. This provides added evidence
that the tether resistance is indeed sensitive to the

temperature change.

TSS l-V C.haracteristics

Using the calibrated tether resistance in Table
1, we can construct the entire I-V curves from equation
(6). However, since the tether resistance varies with

time dunng the TSS-IR mission, and can only be

demrrmned with some uncertainty, it is appropriate to
impose error bounds on the I-V characteristics to

indicate its limits. As an example, in Figure 5 we plot
the I-V curve obtained from the first stepping sequence

of the third IV-24 cycle. This I'V-24 cycle was
performed during daytime, at high ambient plasma
density ( - 8.5 x 10"'5 /c.c. from the real-time

SUNDIAL model] tt, and with the tether near its full

extension. In this figure, the tether current I for the

entire current pulse sequence is plotted against the
satellite potential, which is calculated from (1) based on

the directly measured Vemf and Vega from DCORE.



Each currentpulse contnbutestwo dam points,as

shown by soliddots, and adjacentdata points am

connectedby a straightline. The errorbounds are

imposed on voltage as horizontal bars because of the

uncertainty on the measured tether resistance value. The
actual length of the error bar is calculated by

multiplying the tether current I with the standard
deviation AR. From this figure, it is interesting to see

that the I-V curve exhibits distinctly different scaling

properties at low and at high voltages. At high voltage

(Vsat > 300 volts), the error constitutes a small

percentage of the overall voltage reading. Therefore, it

is of no practical consequence. However, at low voltage
(Vsat < 50 Volts), the error bars are comparable in

magnitude to the potential values, i.e. I AR - Vsat.

Therefore, it is not possible to derive a reliable scaling

law in this regime. The uncertainty on tether resistance

presents an ambiguity in the physical interpretation of
the I-V characteristics in this regime.

To compare the TSS results with the

predictions from the analytic models, we plot both the
Beard-Johnson 03/) I-V values from (6) as triangle

points, and the Parker-Murphy l-V values from (4) as

square points, in Figure 5. It is clear that the TSS
satellite collected more current than both the BJ and the

PM models predict. The TSS current is higher than the
PM current by more than a factor of two throughout the

entire voltage range. In addition, it is also consistently

higher than the BJ current except at very low voltages

(< 10 volts). This result is very surprising because the
BJ. current represents the upper limit of current

collection by a charged conductor in an unmagnetized

plasma. The fact that TSS satellite collected more
current indicates the need for complete revision of the

current collection theones for spacecram traveling at
orbital velocities.

[.V Scaling, An important question is how do the

TSS I-V characteristics scale. We plot in Figure 6 the
fractional deviation of the TSS current from the PM and
the BJ values. The fractional deviation is defined as

(Itss-Imod)/Itss where Itss is the TSS current data and

lmod is the current predicted by the models. If the TSS
I-V and the model I-V have the same scaling, the
fractional deviation should be constant. This is true
even if the TSS current is different from the model

current in magnitude. From Figure 6, we can see that
the TSS I-V scales like the PM model for V > 50 volts.

On the other hand, there is no similarity between the

TSS scaling and that of the BJ model. This indicates
that at high voltages ( > 100 volts) the TSS current

collection is likely to be magnetically limited, which is

PM .like.-We would like to emphasize that even though

the TSS l-V scales like PM, the TSS current exceeds

the PM value by a large margin.

Gas Event Gas was released by thrusters onboard

satellite during a planned science operation called the

DC-24 cycle. The DC-24 cycle performed I-V operation

similar to the 1"V-24 cycle, except in adc mode. Two
DC-24 cycles were completed during the TSS mission

and the gas event occurred in the middle of the second

DC-24 cycle. The event lasted 2 second, starting from

057/00:54:04. Prior to the gas release, the satellite

potential was about 1050 volts and the tether current

was about 0.44 amps. Immediately after the gas

release, tether current surged to 0.6 amps and was
subsequently capped by the electron guns at 0.5 amps.

The satellite potential, however, dropped to about I00
volts. This indicates that the satellite can collect the

same amount of current at a much lower voltage
because the gas discharge provides a new source of

electrons near the satellite surface. In Figure 7, we plot

the gas I-V (large solid square), the DC-24 I-V prior to

the event (large solid dot), and the entire I-V curves

from the last IV-24 cycles for comparison. Th¢ gas

point,as we can see,occursway above thz__i.i _._.

TSS I-V performance,which is represented by th_'¢_-24 "
curves within the bounded dashed lines, while the De-

24 point is nominal. Therefore, the TSS system can

perform more efficiently with neutral gas present in the
electron sheath around the satellite.

Power Generation It is useful to calculate the

maximum amount of electrical power available from

TSS. This is defined as the tether current multiplying
the voltage difference between Vemf and Vsat. This

quantity is plotted in Figure 8 using the I-Vsat obtained
from the TSS dataset and from the analytic models.

From this figure, it is interesting to see that the PM

power saturates at a low level of 500 watts, while both

the TSS and the BJ power are still increasing at the end
of the TSS data range. The avatlable power provided by

the TSS system reaches 1200 volts at I = 0.5 amps.

The reason that the PlVl power saturates early is because
a much higher voltage is required to collect a prescribed
amount of current in the PM model. Therefore, a

comparatively larger amount of power (I Vsat) is wasted

in the satellite sheath. In this regard, gas release from
the charged satellite will provide the most cost effective

mean of generating useful elecmcal power by the TSS.

This is because the gas event showed a large amount of
current collection at a very low satellite potential.

Using the numbers provided in the last section, we can
estimate that the maximum power available from the

gas event is roughly 1700 watts. This number is
substantially higher than the maximum power delivered



bythe TSS system. We remark that this number could
only improve if the tether current were not limited by

the electron guns during the gas event.

Conclusion

It is appropriate to conclude that the I-V results

obtained by the TSS-IR mission far exceeded the

expectation from the existing analytic models. The fact

that the TSS current exceeds even the BJ' limit presents

a challenge to the understanding of physics involved in

the high voltage current collection in space. There is an

unquestionable need to improve the theoretical

understanding of the TSS results. Severn[ possible
scenarios have been proposed and an: currently under

investigation. For instance, the motion of the TSS at

orbital velocity may enhance the electron collection by

sweeping; the heating of electrons by the O ")" ions
ret]ected from the satellite could increase the thermal

flux entering the sheath; or the discharge of neutrals
within the satellite sheath may provide a new source of

electrons, just to name a few. Based on the encouraging
results from the TSS-IR mission, it is timely to

recognize the potential of using TSS technology for
practical applications in space, such as generating

elecmcal power or providing thrust to the spacecrafts.
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rv-24 Cycle Orbit Time COT) Mean Standard
Resistance Deviation

1st Day 056/2320:30 1864.2 60.2

- /2344:30

2rid Night 057/0012:00 1610.0 109.5

- /0036:00

3rd Day 057/0106:00 1788.4 84.3

- /0130:00

Table 1. Calibration of tether resistance in three IV-24 cycles.
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Ab_ra_

The neutralgas environmentoftheTSS satelliteis

simulated using Navier Stokes,Free Molecule and

DSMC methods. The simulationisperformedin two

steps.The firststepyieldsfirst-orderesumates ofthe

gas cloudenvelopingthe satellite.The second stepis

more accurate,but computationaUyexpensive,and is

used to study secondary effectssuch as plume

impingementand multipleplmne interactions.
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The primarygoalof the Tethered SamlliteSystem
(TSS) missionwas totestand demonswate an alterna-

tivemethod forgeneratingelecmcal power m space,

namely flyinga long conductor across the Earth

magnetic fieldand reducinga V x B electricalfield

along the tether. The magnitude of the current thi-ough

the tether,and thereforethe net power generated,

depends on severalfactcn,among which tlm plasma

condnamcc m thenearvicinityofthes1_erical
roached atthe end of the te0ma-.The ambient iono-

sphereislocallyperun'bedby thepresenceofthehighly

charged satellite, which results in the formation of a

plasma sheath, the electrical properties of which have

been simulated on computers (Ref. 1). The effect of

neutralgaseson theplasma sheathand reun'ncurrent
has however not been well cham_terizeAtodam. The

neutralgases,which am mosdy emanaRng fium 14atti-
tudecontrolthrustersdistributedon the TSS sm'f'ace,

coulddramaticallyaltertheelecmcalpropertiesof the

plasma near the satelliteand increase the overall

conductanceofthetethersystemand hence,thecummt.

To study this effect,the gas plume emittedfrom

each of thecontrolthrustersisbeingsimuh_.d in

paper and the neutralflowfieldm the vicinityof the

satelliteischaracterized.SectionI describesme geo-

metricalfeaturesof theTSS samltiteand presentsthe

thrustermain features.The simulationof plume flow-

fieldsisnotoriouslycomplex since,duringexpansion,

the gas traversesallthreeflow regimes,as shown m

Section2: Conunuum insidethe thrusternozzle and.

possiblysome distancedownstream. Transitionafter-

wards and finally,Free Molecular in the nozzle far

field.An accuratesimulationof plume flowfields,

therefore,requiresthe use of a varietyof fluidflow

models, such as Navier Stokes solvers, Direct

SimulationMonte Carlo (DSMC) and analyticalFree

Molecule codes,toindividuallydealwith each region

ofthe flowfield.The simulationmethodology, which
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was used in the present study, is outlined m Section 3,
and the numerical codes are described in Section 4.

The sm_ulation is performed m two steps. The first step

yields a ftrst-order estimate of the neutral gas cloud

characteristics. It is based on the findings by Rault

CRef. 2) that. for simple plumes, the gas is essentially
"frozen" downstream of the breakdown surface, i.e..
downstream of the interface between the Continuum

and Transition domains. In the second step, a more

accurate method is used to characterize secondary

effects such as plume impingement on the satellite sur-
face and multiple plume interaction.

Results are presented in Section 5 in the form of

netm'al density maps around the satellite. The effect of
the impingement of the Yaw thruster plumes is quami-

fled in Section 6, and the interaction of the InLine

thruster plumes is studied in the last section.

TSS Geometry and Thruster Characteristics

The Tethered Satellite System was deployed from

the Space Shuttle STS-75 in February 1996 m a circular

orbit at 250 km altivade. The sateklite basic geometric
shape is spherical with a 1.6 m diametmr and a mass of

518 Kg. Figure 1 show,s the T$S mare featm'es. The

satellite is equipped with a series of 14 thrusters to con-

trol its ammde during deployment and in orbit, The

tlmasters are surface mounted and are strategically dis-

tributed over the sttrface as depicted m Figure 1. The
thnmt level, mass flow rate and geomemcal dimensions
of each thruster are shown m Table 1. The thruster exit

nozzles ale corneal. The thrusters operate at a stagna-

tion pre,_m'e of 10 amaospberes and a stagnation tem-

perature of 300 degrees Kelvin. Their working gas is
Nitrogen.

Plume Flowfield Charactensncs

Figure 2 schemaucally shows the typical structure

of a plume flowfielck from the thruster nozzle exat to the

far field. In the near vicinity of the nozzle, gas densities
are relatively large and local Knudsen numbers are

small. The flow is in the Continuum regime, where
Navier Stokes solvers can be used to characterize the

flow field. Further downstream, the Kaudsen numbers

become too large and continuum methods are no longer

applicable. In this Transiuon flow regime, the

Chapman-Enskog transport relationstups are no longer
valid and the gas is typically non-lsotropic and non-
Maxwellian. as colLisions between molecules are too

infrequent to mamtmn the gas in equilibrium in any
energy mode (Translational. Rotauonal. Vibrational.

Chemistry), The parucle tracing Direct Simulation
Monte Carlo technique of Bird (Refs. 3, 4), which is

described below, must be used in this region. Finally,

in the plume far ficm. collisions among molecules are

very rare and the flow is in the Free Molecule regime,
where the analytical tools presented in Section 4 can be

used to characterize the flow field propemes. The

boundaries between these three flow regimes depend on

the number N of intermolecular collisions per
characteristic tmae of the flow "c:

N = v "c (1)

where v is the intermolecular collision frequency and

%=L/U

The gradient length L is defined as

L=p/Vp

(2)

(3)

where p is the gas density, and U is the flow bulk veloc-

ity.

The parameter N is related to Bird's Breakdown param-
eter B fRef. 4 ):

N=I/B (4)

Upon analysis of experimental data corresponding to a

series of plume expansions. Bird has proposed a value
of B = 0.05 for the boundary between the Continuum

and Transition flow domains. This value corresponds

to N = 20 collisions per characteristic lame of the flow.

The boundary between the Transition aud Free

Molecule domains has not yet been simil_rly _-

ized. but. from a simulation viewpoint, this boundary

can be set at the point where the collision mean free
path approaches the size of the computational domain.

Methodolo_ov for Plume Simulation

A detailed simutanon of the gas cloud around TSS

would be extremely complex, requiring a CFD simula-

tion for each thruster, feeding into a large DSMC simu-
lation over the whole satellite. However. several

simplifying assumptions can be made, based on

geomemcal considerauons and past research work on

plumes, As shown m Figure 1. the thrusters are widely
separated. (with excepuon for the InLine thrusters) and

the plumes would interact only far downstream where
conditions are close to Free Molecular. Hence, for all
but the InLme thrusters, each thruster can be studied

independently and their effects superimposed
amhmeucally. Moreover, Rault CRef. 2) has shown that
tlae flowfield downstream of the breakdown surface is

essentially free molecular. The intermolecular
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collisionsin the Transition dommn are very. weak as

they occur between molecule_ with very small relative

velocmes. Hence. a very good first-order esumate of
the denslty field around the satellite can be obtained

with the following steps:

(1) Perform a C-T'D simulation for the gas within the

thruster nozzle and near vicimty.

(2) Construct the Breakdown surface from the CFD

solution

(3) Perform a Free Molecule simulation downstream of

the Breakdown surface.

(4) Superimpose the effects of all the thrusters by

adding the density contribution of each one.

This methodology was used to provide the neutral

density, maps presented in Section 5.

The Yaw nozzles afe slightly inclined with respect
to the satellite surface normal. To study the impinge-

ment of the Yaw nozzle gas and its effect on the plume

geometry, a detailed DSMC simulation was performed.
Figure 3 shows the layout of the computation domain

used in the simulation. Since only the gas on the outer

edge of the plume can interact with the satellite surface.

the plume core gases are excluded from the simulation.
Downstream of the Breakdown surface, the plume

expansion flowfield is mostly radial and the stream-
tubes are correspondingly close to conical in shape. In

the simulation, the core gas is therefore represented by a
solid corneal surface with zero accommodation. The

gas core contains more than 95% of the total number of

molecules, and excluding it from the simulation allows
one to tocus on the important region of the flowfield.

namely the plume edge, and significantly increase the
simulation molecule weight factors (Refs. 3.4). The
l.aLine thrusters are close to each others and a detailed

DSMC-based study was performed to quanufy the level

of interacuon between them. Figure 3 shows me com-
putauon domain used in the DSMC stmulauon. The

two planes parallel to the plume axis are set to be planes

of symetry m order to simulate the presence of the three
other Ird..ine thrusters. As described in Ref. 2. the

domain is divided into two subdommns, with the inner

one containing me CFD derived Breakdown surtace and
the outer one represenung me "far field". The DSMC

stmutauon ls performed in a parallel compuung envi-

ronment on two-processor workstauons, each processor

being assigned to a subdomam.

Numerical Tools DSMC and Free Molecule

The Direct Simulation Monte Carlo (DSMC) Method

In engineering studies. DSMC is commonly used
as a flow smaulauon code whenever the flowfield is in

the Transition regime, i.e., when the characteristic

Kaudsen number of the flowfield is in the range of 0.01

to 10 (Refs. 3, 4). Such conditions arise, for example,

in the case of reentry vehicles at high altitudes such as

the Space Shuttle in the attitude range of 170 lan to 100
tan (Ref. 5). To simulate flowfields in this regime,

conventional Computational Fluid Dynamic (CFD)

numerical tools, which are based on solving the Navier

Stokes equations, cannot be used. Instead, the gas is

simulated as a large ensemble of discrete molecules,

and computers are used to track a representative sample
of simulated molecules as they move thru a computa-
tional domain and collide with other molecules and

solid surfaces (Refs. 3, 4). The computauonal domain

is subdivided into a grid of cells, the size of which is on

the order of the local collision mean free path. The

molecular velocity distribution is evaluated within ear&

cell and its moments arc evaluated to obtain the species

density (0th moment), flow mean velocity (first

moment) and the temperature in each of the three spa-
tial directions (second moments).

The tin'ee-dimensioual DSMC code used in the pre-

sent study was devised by Bird (Ref. 6) and further

developed by Rault (Refs. 2. 5.7--8). High computa-

tional and setup efficienctes are achieved t/ma the use of

an unstructuredgrid overlaidon a cubic Cartesian

mesh. The code has previouslybeen used tosimulate

flowfieldssurrounding slenderh.vpersonicvehicles

(Rcf.7).bluntreentry,vehicles(Ref.5)and spacecraft

(Ref.8). Good agreement has been shown to exist

between code predictionsand wind tunnel/flightdata.

when available.The codc has been complemented with

a setofutilitiesforgraphicaldia_osts,preproccssing.

posrprocessingand gridadapuon. A CAD interactivc

graphicalpreprocessorwas developedtoallowsumtla-

uons over bodiesofarbitrarilycomplex geometry. The

_Jgorithmhas been maplcmentcd on scalar,vectorand

parallclprocessors.

Free Molecule analytical code

Free Molecular codes are based on analytical

expressions derived by inte_atmg the Boltzmann

equation for a given source term (Ref. 4). Woronowic'z

3
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andRault(Ref. 9) have described a Free Molecular

model which is spectaJly stated for plume flowfield

simulations. It is using a source term Q representing a

drifted Maxwellian velocity distribution of stream
veloclty U and temperature T:

Q= AS(x) nlexp(- (v-U):). (S)

where

_=w / 2k T (6)

v isthe molecularvelocityand 8 (x)istheDirac func-

tiondefinedatthesom'celocationx. Thissourceterm

correspondstoa physicalgas source,of infinitesimal

gcomemc dimensions, emittinga gas of molecular

wei_t w at a flux rate N with a uniform bulk exit

velocityU and a temperatureT. The density,velocity,

temperature and other parameters can be computed ana-

lyucally at any point w_thin the source "field-of-view".

For example, the gas dens=ty

[3N cos0 e_S: sin: 0 {(s cos 0) exp(-s: cos: g)n(x)
C_r"

I
+ (-÷ s:coJ2e)4"_(1+ erffsms e))]

2

(7)

These analytical expressions have been shown to

exactly reproduce the results obtained with collisionless
DSMC simulations of point gas sources, as will be
shown below.

Overall Neutral Environment

Figure 4 shows the flowfield density near the exit
plane of the Yaw nozzle as computed by Stuart

(Ref. 10) using the NASA JSC conunuum code which

has been specially adapted to plume flowfield stmula-
non. The CFD simulauon was initialized upstream of

the nozzle throat, but only the region downstream of the
nozzle e,'ut is depicted on the figure. Gas densities can

be observed to decrease by two orders of magnitude

along the plume axis within the first 15 cm of the

expansion. In the radial direction, gas densities
decrease even more rapidly. The CT'D soluuon ks valid

only up to the Breakdown surface, which is constructed

as explmned in Section 2. Figure 5 displays the
Breakdown sunace for the Yaw nozzle. It can be seen

that the Breakdown surface :s verv elongated in the
dirccnonoftheplume a.us.Similaranalysishave been

conductedfortheInLme and OutPlancnozzles.

.AsdescribedinSccuon 3.freemoleculestmulanon

isused todcternuncthegasdensitiesdownstream ofthe

Breakdown surfaceforeachnozzle.Figure6 shows the

neutral envtronment created by the Yaw, InLine and

Out,Plane nozzles. It can be _cen that the gas is mostly

dismbuted along the thruster axes with Little radial did
fusion. The densities ate shown m planes around the

satellite. These planes are all located at 1.2 m from the

satellite center, except the verucal plane perpendicular

to the antenna, which is positioned at 2 m from the cen-

ter. Downstream of these planes, the density decays as
lit 2.

Figure 7 shows the neutral environment when only

two Yaw nozzles are Rred. This thruster com3gtwation

did occur m the actual Hight at a time when cur_nt was

being measured, and is therefore important for data
reduction.

Yaw Thruster Imningement Study

Figures 8-9 show the Yaw thruster flowfield as

computed with coRisionless and coliisional DSMC.
Collisionless and collisional DSMC refer to DSMC

computations performed with and without mtetmotecu-
lax collisions. Only very small differences can be
observed between these two simulations, which attests

to the negligible role of intetmoleculat collisions in
plume flowfield downsav, am of the Breakdown sm'_ta_.

Impingement is visible in Figure 8. with the plume

appearing to be slightly "pinched" due to the presence
of the satellite surface. This asymmetry of the plume

geometry, however, occurs only near the outer edge of
the plume. This impingement imparts only negligible
forces and moments on the satellite. The DSMC code

setup parameters and performance are sttmmanzed in

the Appendix.

Thruster Interaction Flowfield

Figures 10-13 show the InLine thruster flowfield as
computed with Free Molecule. collisionless and col-

lisional DSMC. The excellent agreement between Free
Molecule and collisionless DSMC attests to the accu-

racy of both of our analytical Free Molecule model and

paxucle tracing DSMC code. The difference between
the collisionless and coLlisional DSMC results is a mea-

sure of the plume mteracuon. Without interaction, i.e.
tbr single plume, inmr-molecuiar cot.Lisions would have

tittle effects on the plume structure, as shown in Ref. 2.

.As can be seen m Figt_e 13, the interacuon _s evident m
me satellite near field, with weak shock formauon near

tae planes of symetry. In the fax field, however, the
effect of the interacuon is weakening and the plume
structure is close to the one obtained with Free

Molecule and coLlksionless DSMC sunuiauons. F'mally,
it can be observed that. even m the near field where the

interacuon is the strongest, no secondary, jet is formed.
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Conclusion

This paper summarizes the mare results of com-

puter stmulations performed to characterize the

Tethered Satellite System neutral gas envtronment. A

fn'st-order estimate of the neutral gas density is given

for several thruster firing scenarios. These results were
obtained using CF"D flow stmulations coupled with Free

Molecule analysis. The coupling interface is the CFD-
derived Breakdown surface. Results from accurate

DSMC simulations are also presented to quantify the

effects of plume impingement (Yaw thrusters) and mul-

tiple plume interaction(InLme thrusters).
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_amlaix

DSMC simulation setup and performance. The

DSMC simulauons were performed on two-processor

SUN SPARC 10 workstauons with 256 MBytes of

RAM. For theInLme thrustercomputation,thesimula-

tionwas runm a parallelenvironmentusingtheParallel

Virtual_e (PVM. See Ref.2) software.Details

of the simulationsetupand performance for both the

InLine thrusterplume interactionanalysisand Yaw

impingementstudyaresummarized m TableAI.
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Nozzle

Table I. Thruster Properties

Mass flow Thrust Emt Throat

rat,- radius radms

(g/s) (Newlons) (ram) (ram)

Prandd Meyer
angle

(Degrees)

ln_..ine 1.45 1.13 4.56 0.455 53.5

InPl ane 2.30 6.12 4.25 1.105 76.2

OutPLane 4.60 2.39 3.10 0.685 67.7

Yaw 0.85 050 4.00 0.300 50.4

Table AI. DSMC Code Setup and Performance

Test case Yaw mruster Inline thruster Inlme thruster

Inner domain Outer domain

Grid resolution (R_f.2)

CCG 87 x65 x87 64 x64 xl 24 54 x54x 173

FCG 5×5x5 5x5x5 5×5x5

Number of molecules 750,000 825,000 860,000

Number of cells 75,000 60,000 65,000

T'tme step (sec) 7.0E-7 2.5E-7 8.2E-7

RAM memory (MBytes) 50 50 50

CPU time (Hours) 50 50 40
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Figure 8. Yaw thruster flowfield.

Collisionless DSMC simulation.
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THE TETHERED SATELLITE MISSION
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The key objective of the Tethered Satellite System (TSS) Reflight

(TSS-1R) mission was the exploration of the physical processes

controlling current collected by an object charged to large positive

potentials and moving at orbital speed in the dilute space
magnetoplasma. The TSS was deployed upwards from the Shuttle
Columbia to a distance 19.7 km and operated nominally over a period of

5.5 hours. At that point, the tether was accidentally broken. During the
mission, unexpectedly large currents of up to 1.1 A, were observed. The

collecting potentials measured on the satellite during the current

collection were by an order of magnitude or more lower than required

by the space charge limited, magnetically insulated, pre-mission models.
A surprisingly large power generation efficiency was measured. Over a

large current range, the observed current/voltage scaling was

significantly different from the theoretical models, laboratory

experiments, and space experiments at suborbital speeds. It is clear that
orbital speed radically alters the physics of current collection in space

plasmas. The facility used to collect large currents favors the use of

tethers in space applications.



The collection of current by a charged object at high potentials in a

magnetoplasma is a fundamental physics problem first addressed by
Langmuirl in pioneering work that established plasma physics as a
discipline. Laboratory experiments by Langmuir and Bloddget 2 established
that the steady state current I flowing between two concentric spheres at a
relative voltage • obeys the scaling law

I~O3/2. (1)

This is known as the current/voltage (I/V) characteristic for space charge
limited flow. In the intervening years, the physics of the current collection
was studied theoretically and experimentally for unbounded plasmas of

interest to space science. It was found that a spherical sheath that excludes
the positive charge develops around a positively charged collecting sphere.
The size of the outside surface of the sheath depends on voltage and plasma

density; this surface plays a role equivalent to the emitter in Langmuir's
experiments. A collection law was found, known as Beard and
Johnson3(BJ) or Alpert 4 scaling. It is given by

IBJ/Io= A O 6/7 (2a)

where A is a function of plasma density n and electron thermal speed Ve

only. Io is the cold ionospheric current defined as

Io-_ n a2e n Ve

(2b)where a is the radius of the collecting object. The BJ law given

by Eqs. (2a-b) represents a theoretical upper limit of the current collection
efficiency. The modification of the collection law by an ambient magnetic
field B was fin'st addressed by Parker and Murphy 5. Parker and Murphy
(PM) used conservation of angular momentum and energy, along with
adiabatic invariance, to fred that the upper limit of the current collection for

B > 0 is given by

IpM/Io = (1/2) [ 1+(40/Oo) 1/2] (3a)

where Oo depends only on a, and B and is given by

0o= (e/2me) B2a 2 • (3b)

The PM law, represented by Eqs. (3a-b), represents space charge limited,
magnetically insulated flow and is characterized by the Ol/2 dependence.
Over the last 30 years, laboratory experiments and rocket based space
experiments have verified the laws represented by Eqs. (2) and (3) in their
validity regime.



The TSS-1R mission was the first experiment to explore the physics and

scaling of current collection at orbital speeds. Orbital speed is a key

consideration in space applications of tethers. Pre-mission expectations

were based on the steady state upper limit BJ or PM models, with minor

variations due to transient effects induced by the satellite motion. As a

result, the measurements of the TSS-1R mission are totally puzzling and

indicate that the physics of the current collection changes radically for

objects moving at orbital speeds. The purpose of this letter is to present for

the first time some of the more puzzling measurements from the TSS-1R

mission and briefly discuss their implications for future current collection

physics and models.

The TSS mission was unique in two respects6. It marked the first time

that the shuttle, in addition to its customary role as a launch and observation

platform, was an intrinsic part of the experimental circuit (i.e., the negative

pole of a "battery"). The mission was conducted as a "single experiment"

with the instruments and operational procedures designed to characterize the

circuit's properties. The TSS 7 was composed of a spherical conducting

satellite of radius a=0.8 m, connected to the shuttle by a tether with a

diameter of 2.54 mm (Fig. 1). The tether consisted of a Nomex core

containing 10 strands of wrapped copper wire to provide electrical contact

between the shuttle and the satellite. The tether was insulated by

impermeable Teflon lines, a Kevlar braid, and an outer layer of Nomex. Its

total length was 22 km and its resistance at room temperature ~ 2.1 k.Q. The

TSS was carried aboard the shuttle Columbia and deployed upwards to a

distance of 19.7 km over a period of 5.5 hours, after which a fault in the

insulation caused the tether to melt and break, separating the TSS system
from the shuttle.

The orbital motion of the TSS system across the earth's geomagnetic

field B induced an electromotive force (emf) E across the system

E=(uxB) .L (4)

where u is the orbital velocity and L the length of the tether. During the 5.5

hours of operation, the emf varied from a few volts to 3.7 kV. For the

upward tether configuration and the west to east orbital motion, the satellite

is charged positive with respect to the plasma and the shuttle is charged

negative. The collected electrons flow through the tether to the shuttle. The

end of the tether at the shuttle is connected to an onboard network through a
master switch. The circuit allows the tether to be isolated or connected to

orbiter ground or shunted through resistors. In the results presented here, the

current from the tether flows through and powers two electron guns (EGA's)

with a perveance 7.2 gpervs. The guns discharge the electrons collected at

the satellite and accumulated on the shuttle, to the surrounding ionosphere 7.



The data were collected by a larger number of sensors located on the shuttle
and the satellite. Space limitations do not allow a detailed description of the
comprehensive diagnostic instrumentation. We refer the reader to Ref. 7.

From the numerous scientific accomplishments of the TSS-1R mission,
we have chosen to focus on the most spectacular results: those concerning
current collection at orbital speeds. With the tether electrons discharged

through the EGA guns, the tether circuit response is given by

E = _s + IR + _g + _or (5)

In Eq. (5), R is the tether resistance and _s, _g and _or are the potentials
between the satellite and the plasma, across the EGAs, and between the
orbiter and the plasma. In our experiments, the control variable was the
current I commanded by the EGA's. A pre-programmed current sequence,
named IV-24, was used to study the electrical response of the circuit. The

IV-24 cycle was composed of six repeating four minute current sweeps. In
each sweep, the EGA's were directed to emit current pulses with an on-off
duration of 2 secs. The amplitude of the commanded current pulse increased
in 16 steps from zero to 500 mA. During the off periods, the appropriate
instruments monitored ambient conditions. The emf was measured by the

deployer voltmeter. The results shown correspond to a particular IV-24
cycle under daytime conditions. The ambient density was 8.5x105 #/cm3
and the temperature was 1800 K. Similar features were apparent in all of the
IV-24 cycles and were reproduced with high reliability.

Figure 2 shows the value of the maximum available power, def'med as P
= I x (E - Os - _or ), as a function of the current I. P is the difference
between the maximum power I E minus the power I x ( Os + Oor ) required
to collect the current. This is an essential figure of merit for the motor and

generator utility of tethers. The results are totally puzzling. The applicable
PM relationship would have limited power to less than 600 W. Moreover,
the power would have saturated at currents of about 260 mA. The results
indicate efficiencies well above even the energetic upper limit given by BJ.
Furthermore, no saturation was observed even at the maximum current of

1.1 A when P was approximately 2 KW. At this point, we should mention
that while the data below 0.5 A were acquired during an IV-24 cycle, the last

point, at 1.1 A, occurred immediately following the tether break. During
this time, the lower terminal of the tether was not connected to the shuttle,

but was directly shunted to the ionosphere. The large current drawn under
this shunted configuration was totally unexpected; the underlying physics of
this result is currently under study.

Figure 3 shows the _s/I plot and compares it with PM and BJ. The 1.1
A current event is not included here since we could only determine the value



of (_s + 4_or ) but not the individual potential. The results indicate that
currents between 300-500 mA are collected with potentials an order of
magnitude lower than predicted by PM, and by factors of two to three lower
than BJ.

The final set of graphs (Fig. 4) compares the observed _s/I scaling to
PM and BJ. It shows the percentage deviations ( _PM - _S )/4_Sand ( (_)BJ-

• s )/_s as a function of I. It is clear that within the 0.5 A range of
measurements, the scaling is inconsistent with the isotropic collection

expected from B J, even as modified by LinsonS. On the other hand, the
observed scaling seems to converge towards PM for I>300 mA. However, a
different coefficient of proportionality is required because collection at
orbital speeds caused a large deviation from the PM law.

In summary, we have presented the fkst experimental results on current
collection in space plasmas at orbital speeds. The results indicate that a new
physics regime with beneficial properties for tether applications in space
emerges at orbital speeds. The effect of the orbital speed on the physics can
be best seen from a reference frame moving with the satellite. In this frame,

the ambient O÷ ions appear as an energetic 5 eV beam that exerts a ram
pressure on the sheath. At low potentials, the ram pressure does not permit
the formation of a stable sheath. Thus current collection becomes essentially

orbit limited. At higher potentials, when the sheath pressure exceeds the
ram pressure exerted by the ions, ion reflection ahead of the satellite
provides a significant free energy source to modify the plasma conditions
and allow for collection of larger current. These are some of the theoretical
undertakings currently being pursued by the TSS-1R team.
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Figure 1. Left panel: The artist drawing of the Tethered Satellite System

(TSS) in space.

Right panel: The different layers of tether are shown in this

photograph.
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Current-Voltage characteristics of the tethered satellite system:

Measurements and uncertainties due to temperature variations

C.L. Chang, I A.T. Drobot, I K. Papadopoulos. I K.H. Wright. 2 N.H. Stone)
C. Gurgiolo, 4 J.D. Winningham. 5 and C. Bonifazi °

Abstract. One of the prtmary goals of the Tethered Satellite
System reflight mission (TSS-IR) is to determine the current-

voltage characteristics of the TSS satellite orbiting in the
ionosphere. While the collected current was measured directly

with high reliability, the satellite potential could only be deduced

from a circuit model or from interpretation of measurement data

below satellite potentials of 500 Volts, The greatest uncertainty
in the circuit model is the value of tether resistance R. We have

provided quantitative calibration of the resistance based on
instrument data for Vs < 100 Volts, We have reached the

important conclusion that the R value in the TSS circmt model is

correlated to temperature chances assocmted wnh the diurnal

cycles alone the TSS flight path. We have also apphed the

calibrated R value m the TSS circmt equation to construct the I-V

curves that extend to high voltages. The result,rig I-V
characteristics are presented with error bounds on satellite

potential to indicate the uncertainty associated with the tether
resistance determination. The I-V relation exhibits different

scalings in the high (> 100 Volts) and low (< 10 Volts) voltage
regimes, which indicates a fundamental transition for the current

collection physics in the Ionospheric plasma surrounding the
satellite.

I-V Measurement of the TSS Satellite

A mator obiecttve of the TSS- 1R mission was to determine the

currcnt-_oltage II-V) characteristics o1 the tethered satclhte

moving at the orbital velocity of the Low Earth Orbit (LEO)
{Stone and Bonifazt. 1997]. The I-V characteristic was

dctermmcd by a pre-programmed TSS sciencc operanon called
1he IV 24 ,)peratmg c',clc, t)ur,ne the 1\'-24 ,.,.tic. a current

-,cqucncc _.as pertormed bv steppln,:2 the command current
dchvcrcd h_, Ihc Electron Generator Assenlbhc', IEGA,,} in me

l_ayload bay (_t the Orbiter. thus moddvin,' the satclhte potential.

\ comptctc IV-24 cvctc ci)ntalns six repeating current sequences
with CaCtl sequence lastlne tour 131Inuresi l)ohro_ piny and 5hmc.
lot)4{ Durme the TSS-IR nussmn, thrcc [',.'-24 cycles v.ere
completed. The lirst 1V-24 cycle lasted lrom t_56/23 2():3() t_l
i)56/23 44:3(1 UT m a day orbit. The second 1\'.-'4 c,.ctc lasted

Irom U57/{)(1:t2:00 to U57/00:36:00 I!T in the sut_sequent m_ht
,,rbit Y!lc last 1V-24 cycle la',tcd lrom _5"('P1 ()f_ ()11 Io
(1";7 ()1 '_()!1() trY in u do', tlrDiI

Durme each ol the command currenl pulsc_,, the actual current

[ Ilowing mrough the tether _s measured d_rcctl_ h,. u_c Tether
{urrcnt and v,Itaee Momtor ,TCV%I_ _,r rhc _huttle

l-lcctrodvnamics Tether S_ ,,tom 4.bETS) mve,,w_'atkm i. _cue;. ,,t
._l . [_)q41 ;rod _V the Satclhtc Ammeter IS:k) -I tnc 5alcJtitc L?orc

kqulpmcru _>,CORE) in',CStlgatltm lihmetasJ t: _;: . ,'1l_41 T]:c

,,atelhtc ;(fltalze Vs. dctined hv the potential d_trcrcncc het',',cen

die satelhte and the mnospher:c plasma, can be deduced from1 the

bnom-nmunlcd sensor package tBMSP) operated _'_ liac Research

t_ _D\Mt'llt [ ')')_ h%' lh,2 t"dTlCrl,-::ln LJ_'OplP_MCdl LlUOn

')4-X534 ')1', 97GI.-02981SoLoo

on Orbital Plasma Electrodynamics (ROPE) investigation [Stone

et al., 1994]. The BMSP records the current collected by the

instruments located on the fixed boom (I m in length) of the
satellite. It is electrically isolated from the satellite and its

potential is powered by the Floating Supply (FS), which links the

BMSP to the satellite through a 700 KD resistance. The FS can
bias the BMSP in the range of 0 to -500 Volts relative to the .
satellite in incremental voltage steps of 0.122 Volts. For satellite

potentials up to 500 Volts, the FS is automatically adjusted to

minimize the current collected by the BMSP, thus maintaining its
potent,al near the local plasma potential. The potential

adlustment made bv FS to keep the BMSP at floating potential
can be mterpreted as the satellite potential. Vs. sub leer to a
number of caveats regarding the electron distribution function.

Opera[tonally. the determination of satellite potential Vs is
accomplished by a seek and track rout,he. In the seek mode. the

FS bias voltage ts adjusted in steps until the current collected by
the BMSP approaches zero. Following the seek mode, the track

routine is activated. Under this condition the FS bias voltage is

fine-tuned continuously to keep the BMSP current around zero.

The satellite potential relative to the ionospheric plasma is

determined when the FS bias potentml reaches a plateau. To
ensure accurate readings of Vs, we took into account two

practical consnderanons. First, the FS potential correction
corresponds to the actual satellite potential provided that the

BMSP is situated outside the sheath surrounding the satellite.

Second. lot large potentials the FS cannot step the bias potential

fast enough to reach a plateau within the two seconds time period
of the current pulse. Both of these considerations can be satisfied
at low satellite potent[at. There/ore. we restrict ourselves to the

\, measurements m thc range o! 1 \'_)tt < Vs < 100 Vohs. The
h_wcr hound ol V', ix set to hc l \'_fll to ensure sulficient
H P,,tru mcnl _,CUMIIVIIV

Wc l(_ok a two-step approach Io c(mstruct the I-V curves for

Ihc entire range ol the :,,atetlilc potential. Tile llrsl step is to

calibrate the tether resistance R usme the BMSP data ot I Vnh <

\'s < I()1) Volts. The second step ts to compute Vs based on the

cahbrated R value and to vmposc error bounds based on the
uncertainties assocmtcd with the statistical measurements. Both

,tepsuscthcequivalentTSSclrcuitasshown mFigure I. In this
tieurc. Vs and \'o represent the potential drops across the plasma
,llcatr_,, ,.arr(mndin." lhc ,,Jtellile ._nd the ()rbiter

L'_rresp('mdmgly. \!-' is the potential drop between the cathodes

_I the electron accelerators and the Orbiter body: I is the tether

current and R ix the overall dc resistance ()! the tether w_re. which

_, approxlnlatcty 21 KQ at ro(iwi temperature. Taking the

mtmonal reduced EMF ecneratcd b_ ,_ moving TSS-Orbtter
-', MClI1 i(I DC Vc. [he TSS L'IFCUlt cqUatl(;rl tan t_c expressed as

Vc = \'_+IR+VL,+Vo _1)

To perform calibratmn in the tirst step. the tether resistance R

_-, dctermmcd bv suDs[itUtln[2 '_", and other directly measured

,luantmes _uch as I. Vc. V_. anCl Vn into E d III In the second

[C_). _ :,2verse prnEcs,% IN taken, namcl% LIhlI]_ mean values (it R

,Incl standard deviation AR In I I ) IO obtain Ms as a [unction O! I.
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Ve =(vx B).L

Plasma Ground

l

>

Tether

Resistance

EBeam ,_;Vo

Plasma Ground

SHUTTLE

Ve = Vs + I R + Vg + Vo

Figure 1. Schematic layout of the equivalent TSS circuit that

corresponds to equation _ I ]

Temperature Dependent Tether Resistance

Direct measurements of various potential terms in (I) were

pertormcd by instruments onboard the Orbiter and the satellite

during the TSS- IR mission. For instance, the Vg was measured
by the voltmeter of the Deployer Core Equipment (DCORE-DV)
IBonaa:_ et al.. 19941 and by the Tether Current and Voltage
Monitor (TCVM/ot the Shuttle Electrodvnamlcs Tether System

ISETS'I IAguero et al.. 1994. H,,mpson et al.. 19971 The Vc
was measured bv the TCVM and the DCORE-DV in between the

current pulses when the EGAs were olf and the current 1=(1. The

Shuttle potential Vo, although not dlrecttv measured, was interred
from the Electrostatic Analyzers {ESAs) (>t the Shuttle l'otentml

and Return Electron Experiment (SPREE] lOhertturdt <ta[..

1994: Burke e/ al.. 1997] located in the payload bay. which

recorded the energy spectrum ot the ions returning to the Shuttle.

With the TSS satellite deployed vertically upward, the EMF
.nduccd bv eastward motion ot the Orbiter m a ,,outnward Earth s

magnetic tield ((v x B / • L as shown in Fie. II results in a

posmvety charged satellite, thus enabling _l to collect electrons

from ambient plasma. Take the last data point m the last stepping

_equence ot the third IV-2a cycle as an exam01e Isee Fig. ,1_
With Orbiter traveling at ~ 7 '_ km_s. temer lenetn o! ~ 1_5 kin.

and the magnetic strength ot ~ 11.4 gausses, the measured
potenuals distributed tn the TSS c_rcmt arc: \'e = 34797 Volts,

Vg =r866.3 Volts. anti Vo < 10 Volts. The measured tether

current is I = 0.375 Amperes. Using a mean tether resistance of

1821.4 _ calculated specifically for tills IV sequence, the satellite

potential would be Vs = ,-)30.4 Volts.

Each current pulse in the IV-24 cycle provides a set of values
for I, Vg, Vo. and Ve. Using the Vs dataset obtained from the
ROPE measurements, we can calculate the tether resistance R

directly from (1). Figure 2 shows the R values for the first,

second, and third IV-24 cycles as represented by the solid circle,

square, and rhombic data points, correspondingly. Each data
point is associated with a current pulse that gives rise to a satellite
potential in the range of I Volt < Vs < 100 Volts. Adjacent data

points are linked by a straight line. From this figure, we can see
that for a given IV-24 cycle, the tether resistance data points form
a distribution, which can be quantified statistically by a standard
deviation around a mean value. Table 1 shows the mean and the

standard deviation of the tether resistance (in f_) averaged over
each IV-24 cycle:

This table reveals an interesting fact: the mean tether

resistance varies from cycle to cycle. Its value reaches the

highest level in the first IV-24. then drops to the lowest level in
the second IV-24 and. and finally settles at an intermediate value

in the third IV-24. This varmtion is obviously correlated with the

diurnal pattern of the three cycles. It is therefore logical to

attribute the tether resistance variations to the temperature

changes in the tether, which are direcdy influenced by exposure

to sunlight. Since there is no direct temperature measurement of
the tether, we look for variations in the temperature dala taken by
sensors attached to the skin of the satellite as corroborative

evidence. Figure 3 displays temperature data (in °C) versus time

from 16 sensors, which are part of the satellite thermal control

system, located at various places on the surface of the satellite.
The IV-24 periods are highlighted with heavy lines beneath the

time axis. From this figure, we can see small periodic
oscillations on the temperature curves at a period of roughly 4
minutes. These oscillations correspond to satellite spin at a rate

of 0.25 rpm [Stone and Bonifazt. 1997]. A major temperature
decline occurs at around 057/00:00 UT, which is the time the TSS

enters the night orbit. From the first IV-24 to the second IV-24,

the temperature decrease recorded by these sensors ranges from
IO°C to 50 ° C. depending on where the sensor is located.
Likewise. from the second IV-24 to the third 1V-24. the

temperature increases by similar amounts.
We can independently verify the temperature change based on

the variation of mean resistance. The analytic temperature-

SATELLITE POTENTIAL 1 -> I00 VOLTS

2200 [

-
'_00 r- _ I by24 I -i

I
: 200

TIME

Figure 2. Tether resistance values derived from equation 1)

hasedon ROPE measured V,_< _00 V,_lts). Solid dots. squares.

and rhombus are data points lrom the first, the second, and the

third IV-24 cycle, respectively.
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Table 1. Tether resistance calibration for the three IV-24 cycles

Mean Standard

IV-24 Cycle Orbit Time IUT') Resistance Deviation

056/23:20:30

Ist Day -/23:44:30 1864.2 f2 60.2

057/00:12:00

2nd Night -/00:36:00 1610.0 f2 109.5 Q

057/01:06:00

3rd Day -/01:30:00 1788.4 _2 84.3

resistance formula for copper is given in the Handbook of

Chemistry and Physics [ 19801

R=R,[1 +O(T-To)] (2)

where T,, = 20_'C. R• = 2.0 KQ. and O ={).00393 /'C. This

iormula relates the change of reslstar, ce to the change of

temperature as

AR = R o O AT (3)

Using the changes of mean resistance AR I (from 1st to 2nd IV-

24} and AR 2 (from 2nd to 3rd IV-24) in Eq. (3), we can estimate

the temperature change to be AT1 = - 32 ° C and AT, = + 23°C.

These numbers are in line with the temperature changes shown m

Fig. 3. It is interesting to point out another feature that indicates

temperature dependent resistance change of the TSS system. In

Fig. 2. data points of the last IV-24 cycle show a slanted

distribution in contrast to the first two cycles. This implies that

the tether resistance increases with time during the last cycle. In

Fig. 3, the satellite temperature measurements made at the last

IV-24 show a similar trend of increase in time. This provides

:_dded credence that the tether resistance _s indeed sensitive to the

:crnperaturc change.

,*,.o,*/zl _s _ ,oo
; ,'e/l,2 t_ ".-re,s,* _

7._

o .: "ll{s°lt,' .. rwt'_:_,._

1 IV.14 _1%/,4 _ I', .24

Filzure 3. Temperature data tr{}m 16 ",cnsors Moated on the

,atelhte surface are plotted as functions or t_me Dark broad

imes 0etow the time axis indicate the periods ol Ihree IV-24 cvcles.

I-V Characteristics of the TSS Satellite

Using the calibrated tether resistance tn Table I. we can

construct the entire I-V curve from Eq. { 1). However. since the

tether resistance vanes with time during the TSS-1R mission, and

can only be determined with some uncertainty, it is appropriate to

impose error bounds on the I-V characteristics to indicate its

limits. As an example, in Fig. 4 we plot the I-V curve obtained

from the last stepping sequence of the third IV-24 cycle. This

IV-24 cycle was performed during daytime, at high ambient

plasma density ( - 8.2 x 10"'5 /c.c. from real-time SUNDIAL

model) [Szuszczewtcz et al.. 1996]. and with the tether near its

full extension. In this figure, the tether current I for the entire

current pulse sequence is plotted against the satellite potential,

which is calculated from (1} based on the directly measured Ve

and Vg from DCORE. Each current pulse contributes two data

points, as shown by solid dots, and adjacent data points are

connected by a straight line. The error bounds are imposed on

voltage as horizontal bars because of the uncertainty on the

measured tether resistance value. The actual length of the error

bar is calculated by multiplying the tether current 1 with the

standard deviation AR. As comparison, the Parker-Murphy I-V

points obtained from the formula {Parker and Murphy, 1967]

{I / I*) = 1+2 (Vs / V*) 11'2 {4}

are also plotted in this figure Irepresented by squares), where V*

= 114 Volts for TSS and !* is the ambient thermal current

collected by the resting satellite with no potential (I=I* as Vs=0).

In calculating I*, the along-track TSS-IR electron density and

temperature obtained by Szuszczewicz et al. [1997] are used. It

is interesting to see that the TSS I-V curve exhibits distinctly

different scaling properties at low and at high voltages. At high

voltage (Vs > 50 Volts). the TSS I-V scaling seems to follow that

of the Parker-Murphy model (i.e. I - V u23 as pointed out in a

companion paper by Thompson et al. [ 1997]. At low voltage (Vs

< 10 Volts). the TSS I-V curve deviates from the V It2 scaling,

implying a shift in the physical processes involved in the current

collect=on. Such distinct transition is typical in all of the third IV-

24 sequences that involve high satellite potentials. It is also

consistent with the observations that the ram ions are reflected

when the satellite potential exceeds 5 Volts. which may cause

,,ignificant modification on the plasma conditions surrounding the

,,atellite at the transition IWrifht ctal., i{)c_7: Winntngh_m et al..

1997]. The possd3itlty ol a toresnock rc_,lon upstream ot the

,,atellite created by the rellected ram ,ons which causes intense

electron heatm_z are currently being studied by the TSS-IR team

IPapar.ioormlos et al.. 19971
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Figure 4. Tvplcal I-V characterist,cs at h_--.h plasma density at

the last stepping sequence o_ the 3rd IV-24 cvcte. Error tsars on

,atellite potential are 0ue to the uncertainties ot the resistance

measurement.
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Summary

We conducte.4 -, cletailed calibrauon of the tether resistance bxr

using the satellirP potential measurements performed by the

ROPE invesugation in the TSS-IR mission. An important

finding _s that the tether resistance varies along the TSS orbit, as
shown by Table 1. This variation correlates closely with the

temperature changes of the TSS system. In addition, the tether
resistance can only be determined with uncertamtv The

uncertainty on tether resistance is reflected in the l-V

characteristics of the TSS satellite because the resistance is an

integrated part of the tether circuit. We constructed the I-V

characteristics and imposed error bounds on the voltage value.

The I-V curve exhibits distinctly different scalings at low (< 10
Volts) and high voltage regimes, which suggests fundamental

changes in the physics and/or plasma conditions directly

contributing to the current collection by the TSS satellite in the F
region of the ionosphere.
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The First Realtime Worldwide Ionospheric Predictions Network:

An Advance in Support of Spaceborne Experimentation, On-Line

Model Validation, and Space Weather

E.P. Szuszczewicz 1, P. Blanchard 1, P. Wilkinson 2, G. Cmwley 3, T. Fuller-Rowell 4,

P. Richards 5, M. Abdu 6, T. Bullett 7, R. Hanbaba 8, J. P. Lebreton 9, M. Lester I0,

M. Lockwood 11, G. Millward 4, M. Wild 10, S. Pulinets 12, B.M. Reddy 13, I.

Stanislawska 14, G. Vannaroni 15, and B. Zolesi 16

Abstract. We report on the first realtime ionospheric predictions
network and its capabilities to ingest a global database and forecast
F-layer characteristics and "in situ" electron densities along the
track of an orbiting spacecraft. A global network of ionosonde
stations reported around-the-clock observations of F-region heights
and densities, and an on-line library of models provided forecasting
capabilities. Each model was tested against the incoming data;
relative accuracies were intercompared to determine the best overall
fit to the prevailing conditions: and the best-fit model was used to
predict ionospheric conditions on an orbit-to-orbit basis for the 12-
hour period following a twice-daily model test and validation
procedure. It was found that the best-fit model often provided
averaged (i.e., climatologically-based) accuracies better than 5% in
predicting the heights and critical frequencies of the F-region peaks
in the latitudinal domain of the TSS-1R flight path. There was a
sharp contrast, however, in model-measurement comparisons
involving predictions of actual, unaveragod, along-track densities at
the 295 km orbital altitude of TSS-1R. In this case, extrema in the
first-principle models varied by as much as an order of magnitude in
density predictions, and the best-fit models were found to disagree
with the "in situ" observations of N, by as much as 140%. The
discrepancies are interpreted as a manifestation of difficulties in
accurately and self-consistently modeling the external controls of
solar and magnetosphetic inputs and the spatial aad temporal
variabilities in electric fields, thermospheric winds, plasmaspheric
fluxes, aad chemistry.
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1. Introduction

Intelligentoperationsof many of today'snear-Earthspace
experimentsand theeffectiveutilizationofspace-busedtechnology
assetsarelookingmoreand more toaccurateandtimelyforecasting

oftheEarth'sspaceenvironment.Sucha capabilityisseentobe
critical to enhancing scientific productivity during interactive on-
orbitexperimentationaswellastothemitigationof.orprotection
from.spaceenvironmentaleffectsonman-madesystems.

Rcaltirm moaitodng and prediction are also becoming
increasinglyimportantforeffectiveand efficientexecutionoflarge
systemscienceprogramslikethoseinNASA'sInternationalSolar-
TerrestrialPhysicsprogram(e.g.Berchem etal.,1995)and the

NationalSpace Weather Initiative(e.g.,Szusa:zewicz.1995).
Theseprogramsinvolvelargedatabaseswithinputsfromanarrayof
ground-basedand spaceboruesensors,and more oftenthannot,

employa suiteoflargecomputationalcodesusedintheplanning,
execution,andanalysisofcampaigninvestigations.

The SUNDIAJ./rss-IR activityreportedhere (see,e.g.,
Szuszczewiczetal.,1996.DobrowolnyandStone.1994;and Stone
and Bonifazi,1997(thisissue))was thefirstdemonstratedworld-

wide efforttomeet thisneed. The effortfocusedon supporting
TSS-IR objectiveswhich dealtwiththeconductand analysisof
experimentsexploringplasmaprocessesand relatedtechnologies
thatcontrolcurrentgenerationandcurrentclosureinspace,on-orbit
power generationtechniques,and associatedmanifestationsin

current-voltagecharacteristicsand spacecraftcharging.Inmeeting
theseobjectivesthe primarygeophysicalparameterwas the
ionosphericelectrondensityactingthroughitsfirst-ordercontrolof
conductivitiesandplasmasheaths.

While functionalobjectivesand an on-orbittime-lineare
establishedwellinadvanceofanymission,anoptimizedexperiment
scenariodictatesrealtimeornear-realtimeaccessandanalysisofon-
board data (e.g., spacecraftpotentials,current-voltage

characteristics,etc.),with subsequentinterpretationspossibly
leadingtotheneed fora repeatof certainfunctionalobjectives
underidentical,different,ormore idealconditions.Thisgenerated
theneedfora realtimeworldwideionosphericmonitoringnetwork
and a capabilitytopredictalong-trackplasmadensitieson time
scalesrangingfromorbit-toorbittoa full24hrperiod.We d_be
the network, the data ingestionprocedures,prediction
methodologies,andinitialresultsonpredictionaccuracies.

2. Orbit Logistics, the WoHdwide Monitoring Network, and the
Prediction Methodology

TSS-1R was launched on February 22, 1996 0.IT day/hran/n =
53/20:18) into a 28.5 ° inclination orbit at an altitude of 295 Irm
With the height of the F2-region peak-density generallyvarying
between200 and 600 kin-TSS-IR experimentswere expectedto

ope_teinplasmadensity4environmentsgenerallylessthat4(10)6
cm" butgreaterthan(i0) cm", withtheorbiterand thetethered

subsatelliteoperatingvariouslyat.above,orbelow theF2-reglon
peak.

Sincetheworldwidemonitoringofplasmadensitiesat295 km is

technicallynotfeasible(thisstatementistrueforanyfixedaltitude),
the monitoringand predictionsapproach employed in this
applicationwas builtupon a combinationof internationally.
recognizedmodelsand a globally-distributednetworkofionosondes
foraround-the-clockmeasurementsofF-regioncharacteristics.The
ionosondedatabaseprovideda nowcastingcapabiLityand the
frameworkforbenchmarkingmodelaccuracies,establishingoptimal

fitsto prevailingconditions,and subsequentforecastingby the
model run bestmatchingtherealtimedata.The accuracyofthe
optimizedmodelfittotheglobalionosondemeasurementsofN,,F2
and h,,F2was assumedtoprovidea measureof confidencethat



model values of electron densities at the TSS-IR altitude were of

comparable accuracy.
There were 33 ionosonde stations employed in support of TSS-

IR. a subset of the 50-70 stations typically engaged in worldwide

SUNDIAL campaigns (e.g., Szus_czewicz et al., 1996; and

references therein). The reduced number reflected a conservative

approach to the operation of a f_rst r_dme dam ingestion procedure

and an on-the-fly requirement for model optimization. The

procedure was as follows:
1) Every 12 hours each of the 33 stations transmitted an up-to-

the-hour set of data via lnternet to the SUNDIAL Ionospheric
Weather Station in the TSS-IR Science Operations Center. The data

provided hourly values of £,F2 and M(3000)F2 for that 12-hour
period. M(3000)F2 yielded values of h=F2 in accordance with the

procedures of Dudeney [1983] and the criucal frequency of the F2-

peak,foF:,provideda measurement ofN,.F_ throughtherelationship

f_z (Hz) = 8.9(I0_) _Nj:: [cm_- (Most of the 33 stationscould

transmitdata on a more frequentbasis,e.g.hourly(or fractions

thereof)ifdictatedby futuremissionrequirements.)

2) The databasewas thenco_pared with an on-Linelibraryof

model runsthatincluded:a)the InternationalReferenceIonosphere,

IRI(Schunk and Sz_szc'zewic_1988,and referencestherein),b) the

Field-LineInterhemisphericPlasma model, FLIP (Richardset al.,
1994; and referencestherein),c) the Coupled Thermospheric

IonosphericPlasma.spheremodel, CTIP (Fuller-Rowellet al.1996;
and ref'erencestherein),and d) the Thermosphere Ionosphere

ElectrodynamicsGeneral Ch'culationModel, TIEGCM ( Richmond

etal.,1992;and referencestherein).Multipleon-lineruns of FLIP

and TIEGCM, expected to bracket ranges of solar fluxesand

geomagneticconditionspredictedby the NOAh, Space Environment
Center (70 < 10.7cm flux< 76, 5 < Ap < I0,and kp <__3),were

compared againstthe data.A single"best-guess*run of theCTIP

model and several cases of the IRI (with varying values for the

sunspot number and several sfiding 30 day averages bracketed by 1
February and 31 March) were also c,_npared against the data. ("['he

first-principle model runs were completed several weeks before the

mission and installed in the on-line library for on-the-fiy

comparisons with the data. We note that no model is rigorously

"first-principle'. since all rely. to varying degrees, on empirically-
based boundary conditions or force descriptions. This is true of all

models in the specification of solar and magneto6pheric inputs; and

as an example of empirically-based inputs for internal driving

forces, the FLIP model uses IRI specifications of I_F2 to effectively
allow for influences of thermospheric winds at mid-latitudes and
electric fields at low-to-equatorial latitudes.)

3) The tuna of each model which best fit the data were then

inte_paxed, and the"best-of-the-best"was selectedtopredictthe

orbit-to-orbitalong-trackdensitiesforthenext12 hours.

4) New datawere ingestedevery 12 hours and the procedure

repeated, with the orbit-to-orbitpredictions posted on an

"IonosphericWeather Board" intheScienceOperationsCenter.

In varying degrees the models represented the coupled

ionospheric-thermosphericsystem - each withdifferentapproaches

to the prevailingphysics and differentlevelsof computational

complexity.The [RI isa PC-based empiricalmodel.FLIP,CTIP, and

TIEGCM are first-principlemodels. FLIP,CTIP and TIEGCM are

VAX-, workstation,and Cray-based,respectively.

3. Results

We concentrateon the segment of the TSS-IR mlssion from the

initialsubsatellitedeployment (UT = 56/20:45,definedas the "fly-

away") to the tetherbreak (UT = 57/01".29).This involvedthe four

orbitsshown in Plate I.definedhereas orbks I through4, color-

coded by the thingreen, blue.red,and black lines,respectively.

The blackdots identifythe ionosondestations,while the two red

3



dots identify the locations of the initial fly-away (on green orbit #1)
and the location of the orbiter at the dine of the tether break (on

blackorbit#4). The boldred and blueoverlayson the orbita'._'ks

identify functional objective periods N and DC (Stone and Bonifazi.
1997 (this issue)), respectively, in which tether current-voltage

characteristics were studied. While there were orbit-to-or'bit

differences, the general diurnal characteristicsof the ionospheric

conditions encountered by the orbiter during orbits I-4 were such

thatsunriseand sunsetwere approximatelyat 90 ° E and 270° E

longitudes,respecuvely.The descendingnode in the lateafternoon

and earlyevening period (i.e.,210 ° < long < 270°) therefore

crossedthe regionofthe Appleton Anomaly (seee.g.,KIobucharet

al.,ISOI and referencestherein.This was the ionosphericdomain

encounteredjustafterfly-awayand justafterthetetherbreak.

The SUNDIAL ionosphericweather amivides supportingthe

four-orbitsinvolveddataingestion,model fit.and predictionupdates

at UT = 56/16.'00.57/04.'00,and 57/16.'00.We summariza the

accuraciesofeach best-fit-model-ranin Table I (% accuracy= I00

x (model-data)/data).The resultsshow accuraciesof the best-fluto

f,,Fzand h,Fz catalogedaccordingto day/night(D/N) time frames.

The largest-fontnumerical entryrepresentsthe accuracy of the

model fitaveragedoverthefulldaytime(ornighttime)period,while

the smaller-fontnumericalentries(super-and subscripted)represent

theextrema of the hourlyaccuraciesduringthatsame period.(We

notethatthe same best-fitrun of each model prevailedfrcxndata-

report-periodtodata-report-period.As a consequence,the2ridand

3rd reportingperiodstestedthe accuracy of the model predictions

developed during the previous 12-_ data-ingestand model-fit

period.)

Table I shows thatduringdaytime periodsthe IRI consistently

provided the bestaccuraciesin both fd::and h_Fz;while at night.

best-fit honors in foF2 were generally shared by the IRI and the

TIEGCM, with differences generally not in excess of 2 percent. In
terms of nighttime values for h,F v all model accuracies tended to be

comparable, with the IRI and FLIP models the leaders. (We note

that slight differences in their respective h=F z accuracies

[rememberingthatFLIP usesIRIspecificationsforh=F a]area result

of differencesin selectingthe sunspot numbers thatinitiatedthe

IRI.)In the realtimeoperations, the IRI was the model selectedas

"best-of-the-best"as a resultof itsoverallday/nightand f.F_/h=Fz

accuracies.

Discussed thus far have only been the accurades relative to N=Fz

and h,,F2as measured by the ionosondes. The ultimate TSS-IR test
involved the along-track N. accuracy at the orbiter and/or the

tethered subsatellite. Plate 2 provides a measure of this accuracy for
the subsatellite during orbit 4 (which involved the tether break),
with each of the best-fit along-track model predictions compared
against an "in situ" density measurement by a Langrnuirprobe that

was part of the RETIE (Research on Electrodynamic Tether Effects)
instrument complement (Dobrowoiny et al.. 1994). Cl'he

discontinuities in the RETE results stem from attempts to correct for

known periods involving sheath-effect perturbations and/or to delete

data collected during periods of perturbed satellite potentials [ G.
Vannaroni and J.-P. Lebreton. private communication]).

With reference to Plate 2 we offer the following observations: 1)

all models show the qualitative feature of the Appleton Anomaly

(i.e., the double peaks in the time frame between 30 and 65 minutes
after 57/00:48) but all differ in the intensity and location of the

peaks; and 2) qualitatively and quantitatively the along-track RETE

data agree best with the IRI and FLIP results between l0 and 25

minutes (after 57/00:48) and again between 33 and 40 minutes (after

57/00:48). while there is better agreement between RETIE data and
the TIEGCM results in the period between 25 and 32 minutes (after

57/00:48). This latter period encompasses the late afternoon

p L 1
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ionospheric domain with cooling temperatures and descending
values for h, F2.

Plate 2 also reveals a broad range of model predictions. (with. for
example. CIIP and TIEC.CM differing by nearly an order of

magnitude)a resultthatmight be consideredunexpectedgiven the

prevalinglow-solarand low-to-moderategeomagnetic activities.

However. at low latitudesionosphericdensitiesare particularly

sensitiveto electricfields(yetto be accuramly modeled) with

variabilitydrivenby theE and F regiondynamo winds. (Theremay

alsobe magnetc_spherically-imposedfieldsduring storms,but such

was notthecaseinthisperiod.)Otherissuesinvolvethecontrolsof

the topsideand bottomsidegradients,which tend to dominate the

domain of N, sampling in Plate2,a topicdiscussedin the following

section. (Inthe versionof CTIP used here,an equatorialzonal

electricfieldformoderately-highsolaractivitywas employed. This

turnedout to be unrealisticallyhigh forthe prevailingconditions,

and accountsforsome of thelargedifferencesin the models. We

alsonotethatrecentwork on TI_GCM by Crowley and Fesen (pvt.

comm., 1997) appears toprovidesignificantimprovements in low-

latitudedynamo effects.)

4. Comments and Conclusions

Based on daytime and nighttime averages (Table I), the

optimizedmodel fitsto the databaseand subsequentpredictionsof

F2-regionheightsand densitieswere verygood, with the "best-of-

the-best"yieldingaveragedfoF2and h,F_ accuraciesgenerallybetter

than 5%. (We note,however, thattypicalnon-averaged hourly
extrema of the "best-of-the-best"model extended to values near

15%.) Much of thisgoodness-of-fitisdue to the factthatoverall

conditionswere predomlnandy quiet-to-nxxleratelydisturbed(i.e.,0

S kp <;3 forthe majorityof thereportingperiods)-conditionsunder

which models are expected to perform optimally.Other factors

contributingto the overallgoodness-of-fitdeal with the averaging

processitself,which providedmore of a climatologicalperspective

(again,a framework in which models are expected to perform

optimally).The combination of thesecircumstancesprovided an

environment in which the IRI would be expected to perform

especiallywell Izisan empirically-basedmodel which represents

the sum totalof all cause-effectrelationshipsas manifested by

natureitself.In the case of the first-principlemodels, the cause-

effect terms are at the root of the individual approaches and a
number of con_'oliing forces upon which the models are based are
still under investigation (see e.g., Smszcz_wicz, 1995; and

Szuszczewicz et al., 1996).

In comparing the along-track Ne measurements with model

predictions (Plate 2), we find the results in sharp contrast with the
Table I comparisons discussed in the previous paragraph The

differencc is traceable to several issues, including relative abilities
to model climatologies (i.e., averaged behaviors) versus abilities to

model weather (i.e., day-to-day and hour-to-hour variability). Other

issues involve, on the one hand, the comparison of densities at the

F-peak (i.e., Table I), where a great deal of data have been available
for model development studies. On the other hand, there is the

comparison with densities at a fixed altitude (i.e., Plate 2) which

cuts ac'rc_ the F-peak and involves bottocnside and topside
gradients where little data have been available and few model

development studies have been carried out. The results are rather

sobering,when one notesalmost an orderof magnitude difference

between CTIP and TIEGCM predictions,and differencesas largeas

140 % between the IRIand RETE valuesfor N, (see,e.g..Fig.2

near28 minutes after48._0).This reflectsthe dilTicultyof properly
and self-consistentlymodeling the controllingfc_es, with thoseon

the topside being primarily elecu'ic fields,diffusion,and

plasmasphericfluxes,while those on the bcxtomsideare ele_d'ic
fields,winds, and chermsu'y.These forcesare fundamental to all



ionospheric-physics, but electric fields are especially critical at low-

to-equatorial latitudes. It is the electric fields that are the primary
agent for the development of the Appleton Anomaly, with winds

playing a secondary role. Within this context we note that overall

agreement is best among the data and the FLIP and [RI predicuons,

because those models effectively include the prevailing electric
fields through their empirical specification of h, FT, (We note that
the fine structure and occasional discontinuities in the FLIP results
in Plate 2 are related to the fact that the model solution is caned

out along separate flux mhes, each with its own unique set of
conditions, and the fact that the plot requires interpolation onto the

continuous orbital track between locations of flux robe solutions.)

In general, it is understood that day-to-day and hour-to-hour

variability is traceable to variations in atmospheric gravity waves,
tidal controls, high latitude inputs, and solar EUV fluxes. These

drive the winds, thermospheric densities, temperatures, and electric

fields - all of which control chemistry, diffusion, and transport - and

ultimately the electron density. A recent study [S_aszczewicz et al.
1996] has shown that the modeling of these forces is not well in
hand, with specific issues addressing the ac_racy in climatological

perspectivesof thermospheric winds, plssmaspberic fluxes and
electricfields.Clearly,more work isnecessaryon the fundamental

controlsof the ionosphereand on data-modelcomparisonsin order

to betterunderstandthe physicsand developa more accuratespace

weather predictivecapability.

Plansforfollow-upactivitiesincludedeta/ledviews on regional

and localstationresults,withemphasis on model accuracieswithin

large-scalephenomenologicaldomains (e.g.,the Appleton Anomaly,
the sunrise/sunsetterminator,etc.).Attentionwillalsobe directed

at model-specificassumptionsand the densitygradientsabove and

below the F: peak.sincethesegreatlyinfluencethedegree towhich

models and dataagree.
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Ion Reflection by the TSS-1R Satellite
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Abstract. The results of the TSS-1R mission generated

several scientific puzzles. First the current collection

was much more efficient than predicted on the basis of

theoretical models, and previous laboratory and rocket

experiments. Second, a sharp transition in the inter-
action physics occurred at threshold potentials between

5-10 V. Third, a significant population of suprathermal

electrons, heated ionospheric ions, and enhanced plasma
waves were observed in the ram direction, following the

transition. The letter contains a preliminary examination

of the extent to which these phenomena are related to

the interaction of the impinging ambient ram O" ions

with the sheath surrounding the TSS satellite.

1. Introduction/Theoretical Surprises

The TSS-IR measurements generated many surprising

results [Stone and Bonifazi. 1998]. First, for the currents
commanded by the TSS circuit, the measured satellite po-
tential was an order of magnitude lower than predicted by

space charge limited, magnetically insulated flow. Further-
more, over a large current range, the observed current/voltage
scaling was significantly different from theoretical models,
laboratory experiments and space experiments at suborbital
speeds. Figure 1 illustrates the surprising current collection
efficiency of the system. It shows the value of the maxi-
mum available power, defined as P = I(E" -- e_, - ¢o,) as a
function of the collected current 1. Here _ is the system emf,

o, the satellite potential and 0o, the orbital potential, mea-
sured during the mission. For the details of these mission
measurements we refer the reader to the companion papers

[Stone and Bonifazi. 1998; Thomson et aL. 1998]. The ex-
perimental results presented correspond to a day-time IV-24
cycle, with density 8.5 x 10_ #/cm 3 and electron temper-
ature 1800 K. Similar features are apparent in all of the

IV-cycles and were reproduced with high reliability. The
value of P is the difference between the maximum power 1.5

generated and the power l.(0, + _o,) required to collect the
current. It is an essential figure of merit. The experimental
results are compared with the theoretical expectations based
on the Parker-Murphy [PM] [1967] model, and the theoreti-
cal upper limit manifested by the Beard-Johnson [BJ] [1960]
model. The results are puzzling. The applicable PM re-
lationship would have limited the power to less than 600
W. Moreover the power would have saturated at currents of
about 260 mA. The results indicate efficiencies even above

the energetic upper limit given by BJ. Furthermore, no satu-
ration was observed at the maximum current of 1.1 A which
occurred during the tether break. At this point P was approx-

imately 2 KW. The observed high efficiency is related to the



low potentials that were required at the satellite to collect

significant currents. Figure 2 shows the Os vs I characteris-

tics for the above event and compares it with the expected

on the basis of the PM and BJ models. The results indicate

that currents between 300--500 mA were collected with po-

tentials an order of magnitude lower than PM and factors of

two or three lower than BJ.

The second surprise was related to the ¢_JI scaling. This

is explored in Fig. 3. It shows the percentage deviations (_PM

Os)/_, and (_BJ m 0,)/_, as a function of I. It is clear that

within the 0.5 A range, there is no scaling consistent with

the isotropic collection expected from B J, even as modified

by Linson [1969]. On the other hand, while large deviations
are evident from the PM law, the observed scaling seems to

converge towards PM for I > 300 mA but with a different

coefficient of proportionality.

The third surprise was the presence of athreshold satel-

lite voltage in the vicinity of 5--6 V. It marks a significant

change in the character of the interaction physics. Related to

this transition the following are observed:

(i) Ambient O" flowing from the forward direction of the

satellite, with effective temperature larger than that of

the ambient ionosphere [Wright et al., 1998].

(ii) Suprathermal electrons centered around 200 eV, whose

number density exhibits a four--orders of magnitude

jump in population [Winningham et al., 1998; Gurgioto

et al., 1998].

(iii) Enhancement in wave activity in the lower hybrid (LH)

range [less et aL, 1998] and evidence of turbulence

in the currents measured by the BSMP in the ROPE

investigation [Wright et al., 1998].

These results provide conclusive evidence that physical

processes different than those considered previously become

important and possibly dominate the interaction physics at

orbital speeds. They present a challenging theoretical prob-

lem. Here we set forth some preliminary ideas for the causes

of the discrepancies and define future theoretical directions.

2. Interaction Physics at Orbital Speeds - lon

Reflection

The differences between current collection in the labo-

ratory, collection at suborbital speeds, and the TSS-IR be-

comes apparent by examining the interaction from a reference

frame moving with the satellite. In this reference frame the

O" ions can be viewed as a cold ion beam with energy ap-

proximately 5 eV and temperature 0.1 eV impinging on the

satellite. Since the ion cyclotron frequency .Q_ is of the order

of 200-300 sec _, the O'beam ion beam can be considered as

unmagnetized. The 5 eV O* beam impinging on the sheath

introduces two effects that were, justifiably, neglected in the

PM and BJ analysis. The first one relates to the pressure

balance in the sheath and pre-sheath. In the absence of the

O" pressure equilibrium between the expelled ions and the

sheath electric field is automatically satisfied. This is not

the case for large values of velocity u. Instead, the imping-

ing ions exert on the sheath a dynamic pressure p gaven by

p = 1/2 noMu 2. For no _ 106 #/cm 3 this corresponds to



8 x l0 -7 J/m s , and scales linearly with the ambient den-

sity. If we introduce an electric field pressure PE in the

sheath as approximately p_ = 1/2 Co E 2 we see that in order
to balance 8 x 10 "7J/m 3 sheath electric fields of the order E

450 V/m are needed. Furthermore, the ram ions are not

normal to the potential surfaces, which are determined by the

projection of the collector on the magnetic field. As a result
the effective ram pressure varies as cos20 with maximum in

the center of the tethered satellite and approaching zero at
the ends of the sheath. It is unclear as to whether such an

inhomogeneous equilibrium can exist in a laminar state or a

dynamic or turbulent equilibrium will occur.

The second effect relates to O* reflection from the

sheath. For potentials lower than 5 V the O ÷ ions cannot

be reflected in the ram direction. Such a low potential can

only deflect them setting up a quasineutral, possibly orbit
limited current collection, [Laframboise and Sonmor, 1993].

For potentials larger than 5 V ion reflection sets in. Simu-

lations indicate total reflection at 8-I0 eV potential. In the

ionospheric reference frame the reflected ions form a beam

moving with speed 2u and kinetic energy of 20 eV. Ram

ion reflection has two consequences. It violates charge neu-

trality in the ram direction. The situation resembles charge

neutralization of an ion beam injected into a plasma across

a magnetic field [Chrien, 1987]. In this case large surface

polarization electric fields are driven at the interface of the

beam with the plasma leading to plasma ringing and electron

acceleration. It is expected that this will lead to enhanced

electron collection and neutralization of the reflected ions,

on a few meter length scale. Accompanying this process, is

the possibility of a lower hybrid (LH) instability driven by
the beam which extends over an ion gyroradius (_ 100m).

The reflected ion beam constitutes a major free energy source

upstream of the interaction. For an ambient density of no

I06 #/cm 3, the available free energy per unit volume is 2 x

l013 eV/m _ and the available power 3 x 1017 eV/m2sec.

Understanding of the physics controlling current col-

lection at orbital speeds requires solving the above issues,

each one separately as well as their interplay. This is major

research endeavor, beyond the scope of this letter. In the

remaining of this paper we will address in a more detailed

fashion one of the above issues. The possibility that instabil-

ities driven by ion reflection account for the ram phenomena

reported by Wright et al. [1998], Winningham et al. [1998],

Gurgiolo et al. [1998], and less et al. [1998].

3, Instabilities Driven by Reflected O + Ions

We examine here the observables expected by instabil-

ities driven by the reflected ions and compare with observa-

tions. We emphasize bulk plasma waves, rather than surface

waves due to the charge neutralization process. The situa-

tion is shown schematically in Fig. 4. Below 5 eV there

is no ion reflection, and no free energy. For larger poten-

tial ions are reflected forming an ion beam. The free energy

per unit volume available is the same independently of the

sheath potential and structure. Larger potential a will proba-

bly produce larger sheaths, resulting in larger total available

free energy and stronger reflected O* - plasma interactions.



The situation resembles the physics of the electron foreshock

in the earth's quasi-perpendicular bow shock at supercritical
Mach numbers [Papadopoulos, 1982]. In this case ion re-
flection from the magnetic overshoot results in the formation
of an ion beam upstream. The subsequent interaction of
the beam with the plasma generates large amplitude waves
in the lower hybrid range and creates suprathermal electron
tails with energy exceeding 1-2 keV.

The dispersion relation for a system such as shown in
Fig. 4b has been examined by many authors [Papadopoulos,
1982, 1984; Mobius et al., 1987]. It incorporates two types
of instabilities that have the characteristic frequency

w_ = a_. [1 + (M/m. k_/k2)] (1)

where M is the O ÷ mass and B = QB. For a monoenergetic
beam, there is a coherent hydrodynamic instability which

turns quickly into the beam kinetic instability.

Papadopoulos [1992a] extended the infinite homoge-
neous analysis to systems where the beam is spatially limited,
such as the case of critical velocity ionization experiments
and the tether reflection case. His analysis included the three-
dimensional electron nonlinearity [Shapiro and Sevchenko,
1984] which can lead to collapse and creation of localized
soliton like structures. The latter effect occurs when the elec-

tron drift velocity_ I_/B in the presence of a low frequency
fluctuating field E exceeds the speed of sound. For values
of c, _ 5 km/sec, the threshold field is about 10-20 mV/m.
We refer the interested reader to Papadopoulos [1992a], and
simply summarize the results and apply them to the tether
reflection.

For a system spatially limited in the magnetic
field direction (z-direction) with a length L0 such that

L o < _/WLH v/'M--/m where _"is the transverse velocty of the
reflected ions, the maximum growth occurs at the first con-
fined mode, i.e. _/kzo = L0. When the threshold of 10-20
mV/m is exceeded self-similar solutions indicate that in the

collapsing state the wave energy W scales as [Somikov et
aL, 1978]

k=(t)_ w kx(t) _

kt(t) 1

_ const., and k_-1 (t) t --t o

(2)

Equations (2) indicate that although the initial instability cre-
ates waves with strongly anisotropic polarization, the col-
lapse tries to isotropize them.

Another profound consequence of the collapse is the
suprathermal tails generated by the interaction of the elec-
trons with collapsing wavepackets. The tail formation is de-
scribed by a non-resonant Fokker-Planck equation similar to
the one derived by Morales and Lee [1974] for Langmuir
turbulence. The evolution of the distribution function of the

suprathermal electron tails fie') is given by [Papadopoulos,
1992a,b]

of(c) o of(c)
Ot = 0--7cD(e) 0-""_" (3)



^ 2- (_o_ II_
1 < Av_v> _ E_LH_T) ×D---_m

1 1 e2E 2
Co = _Ma 2, g=--- (5)9_m.q,2

The particularsechdependenceissimplydue totheselected
form ofsolitons.Equation(3)describesa particularform of

secondorderFermiacceleration,inwhich theelectronsE/B

quiveraccordingtoeq.(5)and losetheirenergyadiabaticity
iftheirfieldalignedvelocityisfastenough totransitthe

solitonfasterthan I/wk[Moralesand Lee,1974;Manheimer

and Papadopoulos,1975;Bingham etal.,1993].

4. Comparison with Experimental Data

We compare nextthe TSS-IR measurementswiththe
above theoreticalestimates.The wave measurements[less

etal, 1998] indicatewave amplitudesof up to 12 V/m

forsatellitepotentialsof the orderof I0 V/m, when ion

reflectionisexpected.The waves havebroadbandfrequency
with maximum spectraldensitybetween 2-3 kHz, below

the LH frequencywhich is6.4 kHz. This exceedsby far

the collapsethreshold.For E ~ 12 V/m, no m 8 x I0_
#/cm_ and .IeV temperature,W/noT m 6 x I02. On the

basis of eqs. (2), we expect that the LH cavities will have
dimensions of the order of 20 cm in the transverse direction

and 4--6 m in the parallel direction. From Papadopoulos
[1992; eq. (17)] the observed frequency w0 will be given by

2WhH_which for W/noT _ 6 x 10-2 corresponds •_d o

to 2-3 kHz,V_-consistent with the observations by less et

a1.[1998].
Consider next the transit time acceleration of elec-

trons. Since the parallel scalelength of the wavepackets is
of the order of g _ 6m, only electrons with parallel veloc-
ity v >> g-'LM _--3 x 107 cm/sec can be accelerated. From
eqs. f3---5) [see also Papadopoulos, 1992b], the time required
tbr acceleration to energy e is given by

to(.¢) = _ = 5 x 10-: "_LH

For _ _ 200 eV, the time required for acceleration to 200
eV is 8 x lO3 see. For the TSS case it requires that the
turbulence extends to 60 m ahead of the probe.

The expected distribution function can be found by
considering a stationary process so that, eq. (3) gives

ED(c)0_- = const (7)

and using eq. (4) for D(c), we find 0f/0e ~ 1/E3/2which is
also consistent with the dependence reported by Winningham

et al. (1998).
We finally examine heating of the reflected ions. In

the presence of E _ 12 V/m at the LH range the slosh-
ing of the beam ions is Z_v = eE/MwLH _ 2 x 103 m/sec
which corresponds to an effective reflected ion temperature



_-M(Av) _ __ .3 - .4 eV consistent with the one reported by

Wright et al. [1998].

5. Concluding Remarks

This letter is an attempt to explore and list the factors

responsible for the theoretical puzzles observed in TSS-IR.

The preliminary analysis indicates that the main reason for
the discrepancies is associated with ion reflection from the

sheath and the required dynamic pressure balance between

the impinging ions and the electric fields in the sheath. From

the three factors associated with reflection - pressure equilib-

rium, violation of charge neutrality, and ion reflection driven
instabilities - we concentrated on the last. The observed 5

V threshold behavior, the enhanced wave activity and fre-

quency, the presence of suprathermal electron tails, and the

observed heating of the reflected ions are, at least to zero or-

der, consistent with theoretical expectations instability. How

and to what extent reflection, coupled with sheath equilib-

rium and non-neutrality produces the high current collection

efficiency is a major theoretical challenge not yet resolved.
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Figure 4. (a) Schematic of the reflection geometry. (b) Schematic representation of the distributions in velocity space
of the background and reflected ions and the electrons.
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Satellite Motion Effects on Current Collection in LEO Space
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Abstract. Recent TSS-1 and TSS-IR measurements showed that the satellite motion has

important effect on the magnitude of current collection in space. The classical Parker-Murphy

(PM) model [Parker & Murphy 1967] under-estimates the

comparison with the recent TSS-1R result [Thompson et al.

satellite current collection in

1997]. Thompson [1985] and

Dobrowolny et al. [ 1995] considered the satellite motion but did not solve the equation of motion

self-consistently to determine the sheath. In this study, the Thompson and Dobrowolny sheath

models were modified by solving the equation of motion and the particle trajectory dynamics,

which leads to an expression lor the magnetic field aligned sheath with velocity dependence. This

sheath expression shows explicitly the current collection dependence on satellite velocity and

,_,ives a realistic prediction of current being collected as observed. A general current collection

expression with the satellite motion and the oblique magnetic field is derived.
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1. Introduction

Current collection in space has been continuously investigated since the probe theory,

was developed (Lang__umuir and Blodgett) in 1924. With the induced electric field and the

magnetic field effects, Parker & Murphy (PM) [1967] developed a current collection model for a ?' '_'

spherically motionless probe with radius greater than the plasma Debye leagth. In this model,

currents are collected from both direction along the magnetic field lines. T-his-.r-_,_k__ qualitatively

.i,,_agreemem with the data obtained from both laboratory experiments and computer simulations o

which, indicatel that an electron torus-like distribution develops across the magnetic field near a

positively biased spherical probe [Quinn & Chang 1966: Antoniades et al., 1990: Ma and Schunk,

1989; and Shiah et al., 1997]. Furthermore, the recent chamber experiments on current collection

by a sphere with radius greater than the Debye length have quantitatively confu'med the PM model

prediction with the magnetic field effect [Sorensen, Stone, and Wright, 1996]. In some cases,

when the external magnetic field is small, the current collection is less than the PM model

prediction because the radius of the cylindrical chamber is smaller than the PM sheath radius.

The Tethered-Satellite System (TSS) was designed to investigate the electrodynamics of

conductmg tether systems in space [Gross, 1973' Colombo et al., 1974; Dobrowolny and Stone,

1994: Stone and Bomfazi, 1997]. The measured currents from both TSS-1 and TSS-IR revealed

considerable current increases (by a factor of 4-5 for TSS- 1 and 2-3 for TSS- 1R) in comparison

with the PM current prediction [Dobrowolny et al., 1995; Thompson et al., 1997].

xt
[h_hny _-gomg-on-fo_-eseareh-for-4_ physical processes "of these -_

i

current increases. One of the hypothesis is that the current increase is due to the satellite motion.

Thompson [1985] was the first to consider such motion effect and proposed a magnetic field

•aligned sheath to predict the current collection, which was later modified to include the probe

potential by Dobrowolny et al. [1995]. The modified model includes two contributions: (1) the



staticPM currentand(2) the current due to the satellite motion. However, their prediction didn' t

explicitly show the magnitude of the probe velocity (or plasma flow) dependence, but merely

exhibits current collection being a factor of 5 as large as the PM current prediction when the

satellite is moving. This result does not physically explain the motion effect. On the other hand,

the numerical simulations [Singh and Chaganti 1994] showed that the plasma flow does play a

role in the determination of the current being collected by the probe.

In this study, a current collection model in space is developed by including the satellite

motion effect. In Section 2, the PM current collection model was reviewed and the

Thompson/Dobrowoiny assumptions on the field aligned sheath were discussed. In Section 3, the

modified model on current collection was described. A current collection formula with the motion

effect was derived with the consideration of both the PM sheath radius and the field aligned

sheath length. With the potential distribution along the magnetic field line, the magnetic field

",Rigned sheath was obtained by solving the equation of motion. This field aligned sheath is

dependent on the satellite velocity. The result shows that the current collection increases with

increasmg the satellite velocity. When the velocity approaches to zero, the present model reduces

to the PM model. The parametric study to include the orientation effect of the satellite motion

with respect to the magnetic field were studied. It is shown that magnitude of the current

collection is dependent on the orientation. The current collection is more efficient when the

magnetic field orientation is perpendicular to the satellite motion direction. When the satellite

moves parallel to the magnetic field line, the satellite collects the least which is equal to the PM

current prediction. In Section 4 the numerical results were illustrated and compared with the TSS-

1R measured data.



2. Brief descriptions of Parker-Murphy model and sheath assumptions

Parker and Murphy (PM) [1967] developed a space charge limited current collection model

for a spherically motionless probe in a uniform magnetized plasma. In this model, current

collection is carried out in the PM sheath tube along the magnetic field lines (Figure 1). The PM

current is given by

IpM = 2xr0" J0,

where j0 is the thermal current density, Jo = n_0evv_ / 4: VT_

"T_ = _/8kT_ / (7rrn) • and r_ is the PM sheath radius for current collection.

r

i 8eO,ro=a 1+ ,,
mea 2_'_ e "

(i)

isthe mean electronvelocity,

(2)

where a is the satellite radius; O, is the satellite potential; and fL is the electron cyclotron

frequency defined by _ = eB / m, with B the magnetic field.

For a satellite moving perpendicular to the geomagnetic field, electrons far from the

satellite in the PM sheath tube cannot be collected by the satellite. This means there exists a

margmal length along the magnetic field line. Only those electrons within the margmal length can

be collected by the satellite. This marginal length is called the field aligned sheath which generally

depends on the velocity and potential of satellite and the characteristics of ambient plasma. The

electrons m the up-stream of plasma continuously enter the PM sheath tube during the motion of

satellite. Therefore, current cotlection by a moving satellite is limited along the magnetic field line

and is extended in the direction of the satellite motion.

Thompson [1985] considered the limitation and proposed a formula lor the field aligned

sheath with the effect of satellite motion as

zl



2ave
ZT H __ (3)

Vo

where v_ is the electron thermal velocity defmed by, "¢, = x/kT_ /(2rim, ). However, this field

aligned sheath (or Thompson sheath) did not consider the effect of the satellite potential. To

include the satellite potential effect on the field aligned sheath and thus on current collection,

Dobrowolny et al. [1995] modified the Thompson sheath formula as

2r0Vre
ZDOB _ (4)

v0

To account for the satellite potential effect, the satellite radius a in equation (3) was replaced with

the PM sheath radius r0. Also, the electron thermal velocity _v_) was replaced by the mean

electron velocity (V'r=) without indicating any reason. Therefore, the ratio of the two field aligned

sheaths is ZDOB/ Zr. = 4rda.

To include the satellite motion effect on current collection, Dobrowotny et al. [1995]

further assumed that current collection is,

It_oB = lrM + 61, (5)

where the t-u-st term [/PM) represents the static current given by PM model and the second term

(6/) is the current due to the satellite motion, which is given by

_I = n=eVoA, (6)

where A is chosen to be the half of the surface area of the PM sheath tube with length ZDOB and

equal to,

A = rrrnZDoB. (7)

Substituting the sheath given by Eq. (4) into equations (5), (6), and (7), we can easily prove that

the additional current 6/is 4 times greater than the PM current. Hence the total current collection

predicted by Dobrowolny model [Dobrowolny et al., 1995] (/BOB) is 5 times greater than the PM



current.However,this currentpredictionmodelhasnot shownexplicitly the satellitevelocity

dependencebecauseDrobrowolnyet al [1995]did not obtainthesheathby solvingtheequation

of motion.

3.Analyses

In this sectiona current collection including the effect of motion with an arbitrary

orientationis derived.For a satellitemoving with an arbitraryangle(0) with respectto the

magneticfield, thecurrentcollectionregionis drawnin Figure2. This configurationis obtained

throughshiftingthe PMcurrentcollectiontubealongthedirectionof themotionof the satellite.

In anarbitrarytimeof currentcollection,fit, thenumberof electronscollectedbythesatelliteis

determinedby

fiN _ = 2Irro n _oV_& + (a + ro )Vo&Z, hn _osin 0. (9)

Here a is the satellite radius; r0 is the PM sheath radius; & is the time of current collection; V0 is

the satellite velocity; and Z,h is the length of the field aligned sheath in which electrons can be

collected bv the moving satellite. Obviously, there are two contributions of electrons being

collected bv the moving satellite. One is the electrons entering the Parker-Murphy tube through

both the beginning and the end of the collection tube along the magnetic field; and the second one

is the electrons entermg from side surface of the tube due to the motion effect The collection area

will be affected bv the orientation of satellite motion and the magnetic field. In general, the

derivation assumes that the satellite velocity is much less than the electron thermal velocity. In

,addition. we have replaced the concave configuration of the PM sheath tube with linear

approximation.

6
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With the current proportional to the rate of electron density, the total current collection is

derived through

_N e

I t -e _ft = I_M +(a+r°)ne°eV°Zsh sin0. (10)

This equation shows that the current collection is which dependent on both the PM sheath (ro)

and the field aligned sheath (Z_h). Substituting the PM sheath radius (Eq. 2) and the

Thompson/Dobrowolny field aligned sheath formula (Eq. 4) into this current collection formula

(Eq. 10), the current collection is found to be about 2.51pM for a satellite potential 0_ = 300 Volts

and at the angle of 0 = 90 °. Although this result is in good agreement with the TSS-IR

measurement [Thompson et al., 1997], but, it still did not exhibit the precise dependence of the

satellite velocity. This is because the assumption of the field aligned sheath inversely proportional

to the satellite velocity as used by Thompson (1985) and Dobrowoiny et al. (1995).

-g i_ c!e_- fre,m abovc di_cussien that current collection for a moving satellite essentially

field aligned sheath (Z,h). " ..... " '

dJa,_i-ci'it culicIit p_cd_ctio,-e_,-. Fo.r-exampte, _the Thompson field aligned sheath (Eq. 3_3"leads to _a "

current about I I + (a + r,_/(rcrol) Io_, which is -1.3 times greater than the PM current when the

potential is high, namely r0 >> a, the second term toward to l/n:, and - 1.6 times greater than the

PM current lbr a non-biased satellite, in which ro -> a, the second term becomes 2/zr. the

Thompson/Dobrowolny field aligned sheath (Eq. 4) leads to a current - 2 - 4 times greater than

the PM current. Dobrowolny et al [1995] obtained a current ~ 5 times greater than the PM

current because they thought the plasma flow is perpendicular to the side surface of the PM

current collection tube everywhere. Theretbre, to study the motion effect on current collection,

the most important issue is how to precisely determine the field aligned sheath. Therefore, it is



importantto obtaina self-consistentsheathwhichmcludesthe satellitevelocityexplicitly in the

sheathexpression.

To derive a field aligned sheath during the satellite motion, the equation of motion is used

to trace each single particle's trajectory,

= -eV0 + e _ ( 11 )
m_ dt ' c

Here, ,7 is the velocity vector of electron; _ is the electric potential in space; B is the external

magnetic field vector; m, is the electron mass; and c is the speed of light. In the cylindrical

coordinate system Z-axas is parallel to the magnetic field lines. The origin of the coordinate system

is fixed at the center of the satellite. For an electron moving "along the guiding center [me of the

magnetic field, the equation t 11) reduces to

dZ ,f2e01 Z)
dt - vz ---v --m_ " (12)

where Z is the coordinate along the magnetic field lines. Certainly, an electron biased from the

guiding center is interacted by an electric field in the direction perpendicular to the B-field.

However, this interaction does not significantly affect the motion parallel to the B-field.

When a high positively charged satellite is movmg with an arbitrary angle with respect to

the magnetic field, there exists a limited height for the PM current collection tube. The electrons

within the shaded region can be collected by the satellite as shown in Figure 2; the electrons

outside the region can not be collected because, when they come down to the satellite, the

satellite has shifted away. Thus. we have the following conditions to determine the arbitrary

constant in the integration of equation _12),

Z,h
Zw

"3
when t=O, (13)



a

Z=0, when t- (14)
v;

Here Vo = V0 sin0 is the projection of the satellite velocity vector in the direction perpendicular

to the magnetic field. Therefore, giving a potential distribution along the magnetic field line, we

can obtain an analytical expression for the field aligned sheath (Z_h) by solving equation (12).

In general, the time-dependent potential distribution can be self-consistently obtained by

solving the Poisson equation. But, the time-dependent particle density distributions are unknown

in the surrounding plasmas which are perturbed by the highly biased and moving satellite.

Fortunately, the transient results from simulations have indicated that the space potential

decreases are quite slow along the magnetic field line relative to the variations in the direction

perpendicular to the magnetic field [Singh et al, 1994; Ma & Schunk, 1989]. Thus, the space

plasma may have an inverse power law potential along the magnetic field line. Hence, the space

potential along the guiding center line of the magnetic field can be expressed as

/o)' , (15)

where 7 is the power index, which is equal to unity for the free space. This type of potential was

also used in the PM model. In addition, the power index is shown to be equal to 2 in the distant

unmagnetized plasma far from the probe [Whipple 1990].

Substituting equation (15) into equation (12), we obtain the magnetic field aligned

sheath Z,h as

This sheath expression is quite different from the sheaths given by both Thompson [1985] and

Dobrowolny et al., [1995]. In their studies, they have assumed the sheath is Linearly inverse



proportionto the satellitevelocity.This self-consistentderivedsheath,however,is non-linearly

inverseproportionto thesatellitevelocitywith an indexequalto 2/( y + 2) which are related to

the behavior of the potential distribution. This formula only make sense when the power index y is

non-zero. When y is zero, the parallel potential equals the satellite potential at all Z. Therefore,

there is no parallel electric field and thus no electron collection, which is not physical case.

Substituting this new field aligned sheath (Eq. 16) into the current collection formula

(Eq. 10), we obtain current collection with the motion effect as

t2 a'o, |
1 =,pu+2fa+r,,)(VosinO)mr*2'n_oei2 _ -_: [ . (17)

Therefore, the motion effect on current collection increases with increasing both the velocity Vo

and the angle O only when the potential has a non-zero gradient along the magnetic field (or 2 :_

0).

When the satellite moves along the magnetic field line (i.e., 0 = 0), the field aligned

sheath (Z,,) approaches to in(mite long. In this case current collection is carried out exactly within

the PM sheath tube and thus current collection reduces to the PM current, lc --9 IpM. On the other

hand, when the satellite moves in the direction perpendicular to the magnetic field (i.e., 0 = 90°),

the field aligned sheath and current collection are given respectively by

_,_ 2/(7+21
Z,_ =2 (y +2)a,12ear0' ] . (18)

2Vo _ m j

(3a [2earO, 1 '''r*'-'dN_
I-e_=l_ + 2(a+r,,)(V,,)r'cr'2_n.oel--_-_[ m . . (19)

dt_ _ _- V m. )

Both the field aligned sheath (Z,h) and the current collection (Ic) depend on the satellite velocity.

When the velocity tends to zero (or the satellite de-accelerates to the stationary state), the current

10



beingcollectedbythesatellitesmoothlygoesto thePM current.In thecaseof TSS-IR measured

parameters,our predictiononcurrentcollectionis- 0.5Amp,whichis about3 timesgreaterthan

thePM current,andhencein goodagreementwith themeasureddataduringTSS-1R [Thompson

et al., 1997]. Here we have chosen the parameters as: B = 0.32 Gausses, Te = 0.13 eV, ne = 7 x

10 tl m 3, a = 0.8 meters, 02 = 300 Volts, V0 = 7.6 km/s, and y= 1.6.

4. Numerical Results and Comparison with TSS-1R Data

To show how current collection is affected by the satellite motion, the numerical studies

are performed by using Eq. / 17).

Figure 3 shows the currents predicted by both the static PM model and the present model

with the motion effect. The horizontal axis is the satellite velocity in meters per second; the

vertical axis is the current normalized by the thermal current L_ which is defined by Io = 2tc a: j0.

The dotted-dashed [me is the PM current and the solid line shows the prediction with the motion

effect. To obtain these results, the TSS-IR measured parameters are used. The satellite velocity in

this Figure is varied from 1 to 104 m/s. Other parameters are fixed as: the satellite potential 0o =

300 Volts: the satellite radius a = 0.8 meters; the electron density in space n_ = 7 x 10 _ m3; the

plasma temperature T_ = 0.13 eV (or -1500 K); the magnetic field B = 0.32 Gausses; the

orientation angle of motion 0 = 90°; and the power index of the potential distribution along the

magnetic field line is chosen to be - 1.6 in this calculation. It is shown that the motion effect on

current collection is dependent of the velocity. When the velocity approaches to zero, current

collection smoothly returns to the PM current. However, when the velocity is the typical satellite

orbit speed, current collection is approximately 2.7 times greater than the PM current, which is in

]l



goodagreementwith thedataobtainedfrom TSS-IR [Wright Jr. et al., 1996:Thompsonet al.,

1997].

Figure4 showsthe currentcollectionpredictedthe presentmodelasa functionof the

orientationof the satellitemovementwith respectto the magneticfield (thesolid line).The PM

currentis also plotted for comparison(the dotted-dashedline).The orientationangleis varied

from0 to 90°. Thesatellitevelocityis fixedas7.6km/sandotherparametersarechosento be the

sameasthosein Figure3. It is shownthatcurrentcollectionwith themotioneffectdependson

the orientation of the motion relative to the magnetic field. When the sateUitemoves

perpendicularto themagneticfield,themotioneffecton currentcollectionreachesthe maximum

and could be severaltimesgreaterthan the PM current.However,whenthe satellitemoves

parallelto the magneticfield, the motion effect is negligiblein which in which the current

collectionis equalto thevaluepredictedbyPMmodel.

In orderto comparethepresentcurrentcollectionmodelwith theTSS-IR datain more

detail,weplot thethird setof current-voltage(IV) survey(3IV24), whichyieldedhighestcurrent

andsatellitevoltageof thermssion,againstthecurrentcollectionpredictedbythepresentmodel

l_eeFigure51. Thethirdsetof IV surveyconsists6 IV scansandhence6 plots.Eachplot has4

curves.The red solid circlesare the TSS-1R data points. The green triangles are the Parker-

Murphy currents. The blue hollow circles and squares are the predictions by the present model at

?= 1.6 and at y= 2.0 respectively. These data are deduced from Italian Langmuir probe dataset.

Table 1 gives the plasma parameters tot the 6 IV plots. It is found, from the 6 IV plots, that the

present model predictions on current collection are very good in agreement with the TSS-IR data

Ithe third IV survey) if the power mdex yis chosen in the range of- 1.6 - 2. The present model at

7= 2.0 fits the data shown m the tkst two IV scans (3IV24-1 and 3IV24-2) very well and at y=

t.6 fits the data of the 4th and 5th IV scans (i.e., 3IV24-4 and 3IV24-5). The data points shown

12



in thethird and6thIV scans(i.e.,3IV24-3 and3IV24-6),however,fall betweeny= 1.6 and y=

2.0 curves

The TSS-1R data shown in different IV scans are bound to be different because they were

measured in different time periods and under different plasma conditions. Even in one IV scan, the

plasma parameters could also be varied since the tethered satellite system traveled at 7.732 km/s

and each scan lasted 64 seconds. In the 6 IV scans, typical (averaged) plasma parameters are

(deduced from Italian Langmuir probe dataset) used (Table 1). As we can see from Table 1, the

first 3 IV scans have lower temperatures and higher densities in comparison with the last 3 IV

scans. Theretbre, in the low temperature and high density cases, the measurements are m

agreement with the prediction by the present model at y= 2.0; while, in the high temperature and

low density cases, the measurements are in agreement with the prediction by the present model at

7= 1.6. We could not use a unique constant value of 7to fit all the data shown in the 6 plots. One

possible reason may be due to the measurements. It is known that the both temperatures and

densities of electron are indirectly measured during TSS-IR. Also the magnetic fields might not

take the same angles with respect to the motion for cases corresponding to the 6 IV scans.

Another reason may be due to the plasma/or Debyel sheath effects which are not included

in both the present and the PM models. From the Table 1 we see that the Debye sheath length

corresponding to the first 3 IV scans is ~ 2 times smaller than that corresponding to the last 3 IV

scans. That is, the Debye sheath effects are stronger m the ftrst 3 IV scans than those in the last 3

IV scans. On the other hand, if we maintam the ), as a unique constant value, the present model

only includes a constant plasma effect which are independent of the characteristics of the ambient

plasma. Thus, it is understandable why less currents (relative to the currents predicted by the

present model at a definite 7) were collected in the first 3 IV scans by the satellite than m the last

3 IV scans (Figure 6_. The Debve sheath affects current collection probably through affecting the

13



PM sheathradiusandthesheathsizealongthemagneticfieldlines,sincetheDebyesheathaffects

thepotentialdistributionin ambientplasmas.

In the presentmodel,we emphasizeour studyon the satellitemotion effecton current

collection.The power law potentialsareassumedin thepresentmodel(alsoin the PM model).

Thus,to comparethepresentmodelwith thedatashownin differentIV scans,thepower indexy

isestimatedasina range(e.g. 1.6to 2) insteadof a uniquevalue.To considerthevariationsI of

the Debye sheath effect, a better and hence more complicated potential formula than Eq. (15) is

required. It must be dependent on the plasma characteristics such as the density, temperature, and

the magnetic field, in which an analvtical solution of the field aligned sheath may not be obtained.

That is what we will study in the future.

5. Summary and Conclusions

We have studied current collection by a moving and highly biased satellite in LEO space.

We first derived a current collection formula through modifying the static PM model with the

motion effect which depends on how to determine the field aligned sheath. In order to obtain a

realistic expression tot the field aligned sheath, we then solved the equation of motion of electron.

This new sheath expression leads to current collection explicitly dependence of the satellite

velocity. When the satellite velocity approaches to zero. the current predicted by the present

model returns to the PM current. However. for a satellite with a typical satellite velocity such as

the TSS-IR mission, the predicted current is - 2-4 times greater than the PM current, which is in

good agreement with the data measured during TSS-IR. We have also considered the orientation

effect on current collection. To obtain the present sheath and current expressions, we have

assumed that the satellite moves along a direction with an arbitrary, angle relative to the magnetic

field. It shows the current collection with the motion effect being orientation dependence. For a

14



satellitemovingperpendicularto the magneticfield line, it collectsa current2-4 timesgreater

thanthePM currentinagreementwith theTSS-IR measurements. The motion effect, however, is

negligible when the satellite moves along the magnetic field line. Finally we have numerically

shown the relations in more detail between the satellite motion effect on current collection in

space and various variables such as the satellite velocity and the orientation angle. We have also

plotted the IV predictions in association with the third set IV survey of the TSS-1R data. It is

shown that the data measured at low temperature and high density cases fit well the present y=

2.0; while the data measured at high temperature and low density cases fit well the present model

at y= 1.6.
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Figure Captions

Fig. 1. The Parker-Murphy (PM)current collection tube. Here a denotes the satellite radius and

r0 refers to the PM sheath radius. The current was shown to be mainly collected along the

magnetic field line.

Fig. 2. The current collection region for a moving satellite which is obtained by shifting the

satellite. The orientation of the motion is considered to have an arbitrary angle ( 0 ) with

respect to the magnetic field line. Here the V0 is the satellite velocity; St (in the text we

use to) is the time of collection; and Z,h is the sheath along the magnetic field. The plasma

velocity flow also contributes the current collection.

Fig. 3. Current collection with motion effect (the solid linet and the PM current (the dotted-

dashed fine) vs. the satellite potentials. Parameters are chosen to be those measured

during TSS-1R. All currents are normalized by the thermal current.

]7



Fig.4.

Fig.5.

Currentcollectionwith themotioneffectvs.theorientationangleof themotion(thesolid

line);thePM currentisalsodrawnfor comparison(thedotted-dashedline).

The third setof IV survey(3IV24) on theTSS-1Rdatais plotted againstthe current

predictionsbyboththepresentandPMmodels.Thepresentmodelat Y = 2.0 fits the data

shown in the ftrst two IV scans and at "y= 1.6 fits the 4th and 5th IV scans. The data

points shown in the third and 6th IV scans, however, fall between y = 1.6 and "y= 2.0

curves.
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Table 1: Plasma parameters in the 6 IV scans

IV Scan Temperature (K) Density (×105 cm '_) B field (Gausses)

1 1500 8.0 0.319

2 1650 8.1 0.320

3 1000 6.5 - 8.0 0.321

4 2550 2.8 0.327

5 2800 3.0 0.326

6 2300 3.6 0.322
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Numerical Simulation of the SPES Instrument Operation

Aboard TSS-1R- A Progress Report

S. Riyopoulos, D. P. Chemin, C. L. Chang, and A. T. Drobot

SAIC

1710 Goodridge Dr., McLean VA 22102

Abstract

Numerical simulations using the 2D PIC code MASK have been employed

to evaluate the performance of the SPES spectrometer operation during the

TSS-1R shuttle flight. We searched for possible pathways whereby false

spectrometer energy readings are produced by spurious electrons, somehow

originating inside the device, and not entering through collimator slit of the

SPES instrument. By exhausting the plausible mechanisms involving

secondary electron generation inside the instrument we have so far found no

evidence that this is the cause of false readings.

I. Introduction

Determining the current-voltage characteristics was one of the primary

goals of the Tethered Satellite System re-flight mission (TSS-1R) of the

TSS satellite orbiting in the ionosphere. The current was measured directly

with accuracy while the satellite potential was deduced from a circuit model

involving the plasma sheaths between the satellite or the space shuttle and

the ambient plasma ground. Energy spectrometers residing on the tethered

satellite surface recorded the energy spectrum for the electrons accelerated

through the sheath, thus providing a possible mean to measure the satellite

potential.

The experimentally observed spectrometer energy fluxes as shown in Figs

l a-lc were taken during the first IV24 cycle by ROPE investigation. The

peak in the energy distribution corresponds roughly to the anticipated value

of the sheath voltage. However, a broad background of energy flux is

observed to extend all the way up to energies higher than what sheath can

provide. In fact, the energy flux of background electrons increases with the

stepping current pulses to the point where the peak and the background

merge into a broad band extended all the way up to about 200 eV. The



result is puzzling given that the estimated sheath potential at these current

pulses is not expected to exceed 200 Volts.

In this report we investigate the possibility of spurious measurements

caused by stray, low energy secondary electrons or other charged particles

originating inside the instrument, reaching the spectrometer slit and register

as high energy population. The primary goal of this report is to explore

possible pathways of false spectrometer reading by spurious electrons, using

numerical simulations employing the 2D PIC code MASK.

To put our investigation in proper context, a circuit equivalent of the

shuttle-satellite system is shown in Fig. 2. Here V a, and V,o are,

respectively, the voltage differences between the satellite or the shuttle

surface, and the ambient plasma. Notice that the satellite and the shuttle

surfaces serve as the capacitor plates surrounded by an electron and an ion

sheath respectively {the other two "plates" correspond to the undisturbed

plasma far away). The voltage source VE,B corresponds to the potential

induced across the wire (tether) of length L by moving through the earth's

magnetic field, while R is the wire resistance. Voltage balance requires

VExB +loR + V,,, + Vh_ = 0 (1)

An electron current Ioand an ion current I, pass through the satellite and the

shuttle sheaths. The upper limits for the electron/ion current densities are

given by the Child-Langmuir law

V _¢: e'": V 3/: {Ze) _j:

L 2 , _, , L 2 * ,
(2)

Because of the much higher ion mass M >> m, the total ion current cannot

match that of the electrons, as that would take an ion collection area orders

of magnitude larger than the electron collection area and/or a shuttle sheath

voltage much higher than the satellite voltage. Current conservation takes

place by electron expulsion from the shuttle through the current I delivered
by electron gun assembly (EGA) onboard shuttle so that

1 =I =I,,+1 (3)

Current level delivered by EGA's is controlled in part by the temperature of

the cathode emitter in operation. Changing the current level in IV24 pulses



affects the voltage distribution along the tether circuit. Therefore, current

steppings in the IV24 cycle provide an effective current-voltage scan on the

satellite side.

II. Numerical Simulation of the SPES Instrument

A series of numerical particle simulations using the code MASK was

undertaken to uncover potential mechanisms of stray electrons arriving at

the detector slit through paths other than the collimator slit. Those

hypothetical electrons, generated inside the apparatus via either secondary

emission, photo-ionization, or other unspecified process would not have the

same energy as those passing through the collimator, thus yielding false

readings.

The simulation area is shown in Fig. 3a-3b. The particles are orbiting in

fixed externally applied fields (self-fields are negligible), including the

earth's magnetic field of the order of 0.4 Gauss. Both a symmetric

arrangement (with both the ion and electron collection slits) and an

asymmetric one (only the electron collection slit) were tested. The

corresponding equal potential surfaces are shown in Figs. 3a and 3b

respectively. Typical electron trajectories inside the instrument are shown

in Fig. 4. It was confirmed that there is hardly any observable difference in

the numerical electron spectrometry between symmetric and non-symmetric

configuration. Therefore, the arrangement of using only the electron

collection slit was employed to reduce computation time. It was also

confirmed that flipping the magnetic field direction did not produce any

discernible difference in the particle orbits, provided that the injected

energies exceed 0.5 eV.

A numerical calibration test was done by recording the flux at the detector

slit of electrons injected with nearly constant energy and narrow velocity

angle cone A0 = 5°, as determined by the collimator specifications. The

voltage at the deflection plates was held constant as the injection energy

was swept through a range, and the collected current vs. injected energy was

recorded, as plotted in Fig. 5. The ratio of the injected electron energy E m,

which corresponded to maximum collected current, to the deflection plate

voltage V was compared with the experiment. This ratio is approximately

constant and yields the calibration curve E r, = A x V of the instrument.



The numerical grid size was successively refined until the measured value
of A converged. We found that going beyond a 200 x 200 mesh resolution
lead to no significant change in A. The numerically measured value A = 11
is off from that of the SPES instrument (12.5) by about 10%. The
difference is partly attributed to the stair-step surface boundaries, resulting
by modeling a cylindrical surface with a rectangular mesh. This generates
high field harmonics acting on the particles grazing the deflection plates.

In addressing the possibility of stray electrons it is easier to start with
numerical electrons at the slit and march them backwards in time (i.e.

negative time step dt in the code), taking advantage of the time-reversibility

in the equations of motion. Such approach yields all the possible initial
conditions and locations of electrons that can reach the detector slit. The

parameter space subjected for search involves only the energy and angle

spread of the impacting electrons entering the detector slit. It is therefore

much easier to identify all the possible origins of electrons entering the

detector slit.

For each of a typical backward trace runs, the initial conditions include a

monochromatic energy electron bunch, with a uniform distribution of

electron velocities within a cone of angle 0 around the surface vertical. For

fixed deflection plate voltage the run is repeated with different electron

energies until an energy range is covered. The reliability of the backward

integration involved first marching electrons forward from the collimator

slit to the detector slit and registering their impact energy and velocity at the

detector slit. A subsequent backward trace from the final conditions should

then bring these electrons back to the collimator slit of the instrument.

Typical backward traces for electrons registered at the slit with impact

angles between -45 and +45 degrees from surface vertical are shown in

Figs. 6-7. Electron energy is coded in color. We are interested primarily in

backward orbits intersecting some physical structures, such as the light trap

surface or the deflection plate itself. Because such intersections imply that

secondaries produced by particles impacting these surfaces at specific

energies could actually reach the detector slit. From figures 6 and 7, we can

see that electrons reaching the slit at impact energy E could originate from

the light trap (Fig. 7) or the deflection plate (Figs. 6 and 7) with initial

energies E + 1 eV and E + 20 eV, respectively. The second case is highly

improbable, given that most of the secondaries are emitted with energies of

a few eVs, regardless of the primary impact energy, and well below the 20

4



eV required to overcome the potential barrier between the deflection plate

and the detection slit. The remote possibility is a small fraction of

deflection plate secondaries, emitted at energy equal to that of the impacting

primary through elastic backscattering, which could in principle overcome

the potential gap. The first case involves low energy secondaries ejected

from the light trap surface reaching the detection slit. However, since the

surface of light trap is plated in gold, the yield for secondaries is too low for

a substantial electron production if the primary particles are electrons

energized in the sheaths. For instance, energies of primary electrons in Fig.

1 are in the range of 10-50 eV, well below the impact energy for secondary

yield equal to I (the maximum yield for gold is 0.15 at impacting energy of

50 eV). Furthermore, at issue is the accessibility of the light trap surfaces to

the primary, electrons. Backward traces from the light trap surfaces were

performed to determine the possible origins of primary electrons that are

sufficiently energetic to produce secondaries. The result is shown in Fig. 8.

It was found that such electrons do not come from the collimator slit.

Instead, they are produced either at high initial energy from the tail end of

the deflection plate, or behind the deflection plate, or at low energy from the

surface of the detector plate (other than the slit). None of these scenarios

are likely in reality.

It is therefore deemed that secondary electrons are not the cause of the high

background energy flux registered by the SPES instrument. In particular,

any attempt to identify the origin of the background should also explain, not

only the origin and high values of the recorded energy flux in the

background energy tail, but also (i) the exponential increase in the

integrated background energy flux with the linear increase in the sheath

voltage and (ii) the apparent uniformity in the energy flux with E,

suggesting an E "'3n_ dependence of the background number density.

It is well known that, in a uniform field electrostatic spectrometer, the

deflection angle depends only on the energy and the charge, regardless of

the mass of the charged particle. Therefore, the possibility arises that

negative ions passing through the collimator, such as H-, O-, and N-, reach

the detection slit and register as electrons, creating the observed

background. Test particle runs, such as in Figs. 9 and 10, confirmed this

scenario. For a given deflection plate voltage, the energies of H-, O-, N-

ions and electrons registering at the slit are approximately equal. So,

practically speaking, there is no way to distinguish between electrons or

single charge negative ions. There are several issues needing to be resolved



before proposing negative ions as the source for the enhanced background
energy flux. The first issue is identifying the electron attachment

mechanisms and the production rates of the negative ions, since they are not

part of the ionospheric plasma at 300 km height. The second issue is

explaining the enhanced reading in energy flux. considering one electron

exchange for one negative ion. The third issue is relating the impinging

negative ions to the exponential increase in the observed integrated flux

with sheath potential.

III. Conclusions

The use of numerical simulations has excluded, by the process of

elimination, most of the plausible scenarios that stray electrons, produced

by secondary emission somewhere inside the instrument, yield false

instrument readings and are responsible for the broad background energy

flux and the high energetic tails recorded by the SPES instrument. The

possibility of contributing negatively charged ions, created and energized in

the sheaths outside the instrument, remains to be resolved.

6



Figure Captions

Fig. 1. Energy flux spectra produced during the TSS-1R flight for low

circuit current / sheath voltages.

Fig 2. Schematic layout of the equivalent TSS circuit.

Fig 3. Illustration of the simulation geometry and the resulting equal

potential contours employed for the SPES spectrometer (a) both ion and

electron detectors present (b) electron detector only.

Fig 4. Electron trajectories inside the instrument for injected e-beam

energy of 230 eV and deflection plate voltage of 20 V.

Fig 5. Calibration showing the fraction of electron beam current

arriving at the detector slit as a function of the injected beam energy. The

two different curves correspond to numerical spatial resolutions of 100xl00

and 200x200 grid points covering the simulation area. The curves for

symmetric and non-symmetric detector arrangements coincide.

Fig 6. Backward tracing of electrons that have arrived at the detector

slit with energy 1 eV and a uniform velocity distribution within 45 ° angle

from surface vertical. The color code indicates energy in eV.

Fig 7. Same as Fig 5. for 25 eV electrons.

Fig 8. Backward tracing of electrons to determine possible origin of

primaries that could hit the light trap. The electrons are uniformly

distributed over the surface with gaussian velocity distribution and vertical

impact energy of 1 eV.

Fig 9. Trajectories of O ions injected through the spectrometer slit at

230 eV at 20 V deflection voltage. Note the similarity with the electron

trajectories of the same parameters in Fig. 4.

Fig 10. Spectrometry curve, fraction of injected current recorded at the

slit for, electrons, H- and O- ions of injected energy of 230 eV and 20 V

deflection plate voltage.
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ELECTRON COLLECTION ALONG B

L - Length of the electron collection tube

T - Transit time of the TSS satellite on a field line

T= 2 R/VtSS.L

• Electron collection occured on a transient basis.

Length of the tube L is continuously increasing.



ELECTRON COLLECTION ALONG B

Averaged tube expansion speed V* within transit time T

V*=L/T

Total charge collected by the satellite within time T

Q= 2e N O(n R 2) L



ELECTRON COLLECTION ALONG B

• Averaged current in time T

I =Q/T= 2e No (_R 2) V*

Collection radius R is defined by Parker-Murphy

R2=a2[ 1 +2(_/_o) _ ] ;_o=(ea_12mc_)B,
O

Averaged tube expansion speed can be written as

V* =

2 e No (_ a2) [I1 + 2 (_/¢o) ''2]



EXPANSION SPEED FROM TSS DATA

Averaged Tube Expansion Speed

V* - I

2 e No (x a2) [ 1 +2 (_/_o) 'r_]

_o=( e a2/2 m, c 2 ) B 2
o

TSS-1R provided measurements on I, NO, Bo, and ¢

FO

11V24 1-3

4-6

IDC24

21V24 I-3

4-6

GAS

31V24 1-3

4-6

Tether

Break

GMT N. (/c.c.) T. ('K) a. (O)

56/23:20:.48 - 23:23:57

56/23:32:51 - 23:36:00

56/23:50:00

57/00:11:59 - 00:15:08

57/00:24:02 - 00:27:11

57/00"33:00

57/00".54.-05

57/01.'06:17.01.'09:.25

57/01:18:20- 01:21:28

57/0 1:30:.20

5.7 x 10' 1400 0.32

7.7 x 10_ 1100 0.32

5.1 x 10' 1400 0.35

9.8 x 10' 1600 0.22

9.4 x 10' 1700 0.25

7.2 x 10_ 1500 0.345

7.2 x 10 _ 1500 0.345

8.1 x 10J _,- 1400 0.32

2.9 x 10_,_ 1650 0.32

1.1 x 10" 2000 0.28

What is the characteristic tube expansion speed V*
as suggested by TSS dataset ?
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SUMMARY

Electron collection tube expands with roughly constant speed
V* at high satellite voltage.

• Constant V* at high voltage <_> Parker-Murphy scaling

V* = I / 2 e N o (a: R 2) <---> I / Io = (R/a) 2

The constant expansion speed is less than characteristic
electron thermal speed or Alfven speed

-> indicating more efficient electron collection processes

anamolous transport into collection tube ?

motional effects ?

• Tube volume is self-adjusted according to ambient density
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TSS-1R GAS EVENT

Gas was released from Yaw thrusters on the TSS satellite

during 2DC24 operational cycle for about 2 seconds.

There was an initial surge on the tether current:

0.46 A -> 0.59 A -> 0.51 A (EGA gun limited)

and a drop on the satellite voltage: 1000 V -> 100 V

e',,

E

Z
LU
n-

re"

n-
LU

UJ
I--

0.6

0.55

0.5

0.4S

Voltage

Current

F
I

TSS-1R GAS EVENT

....
.... J ....

r

I

/ !

t

2 4 5 6 7

19961057100:54:03 . 08 (Sec)

1000 -_
rn
r"
r-

rn

<
o
r'-

Ill

o
100 =

(/I

Electrons from neutral gas ionization (Townsend discharge)
enhanced TSS current collection.

Parameters: T = 1700 °K; N = 5.8 x 10"/m'

Parker-Murphy Radius: 2.4 m-> 1.5 m.
; B = 0.35 G;



GAS RELEASE FROM YAW THRUSTERS

4 yaw thrusters are located on the equatorial plane of the

satellite for spin control, operated in pair

X
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GAS FLOW IN YAW THRUSTERS

• Yaw nozzle design:

INLET

v,

Po

to
------'-- i

YAW NOZZLE

SATELLITE

SKIN

A

R" = 0.3 mm

FHROAT v. EXIT v

P° p,

t. t,_

..:=:. ......... 16 °

T
Re = 4 mm

,¢

Inlet parameters:

Isentropic Flow:

N,, p,, = 10 atm, to = 300 'K

( M is Mach Number )

Y

P° :i 1 + 7"+-1 'l_-'__ Ma
p 2 j

I 1

_ = y-_ I_, (yp I+t+ I+'/--._.IM +, P__e_.= (I+--M' c-
t v p "_s . _ p I

'a+'"1R., M 2

At Throat: M = 1,7 = 1.4, p. / Po = 0.5283,

t./t,=0.8333, p./po=0.634, v. = 322 m/s

At Exit: M = 7.88, t = 22.35 "K, v = 760 m/s,

p° = 1.13 x 10 _ arm, p_ = 1.72 x 10 "2 kg/m'
n = 3.67 x 10:3/m '



GAS DYNAMICS SIMULATIONS

Continumm flow field near yaw nozzle exit

Define breakdown surface

Scale Length / Mean Free Path = 0.05

Beyond breakdown surface, collisionless DSMC flow



NEUTRAL DENSITY PROFILE

Neutral density in Core and Bloom cones

_v

$

50" l/
,/

Core

16° /

Bloom

x

105/

Z t

Core angle is 160 , bloom angle is the maximum expansion
angle I Prandt-Mver expansion 1at 34 °

r = X sin40 ° - y sinS0 o , 0=tan

s=Xcos40 °+__Ycos50 o , t=Z .

-_/ r" +t"s

R exit -

(R_.,. + s tanl6 ° )2

0 - 16 °

Nbtoom (r, s. t)= Nco_ (s) x 10- 4.2s---T

Ncore, N bloom _ N ambient = 10Is m 3
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ENHANCED CURRENT COLLECTION

DUE TO GAS DISCHARGE

Measured ambient magnetic field is mainly along the Y axis
Bx = 0.038 G, By =0.325 G, Bz = 0.109 G

Electron collection is mainly along the B field (Y axis)

Electron flux along B encounters neutral gas. causes
discharge and enhanced collection by the TSS satellite.

X



DISCHARGE ALONG B FIELD

• Townsend Formula:

a(Y)= A p(X. V. Z)exp( - B p(X. Y. Z)/E)

with c_in l/cm, p in Torr, E in V/cm, and

for E/p: 200 - 600

for E/p: 27 - 200
A= 12, B = 342

A = 8.8, B = 275

-g

?
E

t-

7

Electron multiplication factor along B"

X = 1.0m, Multiplication = 3.07

X = 0.5m. Multiplication = 2.17

10' Z = 0 m, Fixed X, Along Y or B

" 0110a _ = 5m

10 a

lo' .-.! ...............................:,...................
g \

10 s

o o.s _ 1.s 2 zs a
Y (m)

_"

N, (Y)= exp f tz(Y)dY
N

eo oo

10 21

10ao

10 II
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- t

- i

:'-i

10_

'_._.Sm ,," F_/p0.Sin •-"

...... ,o'
,-- _ 10 4

i-:-':---:--_'_--:,-:--\.,,,_,_0.........
10 a

o.s 1 1.5 2 2.S 3

Y (m)



ELECTRON MULTIPLICATION BY GAS RELEASE

Low Voltage (100 Volts, Rpm = 1.5 m)

E = 1 V/cm
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High Voltage (1000 Volts. Rpm = 2.4 m)
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IMPLICATION ON CURRENT COLLECTION

Initial surge of current due to discharge at high voltage ( _.

1000 V ), then the current decreased to the limit set by EGA
gun at - 0.5 A, satellite voltage self-adjusted to ---100 V

accordingly, and a lower level of discharge was maintained
for 2 seconds.
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E = 0.5 V/cm
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E = 1 V/cm

N
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Density Multiplication Factor r
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E = 10 V/cm

N
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Post Mission Laboratory Tests

by

George Bergeron

Science Applications International Corporation

1. Laboratory Tests on Tether

Several "quick and dirty" experiments were performed on a short section of

the tether in an effort to examine the possibility that plasma breakdown due

to trapped air around the center conductor may have caused or contributed to

the failure of the Tethered Satellite Experiment. These experiments were

carried out in a small volume vacuum chamber, estimated at 5 liters, which

was first characterized for pump-out speed while empty, then again with

about 2 feet of the tether installed. The center conductor of the tether

section was attached to a high-voltage feed-through to which voltages to

15kV could be applied. The power supply used in this experiment was a

current-limited, 0-15 kV supply with a peak current output of 25 mA. The

results of both pump-out speed tests and high-voltage breakdown test are

presented here.

2. Vacuum Tests

The first item to note was the significant difference in pump-down speed

between the empty vessel, and evacuating it once the tether section had

been installed. The empty, chamber could be evacuated from atmosphere to



lxl0 3 Torr in about six minutes. Pump out to the same pressure with the

tether in place took hours (see attached data sample). This indicates that

there was indeed trapped gas (air) around the center conductor and that it

was not easily removed due to the small gas conductance around the

electrical conductor to the ends of the tether section.

3. Plasma Breakdown Tests

High voltage was applied to the tether section while it was held in a number

of configurations, both near a ground plane and away from ground. In

general, igniting a plasma within the chamber and along the surface of the

tether proved easy, as was expected given the vacuum test results.

Depending on gas pressures and arrangement of the tether, breakdown was

observed to occur over a range in intensities from a few sparks to igniting the

whole chamber. At one point the whole outer sheath was observed to

breakdown (Voltage -7.8 kv, Pressure (start) -9 xl0 -4, Pressure (end) - 5 xl0 -a

Torr) in random sections, jumping from one area to another. More typically,

local discharges were observed in the form of "sparks" occured on various

locations of the tether.

4. Conclusions on the Laboratory Tests

These experiments cannot stand as definitive proof that the root cause of

the tether break was plasma breakdown however; when taken in conjunction

with other data and the observations of the technical crew on the mission

indicate strongly that that this mode of failure is highly likely. However, no

residual gas analyzer (RGA) was available at the time of the experiments to

verify that the gas generated was air rather than other neutral constituents.


